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After the Pain, Beauty Rernains: Identity, and Aesthetics of Body Modification in Montreal 

By Elizabeth ûemerson 

This aiesis is an ethnographic and analytic examination of body modification in the 

downtown Montreal area. The processes of s-fic non-cuiturally sanctioned body modifications, 

such as tattooing, body piercing, scarification, tongue forking, implanting, and amputation, are 

detailed and explored thmugh description, narratives, and analysis. The processes and end 

products of these modifications are illustratecl thmugh photographs. These moâifications are 

analyzed through a discussion conceming identity, the "modem primitive" discourse, cultural 

appropriation, consumerism, and popular culture providing an in depth investigation of both 

mainstream and extrerne body modification. These discussions are brought together through 

~oss-culhiral and ethnographic examples and description to depict a thorough understanding of 

the body modification cornmunity in Montreal. 
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1. Intradudion 

Body modifications have always existed around the worid. Through ardieological 

evidenœ, it has k e n  found to have existed in the areas now defined as "the West" long before 

history was mcoded. The West is being defined as the area we today cal1 the industrial modem 

world. Body modification is the intentional alteration and decoration of the body. It can indude 

temporary, semi-permanent, and permanent forms, xKially sanctioned and non-sanctioned 

methods of alteration and decoration. Every individual forms and shapes their body to look a 

certain way, using a variety of methods, from diet and exerûse to clothing, hairstyles and 

jewelry. Body modification can indude any or al1 of these, from jewelry and make-up to 

intentional nullification and amputation. 

The subject of this thesis is body modification in permanent non-culturally sanctioned 

forms; forrns not considemi acceptable by sou'ety at large, or existing underground. Foms of 

body modification such as tattooing, body piercing, scarification, implantation, and even 

amputation have becorne more common in recent years, yet remain non-sanctioned. Tattming 

and pierdng are the most common havïng become a part of popular culture; scarification, 

implantation, and amputation remain underground, but periodically surface in the media and in 

academic writing. These forms of body modification have emerged in academic writing under 

discourses of apahetia and art and of a search for meaning. 

This thesis al- focuses on aestheücs and a search fur meaning, and indudes an analysis 

of the discourse on identity, cultural appropriation, and popufar culture creating new models for 

the use of design, aesthetics, and meaning in body modification. The purpose is to discover if 

and how body art is used in social life conœming daily social and political p-. 

Popular culture has recently incorporateci body piercing and tattoos into its many visual 

representations. Piercings and tattoas are commonly shown on models, in tetevision shows and in 

advertisements. They can also be seen through an increase in media average on the topic of 

body piercing and tattooing in newsasts and newspaper articles and the increase in 
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documentary programs on the subject. Tattooing and piera'ng have becorne a fashionable 

medium of young middle dass adults and even of many professionals. However, the 

fashionability of tattooing and pierchg does not mean any type of tattooing and piercing, only a 

vety -fit category is laôeled as fashionable and these categones will be defined and 

discussed in the ethnographie &on. While this trend in body modification in mainstream 

culture may seem superficial, there is much more to it than fashion. 

At the ôeginning of this research, the most frequent reacüon people had to my research 

topic was to first question why 1 was interested in body modification. People would immediately 

look me over for obvious markings and rematk on how "normal" 1 look. The only visible 

modifications 1 had were ear piercings, which are unremarlcable in today's socMy. Since then 1 

have had my nose pierced and no longer -ive these types of questions. In  order to help the 

reader understand my motivations and intentions, 1 will introduce the topic through a brief 

description of my background in referenœ to body modification and an explanation on how 1 

came to do research on body modification. 

1 have always been interested in art. 1 have taken many courses in drawing, clay and 

photography. Sine before 1 can rernember 1 have always b e n  drawn to the visual aspects of 

life. While growing up 1 wanted a tattoo. 1 thought they were pretty and "cool", but when 1 

became old enough, 1 did not have the nerve to go through with it, not to mention that 1 was 

certain my mother would strongly disapprove. My most important concem was choosing the right 

design. 1 waited for a long time because 1 was fully aware that tattoos are permanent and are a 

very personal refiection of the wearer. 1 wanted to be certain about the design 1 chose to ensure 

that it was not only appropriate for my personality but one 1 would not regret in the future. 

As 1 neared the completion of my undergraduate degree 1 decided to mark the went 

with a tattoo. It seemed fitting to mark it with a type of rite of passage, especially since my 

degree was in anthmpology. 1 chose the design, after an extensive search, from a book on North 

West Coast art of a Kwakiutl style Sun. 



My sister and f went together to receive our tattoos, although she had 0 t h  motivations 

for the body marking. 1 researched several tattou parlon and chose the one that was the 

deanest and where 1 felt the most anfortable with the tattooist. The experience of k i n g  

tattooed was unforgettable. 1 receivd my tattao a week before my graduation ceremony and it 

always reminds me not only of that time in my life, but of the entire tattooing experience with my 

sister. 

1 have since come to notice other body art more and ta appreciate its aesthetio. 

Because 1 recognize that tattooing is not done merely for aesthetic reasons, 1 usually inquire of 

people why they got the tattoo or piercing and how they chose the specific design or placement. 

There is always a doiy behind the marking and people are usually more than happy to share 

their design and the experience. 

This pioject began as an interest in the aesthetics of boûy art. Before any serious 

research on the topic was started, 1 met my first informant who launched me in a direction that 1 

had not even thought about going: extreme ba6/ modification. 1 initially wanted to research the 

ppular culture aspect of tattooing and piercing, but ttiis meeting opened my eyes to many 

sbange and wonderful things. He made me realize that al1 body modifications are essentially the 

same; from collagen lip Implants and tummy tu& to branding and tongue forking. It is a matter 

of degree and politics surrounding the praaices. The reasons behind the actions are essentially 

the same. 

Reasons for body modification Vary. For sume it is ta create a sense of individuality or 

identity, using the marking as a symbol to separate them from family, fkiends, or CO-workers 

ueating their own sense of identity. Others become modified to become a part of a group in 

order to conform to others within the group. Some c f m s e  body modification to mark an ment in 

their life, as a personal growth experienœ, or as a healing experience. This is interpreted as a 

rite of passage as the mawngs are used to provoke personal, social, or spiritual change thmugh 

ritual. The tattoo or piercing is a constant reminder of an important life event and a& as a 



marker or syrnbol. Some becorne rnodified for aesthetic enhancement, a reasori ofkn & 

legitimized because it is believed to be shallow and without 'real' rneaning (DeMello 2000, 

Sanders 1989, Myes 1992). Body modifications, for centuries, have been used to beautify and 

decorate the human body in many cultures woridwide. Eleautification can be just as important to 

the person as group identity or rite of passage. Same piercings and implants are done for sexual 

enhancement. Genital piercings are done in males and females and can radicaliy enhance sexual 

sensation. Wal l  pearl implants around the head of the penis helps to enhance sexual pleasure in 

both partners. There are many reasons why people decide to modify their bodies, frequentiy they 

can be combined and changed over m e .  

Body modification has becorne important in the lives of many individuals in Montreal, its 

importance centering on personal searches for identity and meaning. Although it is also used as 

fashion and as art for many, the body in Western culture has become a centre for personal 

idenaty and permanent alterations are becoming directfy linked to that unique delineation. This 

thesis focuses on identity among body modifiers, exploring where the ideas for body art and 

meaning are found, how they are perceived, and how they are used. 

In Chapter two, the histoty of tattooing and aie introduction of extrerne body 

modification to Western culture is explored. This history is presented to mer a better 

understanding of the present uses of body modification and the differences between European 

history, Polynesian history and the mythology created in the tattoo community, which will be 

explored more closely in Chapter Five. Cross-cultural material fmm older ethnographies foHows 

the Western history to show the types of information body modifiers are using to acquire ideas. 

Various body modifiation practices which paraIlel forrns which exist in Montreal are highlighted 

h m  six difkrent cultures a m  the world: The Maori of New Zealand, the Japanese, the Tiv of 

Nigeria, the Nuer of Sudan, the Aborigines of various parts of Australia, and the Americans of the 

United States. Methodology and ethics considered throughout the process of this thesis, fmm 

fieldwork to the final writing stages are the subject of Chapter Three. Chapter Four contains the 



ettinographic data that shapes this thesis. It is based on fieldwork canied out in the downtown 

Montreal area fmm June to September of the year 2000. This data is induded in an ethnographic 

-on consistirtg of eight parts, each centering on a spedfic type of modification and organized 

in sequence from mainstream to extreme, rnainstream k ing  that which follows the noms or 

fashions of culture at large and extreme is that which dwiates from the nom. f have organized 

the ethnographic material in this way to separate the specific actions of becoming rnodified as 

they are very different, however, through their separation it becornes obvious that each type of 

modification is essentially the same in theory. While the actions and perceptions surrounding 

them may be different, the reasons for becoming modified and the theones on the body fit into 

ttie same categories. Narratives from my fieldnotes are used through much of the ethnographic 

-*on to provide a reflexive description. 

Chapter five is the theoretical section of the thesis and will incorgorate the ethnographic 

material through the use of quotes from informants and narratives in an analytical context. The 

theoretical section concerns identity in body modification and is divided into three main sections: 

individuality and group membership, an interest in the primitive, and mainstream body 

modification. The first will explore the conœpt of individuality, describing how body modification 

is not only used to create a unique sense of self, but also to become a group member. The use of 

ritual, pain, spirituality, the modern primitives, and cultural appropriation provide an insight into 

how notions of the primitive are used among body modifiers to glean meaning h m  their desires 

to modifi their body. The section on mainstream body modification explores popular culture and 

consumerism to provide insight into another important aspect of body modification. As body 

modification becornes inueasingly popular, cornmodification follows. This section does not reduce 

body modification to a fashion accessory, but links it with notions of identity. Chapter Six is the 

concluding chapter of this thesis where the composition of the tattoo community will be shown to 

reflect in the concept of history held by body modifien. The process of becoming modified will be 

described as having an important soda1 aspect which is highly organized. Cross-cultural material 



and notions of the primitive will be linked to notions that the body is a Source of identity. The 

final focus of this thesis is popular culture conceming how the marginal style reacts by becoming 

more exberne and pushing the medium further when their style becornes popular. Consumensm 

becornes linked to identity, yet the potential for change is not ovedmked but expected as the 

dictates of fad and fashion move to the next trend. 



II. m Q  

The hi- of tatbooing and body modification k important bo this thesis because R 

rdects in the present. Tatbooing and other body rrmdifkatbns are oommonly dkussed in 

hisowical and aoss-cultural perspecbhres by body modifiers making a link to the past and to other 

cultures helping bo plovide a sense of legitimacy to their body dhk. The fdMng is an hktwkal 

background of tattooing and body modification in the West, followed by six aoss-cuttural 

examples of body modification. Their purpose is to link with present day adivities, to show the 

devekpment pmœss of body modiflcaofon in the West, and to amplement the theoreocal 

sedion of this ttiesis contained in five. In chapber five, iden* is examined wnœfning 

individualtty, group membership, primitivism, and rnainstream body modifkatbn. 

This history of Westem tattodng begins in Europe and moves b North Amerka for the 

purposes of this research. Examples of histork tatbos came from various plaoes and times: 

There is evidence of body marking in cave painting of human figures appearing vritti laüws or 

scars from SOOO BCE (Thevoz 1984). In 1991 in the Austriéin Alps, mountaineerç disanrered the 

frozen corpse of a prehisturic man, whkh has ken  datied to approximatefy 3300 BCE. Hk body 

had blue lines tattooed along his spine, feet and ankles, and one knee. Medical reasons were 

cited as the motive for the marks because evidenœ of arthriüs was fwnd in the tattooed areas 

(Hewitt 1997). Tattooing was practiœd in pre-Chtktian Europe, but prohibitions nearty eliminated 

it among Chrisaans (Taylor 1995). Levitkus 19:28 from the Bibie fs oîù?n dted as the reasori foc 

itf prohibition "Yea shall not make any cutüngs in your fiesh for the dead, nor print and marks 

upon you: 1 am the Lord" (King James Version). 

The modem history of Polynesian tatboing and ideed the bonowing of the word f i  

langwges into English in Western cuhre began with the voyages of Captain James Cook in the 
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1760's and his encounters in the South Pacifk. The Tahitian word "ta-tu" whkh means, "to 

sttike" became the m r n o n  terni for the p w .  Sailors, soldiers, and corwkb were the sole 

groups maricinq themsehres at this time as no one eise had mingîed with what were consiôered 

"primitivew people and obsewed their body matkings. The mariner's tatbos, whkh t k y  reoeived 

in the islands, were on their upper am, foream, wrist or hands, and were explained as 

funcüonal for idenafication in the case of drowning: iniüals, names, dates, words and lettiers. 

They were ab,  however, done for adornment. Sbries of Polynesian adventures were reciteâ and 

accounts were written by the sailors, who also brought tattDoed natives to Engbnd and put t k m  

on dispiay in pubs, dime museums, and fairs (Taylor 1995, Sanders 1991, Burg 1995, Sindair 

1908, Thevoz 1984, Newman 19%). 

The invention of the first tattoo machine in 1891 by Professor Samuel OReiliy enaW 

the a m  was able to use several needk simultaneously. A new Amerkan styîe of tatbo was 

formeci using strong Mack outlines, greater detail, and subtlety in shading. The proces of 

beooming ta- was made faster and less painful than the previousfy used hand rnethod, 

whkh was bonowed from the Potynesians (De Mello 2000, Govenar 2000). Acoording to Maureen . 

Merrury (2000), at around the same time the ta##, machine was being invenoed, "ffashw was 

also being developed in the United States. flash are rnass produœd standard sheets of images. 

The images are purchased from suppliers by tattm parlas and displayed as potential choiœs for 

the design to be tatboed on cusbmefs bodies. This tradition of using flash designs was started 

by Lew Albertis, also known as "Lew the Jew" and is still mmonly displayed on the walls in 

ta#oo shops. flash sped up the tattooing proœss by providing ready-made designs. (See Plate 1, 

Photos 1-A and 1-6) 

By the end of the nineteenth œntuty, tattooing beairne a fad among the European 

aristocmy. Aocording to Ciinton Sanâers (1991), Winsbon Churchill's mother, Lady Randolph 

Churchill had ta-, as did many in the monarchy, although its acœptability as a fashionabk 

pracbke was short Iived. Re-established as a symbol of marginality, tattooing -me a custam of 

criminafs, prisoners, manual labourers, prostitutes and inmates in psychiabk hospitals in Britain 



EARLY FLASH SAMPLES 

Right: 
Photo I -A: 1920's Flash. 
Artist George Bigmore 
Collection of Lyle Tuttle 
Ink and Water on Paper. 
14 1/8 x 8 1/8 in. 
(Hardy 199594) 

Left: 
Photo I -B: 
1950's Flash. 
Artist: Bert Grim 
Collection of Lyle 
Tuttle, Ink and Water 
on Paper 15 x 20 in. 
(Hardy l99S:llO) 



(Sanders 1989 and 1991, De Melk 1995a, Hewitt 1997, Thevoz 1984, Newman 1996). To 

becam tatboed becarne equivaknt to exîuding oneself frorn sockty. Body marking was widdy 

seen as a sign of moral decay. M i y  tattooeâ men liked to be taken for savages and to inspim 

reacüons of awe anâ dread by dispbying their niarkings proudly (Thexu 1984). They became 

regubr stbactions at carnivals and diaises and by the lgn œntury the skkshow spread to 

America with lïtüe appredation for the eutturat or social amtact of the images uaylar 1995). 

During the 1920's and Ws, tatboed women dominated aie amusement world of carnivals and 

sbwies were a n  an- as exphnations of their tattoo's origins (Sanders 1991, De Mello 

1995b, 2000). (See Plate ïI, Photo 1-C) As this new type of "freak" was created and people were 

willing to pay to see them, a new type of aocupaüon was created simubneously. Alsa in this 

time period, soeording to Albert Parry (1933), the reason saikrs, soldiers, and "thugs" becarne 

tatboed stayed constant from the tîme of the Pdynesian voyages; so their bodies could be 

identifiecl if they were killed. The aspect of group idenWkation in the West is teporbecl at this 

time as amther reason far their use of tatboing. In the late 1940's and eady 1950's the 

sideshow became outdateci and old fashioned, and boday have almost dippeared (De Mello 

2000). 

Social movements were pivotal for the present popularizatbn of tattooing and body 

piercing, which began in the 1960's and 70%, as new fwms of artisüc media were reagnized. 

Plkr to the l%û's, ta- art folbwed established patterns. The designs people had tattriiiPri on 

their bodies were not original, they were f m  the same standardized flash displayed on the walls 

of tattoo shops m s s  the counw (Taylor 1995, Sanders 1989, Hewm 1997). Custumizeâ wodc 

was rare as were multiple tattoos by the same artists. Artisüc innovation in the 1960's helped to 

change tattooing drastkally because those entering the tattoo occupation ofkn had art Khool 

training. The potential for design was expanded and inberest in the medium was generated 

(Taylor 1995, Govenar 19995). 

Secularization and popubrization of body modification are rooted in the British punk 

rnovement of the late 1970's. Early punk subculture provoked widespread condemnation and 



CIRCUS AITRACTION 

Bekow: 
Photo I -C: Tattooed Circus Lady, circa 1 920 
Name Unknown 
(Hardy 199532) 
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moral outrage. Twenty years bter R was debmteâ as a pivlotsl cultural momnent that had 

influencecl rnusk, fashion, design, liferature, film, and aesthetk trends wwall. Through tstbodng 

with aggressîve and confrorrtaüonal imagery and pierdng the faoe with btge sa&ty pins, punk 

was a subcutture that expressed estrangenient and Wings of "futurelesSnessa experieroed by 

Mnking dbss British youth in the 1970's. As an aesthebk response to the inability of sodety to 

meet the needs of individuals, punk oonsütuted a fomi of resktance that provided a sense of 

self-identity, df-esteem, and commun@ for alienated youth. NI of the ekmnts of the punk 

styie was aeated by the punks themseh. They tatlmed each other by hand and inserbed 

safety pins into theit faces and ears. The styie seemed random and ctMoticr with tire brightfy 

oolored and formeci hair and da& dirty, and strabby dothing, it was consistent with their values 

and ethos of the subcuhre (Wojcik 1995, Hewitt 1997, Nordquist 1991). The punk movement 

moved to North Amerka in the bte 1970'~~ early 80's. The style was the same, but it expressed 

difFerent sentiments. The North American punk movement was used to express feelings of 

indMduality and independenœ among middle dass youth (Nordquist 1991). 

The gay pride movemerit of the 1980's and go's, with help from aie punk movement, 

made body pierdng more visible. Its visibi l i  and frequency of use has made R more acceptable 

to mainstream society because people have become deserisitized to the medium. Previousty it 

was pracüœd in private, but because of these movements, more people began to have their 

nipples and genitals pierœd as well as visible facial and multiple ear pierdngs. The eariy 1980's 

also showed an inuwsed interest in non-representational, bkk, graphk tattoo designs, whkh 

were adapted from non-industrial societies. Howwer, the late 1990's showed some returning 

interest in the traditional flash &S-Q~S of the 1940's. The many changes in styles, pracüœs, and 

incmseâ creativity have oontributied to body modiiüon's recent popularity (Taylor 1995). 

Since the publication of the book M e  Primitfies(Vaie and Juno 1989) there has been 

a significant arnount of growth in body modification. Many researeh participants have given this 

book d i t  for popularizing and assisting in kgitimizing body modification. The word body 

modification has become the trendy terni t~ encompass al1 foms of body akerations. It d i M  



fiom body mutilation in that it is done in aestküc patterns for soda1 and spiritual tessons, not 

because of psychosis. Pn'mib;virsshows graphk photographs and reprduces intwviews 

with people who practice extrerne modifkation. For example, images of full boây tauoos, multiple 

pierdngs, genital pkrdngs and tatbos, scariRcatkns, sbetckd and eut body parts as well as 

mbieteâ ones fiII the pages. It is written in an intentiew format foaising on those who are 

known for their modifications as they expbin what they are &ing and why. 

The internet has also cantributed to the growing popularlty of body modification. 

Inaeasing numbers of people in aie mid to late 1990's began to use the intemet For posktky, 

people began creating their own websites for othrs to view displaying their personal body art 

The many different sites dealing with body rnodiRcatkn often use graphk photographs and 

include experieroes and ~nathres. They have becme inaeasingiy popular. People -ive a 

voyeurtstk pleasure from viewing the photographs that people submit of themsdves. It has 

beawnc the p m t e  hunk viewing of the strange and exotic, resembting that of the bng bst 

drcus freak show. The sites usualiy have little information arnceming the people who are 

pmdng body modification and why. They are set up more as a means to shak outsiders and 

exhibi themselves to their pers. Membershfp is kquentiy required to view the more extmne 

images, but free sites are also available, whkh dkplay the Iéss potentially disturbing images. A 

Iist of popular websites is induded in Appendb C of mis thesis. 

The anairopological perspective conœming body modification has changed over the last 

few decades. More the 197Ors, anthpolagisk rarely studied Western culture, focusing thdr 

attention on non-industrial sodeties. Frequently these groups Wied pracüceâ some fom of 

body altering activi. The body attentions were studied thoroughly when enmpassed in a 

ritual, however, when the modification was performed merely for decotation, anthropdogisk 

tendecl to merely provide brkf awunts of the madificatim. Examples of this can be seen 

through mparing Evans Pritchad's (1968) aaount of Nuer scanf&atkn or Spenœr and Gillan's 

(1927) exhaustive dexripüon of Aborigine rituak, with Margaret Md's  (1969) brief sedion 

conœming tattming in the Souai Pacific. Both art and the body have rarely been the subject of 



early anthropdogkal works: but have been describecl as a functknal part of culture. Claude Levi- 

Strauss (1963) is the exception as hk structurai anaiysis of primitive art contains oompariçoris 

between the design stnidure of sweral culture's body art. While Franz Rruc studied Northwest 

Coast art, hk anaîysis canœntrateâ on art f m s  other than taüooing. Levi-Strauss and Boas 

were two of the few who studied art in an anthropobgbl context in thetr tim. 

Mary Douglas and Mard Mauss were of the tM, eariy anthmpobgists to skidy the body 

s9ed&alty and develop theory conœming how the body is representabhre of soekty. Mary 

Oougbs (1966: 115) -tes ttrat "The body is a rnodel whkh can stand for any bounded sysbem. 

Its boundaries can represent any bounâaries whkh are threatmeû and precarious. The body is a 

oomplex structure. The function of its difkrent parti and their relatbn afford a sou- of symbols 

for other complex structures. We cannat possibly interpret rituals ... unless we are prepared bo 

see in the body a symbol of sadety, and to see the powers and dangers aedited to soda1 

structure reproduced in small on the human body." This idea that the body is representaüve of 

sodety is the basis of sociologkal theories conœming the body and is the underlying assumption 

of thfs thesis* 

Conternporary anthropdogists and sodologists like Ciinton Sanders (1989), Amdd Rubin 

(1988), and Margo ûeMello (2000) have concentratad soMy on tatboing in Western contex& 

praviding vatwbie insight into the ment trends. These studies have provided functional 

a n a m ,  linking tawodng in the West to tattooing in non-industrial societies in the sense that 

tatboing provides an emotional and social function to the individual who becames tatboaed. They 

have allowed people to see beyond the stigma and legitimize the reasons behind the decision to 

becometattooed. 

The Western history of body modification outlined in this section is used, re-weated, and 

mdefined by oontemporary body modifiers in Montreal. The fdlowing is amther type of 

historical view of body modifkation, only the perspective is akred. In combination with the 

Western history, body d i f iers  frequently use ~oss-cultural perspectives to expbin and justify 

t k i r  actions. 



This section highlights body modification in six di i rent  cultures across the wwld. It is 

induded for two reasons: First,  cultural reference helps explain and to unâerstanâ body 

modification in our own culture through providing examples and explanaüons of pracüœs from 

other cultures. Because these types of body modifications are pracüœd across ttie world in 

dinerent cultural contexts, amparisons can be made. Secondly, anthropological data oonœming 

body modification practkes are king used by body modifiers in Montreal to discover new ideas 

and designs as well as to find explanabions for and to legitirnize their own actions. Each culture in 

th& section has been chosen based on the influenœ seen and spoken of among the Montreal 

modifiers. Thé information provided will be used in comparative analysis with the ethnographie 

data from Montreal. Data induded is historieal information mpiled frorn anthropdogical 

information mostly coilected in the early to mid-twenüeth œntuiy because reseahh showed that 

eariier anthmpological works were those which wem being exploreci by body modifiers. 

Maori and Japanese tattooing, scarification among the Ti  of Nigeria and the Nuer of 

Sudan, penik subinasion among various tribes of the Ausbalian Aborigines and finally plastic 

surgery in North America will al1 be discussed in thk section. These examples are influences 

among Montreal body modifiers and parallel the misons they choose to modifieci. 

The Maori 

Potynesia is welt known as having a signifiant influence on Western tattooing. Wiai the 

exception of a few atolls, tattoaing prevaikd throughout Polynesia. The Maori of New Zealand 

are discussed in this seetion because they are frequently cited and described arnong the Montreal 

tatbo mmunity as important influences in contemporary tattooing. Polynesia is often labeled as 

the origins of Western tattooing, ignoring the evidenœ of tatiming's existence in Europe before 

Captain CmWs voyage to the South Pacifie (Flemming 2000). 

The Maori are often ptesented as being one oohesive group, however there is a cultural 

divide between noRh and south New Zealand that is also expressecl through tatboos. It is the 

northem group that is known for their elaborate and traditional curvilinear designs. In aie south, 
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the cksigns are traditiorially linear. The tods used are somewhat difkrent as wdl. The northeni 

group used two d i i ren t  types of book One was simibr bo osiers found throughout Pdynesb: 

an adze ma& of bone with an ardied cornb-like Made, and the other was a single Maded 

instrument, like a chisel, that was used to make deep funows in the skin whik it deposited 

pigment beneath the surface of the skin. (See Plate III, Photo 1-F) The southern group used only 

the comb adze tml for tattwing. The chisel tod was made out of whalebone and one end was 

shaped like a flat knife, whidi was used b wipe b l d  away. A piece of bark doth was someümes 

useû also. Both types of blades were a- to a hanclle at a right angle. The tattm aiasts had 

many ditkrent tools; each useâ br diffkrent parts of the design, all elaborately canred. A 

çontainer was made of pumice or wood to hold the pigment (Hiroa 1950, Mead 1969). 

The pigment was made thmugh an extensive pmœss of buming the resinous heartMxrd 

of the white pine or Kauri gum in a shaft, that was dug in@ a small diff cteating a flue. The soot 

was collected and mixed with fat, sap, or juioe from berries, and someümes used "as is". Most 

often the pigment was kneaded into balls, wrapped in skins and kept buried for many years. A 

deeper shade of black resuiteâ after an extended burial. Occasionally the pigment was refined 

hirther after k i ng  burned in the flue airough k i n g  fed to a dog. The dog's feœs was üaen 

kneaded and buried for an exknded time, eventually to be used as ta#oo pigment. The pigment 

was usually used over generations (Gell 1993, Hiroa 1950, Mead 1%9). 

The traditional tedinique of tattming is similar throughout Polynesia but the designs 

were unique in each area. The patZerns were first sketched on the body with charcoal and water. 

The blade was dipped into pigment and p l a d  on the pre-traced design, then lightly tapped with 

a mallet, inserting the pigment below the surface of the skin. The operation was heavily 

ritualized. The tattooist and tattooee were considered dirty until the operabion was mpieteâ. 

They were not aliowed to touch their own food and used feeding funnels to eat. Biwd was 

considered a sacred fluiâ; therefore, blood letting was believed ta be dangerous. Songs were 

Sung to help ease the p i n  and when finished, spells were uttered. A feast was held at the end of 

the operation to compensate the tattooee for the blood W. The outcome was highly prized but 



the prooess was highly degrading because the sacrecl fluid of Mood had k e n  shed (Gell 1993, 

Hiroa 1950). 

Men were tatbooed on their faaes, trunk and from the knee to the thigh. Oceasionally the 

tip of the brigue was ta- as well. The Maori's waist to knee designs amsisbed of large 

double spirals over the butbbcks with oblique Iinear k i g n s  on the thighs. The double spiral 

eventualiy evohred info a bipk spiral through aôding a third whorl (Hiroa 1950). W m n  were 

al- ahmys tattooed, but oniy on their %ps and chins. (See Piate III, Phobos 1-D and 1-E) They 

were tattooed before rnarrbge and were amsiâered glamorow and emücally alluring. It was an 

-nt for potenüal sexwl availability. 

The sbuthem bibes used a simpk series of parallel Iines in groups of three or four, 

akmately horizontal and vertical. In the north the curvilinear style was elaboratety designed for 

the sec and body shape of the wearer. The thigh and butbock scrolls were not varied, however 

facial tatbo designs used a great deal of individuality (Mead 1969). The cuwilinear art was 

developed on the northern part of the isbnd through wood carving and painting designs. Wood 

canring a b  influe& the technique of tattDoing as a chisel was used to cut deep furrows into 

the skin (Hiroa 1950). The chisel was used only for the face; the rest of the body u d  a m b -  

like bbde, whkh created a smooth surf- (Gell 1993). 

Pofiücs and religion were present in the meaning and fundion of Maori tattDdng, but 

meaning in their tatboos rested in personal adomment Facial tattoos were probably to impres 

and werwheim. In general, in the Polynesia Islands, those who had facial tatbos l ied in a 

fragmented and the tattoos were conhntational (Gel! 1993). Tattooing was not 

collectively expefiend and there were no initia- assadations, whkh suggests secular motives 

for beooming tattooed. Aooording to Alfred Gell(1993), it was pmbabiy assodatecl with a 

desecularization as the Maori tried to symbolically remove themseîves fiwn a &ily dose 

pmximation with the go&. There are contradicting aaounts in the liirature corueming rank and 

taüoos. Margaret Mead (1969) stated that tattooing was not assodateâ with rank, but more wkh 

war. Elsdon Best (1952) also stated that rank was not the =son for a tatboo, that R was merely 



MAORI OF NEW ZEAiAND TArrOOING 

Above lep: 
Photo 1 -D: Maori facial tattoo 
(Best 1952). 

Right: 
Photo 1 -F: Maori tattooing 
instruments (Best 1952). 

A bove right: 
Photo I -E: Maori body tattoo. An 
example of placement (Best 1952). 

Plate III 



deeoration, however the most ebborate desigris were found on important chiefs. Yet, Karl 

Gmning (1997) labels Maori tattooing speafically as a matter of rank. Wkther a sign of rank or 

not, the tattmist was well paid or eîse he would be careless with his work, whkh oould expiain 

this distinction. 10 becam tattooed, one must have weatth. Gell(1993) remadceci that tatboos 

were seen as personal valuables, whkh oommunicaW social prestige. This was not because the 

designs conveyed messages, but because it tesWied to the wearer's aMlity to go throogh the pain 

and expense of b m i n g  taUmeci and engaging in a signifkant soda1 exchange. Espedally fine 

tatboing meant a soda1 superiority because al1 men were taümeâ and most women had their 

lips and chin tatboed. Taüooing was considerd sodally important whkh led to skilled experts 

who were well rewarded for their services. Each had their own styk and were reoniibed ftom 

diffefent tribes ta worlc on people (Hima 1950). 

Heads of important chiefs wtio had died or were kilkd in enemy territory were preserved. 

It was impossible to take the entire body home, so the head was removecl, pmsmd, and then 

wept wer by the widows and orphans. After wntad, curio odlecbors aeaoed a trade in tattweâ 

heads and because Maori's wanted European trade goods they sold not only Wr enemy headç, 

but relatives' as well. Slaves were also prepared for the bade market and decapitabed often 

More the wounds had healed (Hiroa 1950). 

Tattming remainecl for quite a while after contact, the only change was the use of steel 

in the instruments rather than bone. Missiharies dixouragecl the pracüce with xwne sucoess. By 

1870 men had stopped tatbooing, but women continueci to have their lips and chin tattooed 

ciespite the la& of qualified artists. The lines were fuPy and badly executed and eventually the 

pracüce stoppeci (Hiroa 1950). There has been a tevival in ment years as people have rekamed 

their bst tradition, but m r e  is little information availabk conceming its new forrn. 

Japanese Tatkooing 

The Japanese infiuenœ in Western tattoo art is unquestionable, as dassk imagery a n  

be seen deaxating the walls of ta- parlors and the bodies of the a m .  



Clay figurines have b e n  dated from the hmon perkd (10,000 - 300 BCE) whkh shaw 

possible tatbo markings, however they auld a b  be repmentations of scarifications or face 

painting (McCallum 1988). The earlkst literate record appears in the Yayd period (300 8CE- MO 

CE) in a Chinese text desaibing the cusboms and appearanœ of the Yayd people. The texés state 

that al1 men, regardless of sodal pasiüon tattooed their tkes and bodies. They were used to 

proted the wearer against malevdent spiritual forees, but later beairne rnerely ornamental 

(Hardy 1995, McCaHum 1988). 

I n  the Kofun period of 300600 CE, there are few referenoes to M a l  tattooing as a 

severe brrn of punishrnemt for aiminal offenses. A tawoaed pemn's sodal pition was 

drasücally lowered because they were rnarked as a criminal for lif'e. There are alsa a few mythkal 

reîkrenœs. The years frorn 600-1600 CE, prior to the Edo perbd, antain very sparadic 

mkrenœs to tattooing. It was stiil a f m  a punishment and also chamteristic of outcasts 

(Hardy 1995, McCallum 1988). 

During a bng period of peace, the Edo period (1600-1û67), tattooing devebpeâ inb a 

cornplex art form abng with Kabuki dram and woodbloek prints. The Edo period bmught a vital 

popubr culture as al1 soda1 classes tmk part in various artisbic arid literary fomis. Tatbolng in 

this penod fomed the basis for the ta- in modem Japan, but it is not dear exam how it 

began. Had there b e n  an underarttent of tattwing among the lower dasres, it would net likely 

have been recordecl. It is documented as expressions of an urban cutture. A new bourgeois 

arisbmcy set aie standards for an affluent culture that spent rnoney and inâufged themsebes in 

pleasure and entertainment, like the Kabuki theabers, restaurants, tea houses, broaiels and 

bathhouses (Hardy 1995, McCallum 1988). 

As the medium of tattooing expanded, simple ctiaracters were replaced with pMnrial 

designs, which became larger and more elabrate as professional tatbooists appeared. Most of 

the people who acquired tatbxs were of a rowdy and mscho crowâ with active lifestyles: 

firefighters, craftsmen, palanquin carriers and ridohaw runners. The full body images consisted 

of dragons, BuWhist gods, and mythological hems, taken fmm the delicate images of 



woodbbck prints. T k y  illustrateci storks and sentiments and consisteci of herok, kgendary, or 

symbdic subjeds, often the heroes fiund in popbr litetahire. The prints were unaltered when 

Qlaoed on aie badc and exlmded over the shoulders, arms and chest as a ootrerwit whde. The 

areas covered were the tom and arms, traditknally open at the front and vented under the 

anns to rnimic the merage of the workeis jacket of the Edo period. This was so that a aoat 

awld be left unbuttoned without the ta- k i n g  visible. For this reason the tattoo also diâ not 

extend beyond the upper atm. (See Plate IV, Photo 14) Designs were chosen frorn the 

taüooWs book. 6ecause they were traditional, the dients never requested anything unusual as 

the indMdualism prevalent in the West was, and still is, undesirable in 3apan. The rnost 

significant part of the design was put on the back. The images contaid elements of rnainffream 

pictorial art and were thought to protect the wearer from spiritual forces (Hardy 1995, McCallurn 

1988). 

The term for tattooing in Japan is "Irezumi" whkh rneans liberally to insert ink. Tatbooists 

took on professional narnes that began with the prefk "hori" meaning to engrave or carve. This 

prefix implks artistry and woMs the negaüve connotations of the tenn irezumi, a word that 

implies a vulgarity: to insert what is interpreted as darimess (the ink), whkh k symbolically mil, 

into the skin (Hardy 1995). 

The popularity of tattooing shocked the conservative military government who ouüawed 

tatboing in 1790. The govemrnent still regarded tatbooing as punishment and R was 

imprehensible why anyone would purposefully mark themselves in this way. There were also 

laws that attempted to curb other excesses among the popuiotion. There were further bans in 

1812 and 1840. While there were occasional cradcdowns, the bans were not strfctly enforœd. 

The fact that prohibitions had to be conbinwliy reissued shows that thqr were inefieeove. In fact, 

in 1830 there were amtests with prizes for best ta- a m ,  even afbr the second ban was 

issued in 1812. Tatbooing, though, was a peripkral praCace and was pracüœd by marginal 

characters (Hardy 1995, Mctallum 1988). 



JAPANESE TATTOOING 

Below: 
Photo I -G : Traditional Japanese Tattooing (McCallum 
1988: 127) 
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The subtk gradation of bbdr tn gray, whkh was deriml f m  Sumi painting, is the most 

distinctive qwlity of Japanese taüm art. The skillful use of shading to create tone and nuanoes is 

the most d i i t t  aspect of tattwing. Uassk Japanese work used primary subjects sumunded by 

Relds of stylized natural forms of douds, whirtwinds, waves and rocks. This helped shape the 

tatboo, to folbw the lines of the body, and to give it a sense of life and mvemnt.  The fkaming 

devices were ofben more important than the images themselves because of the skill invohred in 

aeating them (Hardy 1995). 

The late Edo Period could be ansideml the golden age of 3apanese fatbadng. I n  1868, 

the end of feudal governrnent saw further repression of the ta- as Japanese auaiorities were 

conoerned about their image in the eyes of the West, The Japanese did not want to be peroeived 

as bar@arians. There were more rigorous efb- to end the practice, however, tatbooists were not 

forbidden to wodc on breigners. Many foreigners were very impressed with the intricate work 

and reœived them, however, not in the full body format. Aaording bo McCallum (1998), King 

George V and Czar Nicolas II both redved Japanese ta- when they were heirs to the throne. 

Many sailors became taüooed as did marginal Japanese &kens (Hardy 1995). 

After the American ûccupation of Japan in 1945, the law was revoked and aaftsmen 

were no longer harassed by authorities. But, there was no renaissance of tattooing as many 

traditional artisans haâ died and few had been trained in the old art. The same was tnie with 

other aafts, but they were considerd respectable and the govemment gave them spedal 

designations, which induded financial support and spedal high status (Hardy 1995, McCallum 

1988). Japanese culture is based on tradition. A person follows orders, the noms of sodety, and 

âoes not question authority. The body in Japanese cuiture is an undefilable gift from one's 

parents and ancestors. b u s e  tattooing is done on the body, it is inconceivable that those who 

Wear them could have anything but marginal status, even though the images themeives are 

beauoful. 



Eventually American irnagery was inoorporated into the Asian style. The 1990's hught  

an inaease in taüm magazines and conventions and many Japanese opened publk tatbo shops 

(Hardy 1995). 

Since the end of the Second Wodd War, traditional Japanese tatbodng has fiourished 

throughout the world. A North American adaptation of the Japanese style began in the 1960's as 

people began to fit images to the shape of their body using the classic Japanese images (Hardy 

1995). 

The Yakuza or Japanese Mafia remains the primary wearers of the ta- in the public's 

eye. When asked who in Japan wears ta- the answer is aiways: "the Yakuza", but there is a 

large group of people who are nat of the Yakuza, but are tatboed. 70 be different or an 

individual is not a desirable qualfty in the Japanese psyche and ideas prevail that one's boây is an 

undefileable gift frm the ancedors and one's parents. Throughout the world, Japanese tattwing 

is held in high esbeem and most assume that it is aaeptable in Japan. I n  fact, the ma- of 

Japanese r@ect tattooing. fhe atüsts, however, loved the medium, and kept tattDoing despite 

public opinion and onidal disapproval. Most people's mction bo a tattoo is revulsion, buever if 

the designs were not on the body the wark wouid likely be appredated and the tattooists would 

be considerd great artists (Hardy 1995, McCallum 1988). 

Scarification among the Tiv of Nigeria 

In  the lWs, the Tiv were mosüy subsistene farmers and pastoralists, however some 

were miners and agricuttural laboumrs. They lived in small huts in the northern provinces of 

Nigeria (Bohannan 1953). Cicatnzaüon or scarification was assodateci with age, tribal identity and 

personal attractiveness. Due to the strong a-ation of scarification with personal a#racbiveness 

and its use in popular culture, the example of the Th, provides many parallels with the Montreal 

data. 

The Th, aesthetic of physical beauty assurned that people should make themseks as 

atbacüve as possible. The proof of being atbactive resteci in being looked a t  People put oit and 

color on their skin, they dressed up, chipped their teeth, and incised their skin. Smoottiing and 
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lightening the sWn was g k n  a sacred qualii as well as a beauty. People smeared their bodies 

with camwood oil on festive occasions (Bohannan 1988, Abraham 1968) making them attractive 

smooth and sacred. The glistening glowing body was made more a m  through further 

deooraoion. Scarification was used to add texture and design to the body and would t a k  decades 

to amplete (Bohannan 1953,1988). The scars also m a W  tkrn as bang Ti, as most had 

them. If they traveled they were easiiy identified. 

Innovations in instruments and scamng techniques were used to make new types of 

scars and designs. Combinations of these tended to mark each generation, aeating an 

-ation of age with specific types of scars and designs. Whife the emergenœ of s t y k  tended 

to mark and represent each generation, some men who wished to appear okkr would acquire a 

style frorn a previous generation. The styles of scars tended to run in fashions, sorne becoming 

popular, whik others wouid be oonsidereâ out of style. They scars di not mark lineage. Chamal 

was rubbed into the wounds to create keloids, or raised scars. Carger scar üssue wouiâ form the 

rnore a wound was imtated. 

Men decorakâ their chests, backs, amis, shoulders, necks and faces with geomtrk 

designs, anirnals and bitûs. Women scarred their backs, stomachs and legs. Women with large 

calves ckorated aiem intricatety, as fat cakes were admired. Scarffications were cornmon to 

both sexes and both showed geomdrbl designs and animais (Bohannan 1953,1988). 

The scars most characteristic of the Tiv were found on the bellies of women, which were 

eut at puberty. These stars were believed to be sexual and to pmmote fertility, as well as to 

enhance a woman's physical beauty. ihe scars were sensitive to the buch for a few years after 

king cut, aius creating erogenous zones in women. Due to these newly fomied eroW areas, a 

w m n  would demand more sexual attention and was therefore likely to have more chiklren as a 

resuit. Some scats, though, were put on the belly after a chikl or two was boni wfth aie intention 

of keeping the belly skin finn (Bohannan 1988). 

Children's first scars were often on the mouth and throughout their lifetime more scars 

were gradually added. They began by using painted designs on their faces. As they became older 
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ttrey prepared scar designs using temporary markings with a twig fiwn a shase tree, wtiich iasted 

2-3 mnths. It was a trial nin in an en9r-t to find desirab& patterns. The goal was to find a 

pattern that ernphasized the best points of one's face. (See Pbte V, Photo 1-H) Being scaned 

was requise to beauty (Bohannan 1988). 

After puberty, additlorial scars were aquired due to prompting from a spouse or lover. 

Bcpetimentation was first done with painted designs and then eut into their flesh. Body 

modification among the Tiv also induded ear piercing and tmtt~ chipping. Bath sexes had their 

ears p i e d  at an eady age, between six and twek (Bohannan 1953). Often canred pieces of 

hom were wom through the pierdng as an omament (Abraham 1968). Tooth chipping is a 

pmcüœ that had almost compktdy died out by the time Paul and Laura bhannan dM their 

neldwork in Nigeria in the 1940's. It, bwever, was done to beautify the individual. A person with 

budc teeth may have knocked them out, filed or ctiiseled grooves into them. The ways in Midi 

teeü~ were modified al- foliowed stylistic fashbns atat depended on generatkrial trends 

(Bohannan 1953). 

With the exception of the female stcunach scars, none of the modificatbns were 

connected with any deffnibe age, rite of passage, or status. It was based on a publk opinion that 

found them attractive and distinctive of the Tiv. Scatification was something to be proud of. 

Scarification Among the Nuer of Sudan, AMca 

The instanœ of Nuer scarification is important to discuss spedfically because it is a rite of 

passage. This example provides a cornparison with Western usage of rioes of passages. There is a 

belief arnong some Montreal body modiferç that people need rituals to discover penonal identity 

and spirihiality. A discourse of rites of passages is often used to explain and legitimize their 

actions. Yet the Nuer had an incredibie mie rite of passage that was outlawed. because it was 

deemed unnecessary and portrayecl a negative image of AMca to the West. 

In the 1960's the Nuer lived in huts in the open savannah that strebches abng both sides 

of the Nile River in the Sudan. Cattle were the mainstay of their economy. The Nuer were a Mn- 

based pastoral society. All Nuer males were initiateci frwn boyhood to manhood thmugh a ritual 
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called Gan. This ritual scarMcabion involved the cutting of the forehead bo the bone with a small 

knife. Six long cub were made from ear to ear and the scars remained for life. (See Pbte W, 

Photo 1-3) The marks were said to be detectable on the skulls of dead m. The ritual of Gan 

bunched boys into the age set system of manhood, whkh was of great soda1 importance. Boys 

be!tween the ages of 14-16 obtained consent from their fa- to beamre initiated. The boy was 

blessed and then made his own arrangements to undergo the operamn. The apefabr8 who was 

any man who had learned the procedure, was presented with a fishing spear. Approximately four 

to twelve boys had Gan pe&med on them at the same time. (See Plate VI, Photo 1-1) It was 

believed that ff a boy were initiated alone he would become lonely and die. On the day of the 

cutting, there were fkstivities, SacrifiOeS, and horseplay. Lewd songs were sung. A feast was held 

after the cuttfng, but only the agemaks of the boy's father were invited. After the operation was 

complete the boys lived in partial seclusion and were subject to several taboos unbil their wounds 

had healed (Evans-Pritchard 1968). 

Ail of the boys initiated during a number of suaessive years, usually four, beknged to a 

single age set. An age set is a group of people who are initiated together into a group of 

individuals based on age. Each age set moves through the age grade bgether. There was 

no spediic education or moral training within the ceremony, but the boys remained in that age 

set for life and advanced to each level, Youth, Warrior or Elder, together (Evans-Pritchard 1968). 

The boys experienced a sudden change in status from boyhood to manhood, however 

each set was stratified by seniority and had well defined relationships between them. Within the 

age set system, the position of every male was structurally defined in relation every other 

male. Through the initiation the boy became integrated into the age set system and the 

hierarchies that were fundamental tn the relations of authority among men. Taking the Garr 

created permanent blood bonds between the initiate, his agnatk kin, and his fellow agemates 

and marked the onset of the system (Evans Pritchard 1%8). Taking the Garr was a submission to 

a soda1 hierarchy, but it was daring and showed strength as the initiates were expected to show 
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Photo 1-1: Ritual rite of passage. Nuer 
youth receive their cuts (Evans-Pritchard 
1968) 
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neit)ier fear nor pain during the œremony. The six scats remained proof of the initiate's seif- 

ma* and his ability to be a man: a master of hi- and women (Hutchinsan 1996). 

In the 1980's there were debates among the politidans and local people over the 

uttirnate significanœ of male initiation, the hbtorkal oondins that aeated it, as well as its 

oontemporary soda-political importance. Qwsbions like *Does manhood have to be proven or are 

the scars just tribal idenüty that was developed in a the of intertribal warfarW' were central to 

the debates. Arguments for and against scarification œntered on issues of rnanhood. Those who 

were unscaned were said to bd< rnanhood, and fornial rnernbership inta the age sets. In the 

1980's the age of Garr had been reduœâ to between nine to thirteen whkh m n t  arat the boys 

had to wait a few years for puberty to take advantage of the sexual privikges albwed them. 

Unscarffied men, however, werie ako taking part in courtlng and marriage and manhood became 

a matter of degree rather than a definitive status (Hutchinson 1996). 

The emergence of the debates came from educated ywth who r e m  the scarfflcath 

in order to idenWy thmseks with other black AMcans and Sudanese, rattier than just the Nuer. 

Those who riemaineci uninitiatecl stmddled catiegorks of boyhood and rnanhood. They were 

laôeled "Bull Boys" and carried a liminal status. The emergence of "boy-inen" provoked a society 

wide reassessment of the role of initiation in transfening age sets and privileges. Unscarified 

boys were often not hiken seibusiy, maked by scaired men calling h m  "boy". Gids SOmef/mes 

tefused to many unscarified men, m n g  them to suûnit to Gan. There were, however, some 

titual aqustrnents to accommodate the unscarified. lhey were still ghren samificial meat and 

reœived their inherkd herd (Hutchinson 19%). 

An unscarifiecl militaty mmander ouüawed the Garr in the Sudan in 1988 as a small 

unscarified and l b t e  dite becarne incorpomted into regional and national government 

insatutions. Despite the decree to outlaw initiabis, it süll exists. The deaee was made to shield 

Mure gemtlons from the negathre gaze of outriderr as well as to help undercut the tribal 

Mentity in favor of political unity. The scak of initiation has reduced and today it is mostly 

pradiced on boys in rural areas (Hutchirison 1996). 



Mila SuMncidon am- the NOefhaCl18 Southem, and Western Aurbrlian Aborigines 

The Ausbalbn Aborigines have several rihials oonœming rioes of passage, two of whkh 

will be explored here. These are male ritual rites of passage whkh shift a boy from a chiklhood 

state inbo the realm of men. Penile suMncision is bo be used in this section as an example of 

cutbing bo ampare with Western examples of cuaings (tongue forking) as wdl as an example of 

rites of passage. The origin of the subindsion œremony is unknown, but is chanctdstk of trfbes 

in the interior parts of Queensland, North and Southern Wak, Souaiern, Noraiem and Westiwn 

Australii. 

The male initiation ceremony m u r s  in t h e  sedions, beginning with painting the 

initiate's bodies and throwing them in the air several Girnes to be caught by rnen while wwnen 

dance and shout around them. The second sectiori is aie drcumdskn œremny,  afkr which is 

the subindsion œremony. 

The cornpiete drcumdsion œremony happens over a series of days, beginning wfth the 

initiates' bodies being greased and painted with day. They are removecl f i  the village to a 

seduded location and taught the secrets of manhood, which contains many ritual actions and 

la& for many &p. The finale of the œrernony oaurs when the boys are laid over a human 

table aeated by several rnen lying down on the ground on top of each 0 t h .  The initiates' 

foreskin is removed with a sharp flake of sbone. lbere is much œremony and rnany rituals that 

follaw aie operation induding body painting, singing, and dancing. These œremonies take place 

in the bush and, as it concerns the secrets of rnanhood, women have very small parts to play 

(Spencer and Gillan 1927). 

There are two reasons for the circumcision. It has mythical reasoning as punishment for 

having sexual relations with one's sisters and it shortens the penis. More importantly, it is saM t.o 

syrnbolize the severing of the initiate's associaüon with women. It alsa has a connectbn with 

birth as the newly arcumtised individual is said to have just emerged from his mather. It is 

symbolically the cutting of the urnbilical cord and the removal of the boy from aie wohd of 

women (Berndt and Bemdt 1964). 



Approximately five to six weeks after the Orcumcision when the boys are oomp(ebely 

healed, men re-assemble in the bush where the initiates have k e n  living sinœ their drcumciùari 

with other initiates and initiatecl men only. Again, there are many rites performed before the 

actual operabion and the boys are g k n  rules and information on ttteir rotes as males in 

Aboriginal sodety over a series of dap. On the day of the subindskn operation, after king 

ritually prepared through Song, dance, and k i n g  painted with white day, the boys are again 

placed over a living table. The boy is laid on top of the men and the opetator si& a m  the boy 

grasping and sbetihing his penis. Very qukkîy with a *ne knife the operator cuts undemeath 

ttie initiates penis, from the scrotum to the tip, to open up the urethra. The boy Cs l i  off the 

men and led to a bowl over whkh he bleeds. Pubk tassels are tied to him and he is ndd there 

are no more operations to fear. The iniüates are now adrnitbed to the ranks of men. The blood 

f r m  the bowl is emptied inbo a spedal fire. Glowing -1s are removeci which each boy urinates 

wer causing steam that helps to relieve the pain from the operation. There are many food 

taboos and he is not allowed m lie on his m a e h  until his penis has cornpletdy healed or else # 

will heal crwked. The initiates are a h  not allowed to speak unies spoken to, whkh is not very 

often (Spencer and Gillan 1927, Eemdt and Bemdt 1964). 

When the initiaüon is oomplete, s o m  of the men who helped in training the initiates will 

voluntarily undergo a second operation. This is because the men consider the first subindsion to 

be incomplete; the wound must run ftom the base of the penis to the op so that the penis is 

wide and flat, flaring out where i t  was cut when erect. The wound often heals dosed at the base, 

-ring the previous shape of the penis. An oval piece will be cut away from the entk  iength of 

the penis and thrown away. Some men will do it a third time, but most only have it done twice, 

the second when they ate 30-35 years of age (Spencer and Gillan 1927). 

When al1 have recovered from their operation, the body demations are removed. When 

the new man is given a present of food he is then allowed to speak again. The men retum to the 

camp, and women assemble sïnging and dancing, webming them enthusiastkally. niere are 



many festivities. The boy is now corisidered an iniüated tribe member, a man and a -ber of 

his totem (Spencer and Gillan 1927). 

A man must expdenœ mis eeremony before he is eligibk to many and the penalty is 

death if he refuses (Spenœr and Gillan 1927). Each tribe has variations of the same deremonks, 

espedally in the treatrnent of aie expelled blood and foreskin. 

There is great syrnbolisrn in the subindsed penis. It not only makes the penis largerI but 

the wods for subindskn in their language a b  Mer to the wamb of the fertilw mother. The 

subincised penis represents baar the male and the fernale organs, which rnust combine to aeate 

life. The blood from the wound symbolizes menstruation and ahrbitth Mood; a parallel that is 

widely aâcnowledged among Aborigines (üemdt and Bemdt 1964, Hiatt 1996). 

Another example of cutting arnong the Aborigines oocurs only with medidne men. There 

are aime different ways to becorne a medidne man. Two are by spiritual initiation achieved 

through a journey to a speafic cave h t e d  neat Alke Springs. A spear k ttirown by a spirit that 

pkrœs the tongue of aie medicine man pennanenüy leaving a hok approximately half and inch 

in diameter. The hale is large enough to insert the little finget. This is the only visible sign and is 

ahuays present in a genuine medicine man. I f  the hole in his tongue k l s  doseâ, then he is not 

a real medkine man and cannot pracbke. The other way to becorne a medicine man is not 

believed to be as legiümate as thtough spiritual contact A man is inioated by other rnedidne 

men through a lengthy and painful proeess. (Spencer and Gilbn 1927,1968). 

Plastic Surgey in The Unitcd States of Ametka 

Plastic surgery is important to discuss in this thesis because R is a sodally sanctioned 

fom of body modification in the Western world. It is mmon ly  alought to be very different than 

the non sanctioned forms of body modifications, which are the subjed of this thesis. Thrwgh a 

amparison of the litetahire on each topic, we may find that they are not so dirent.  

Plastic surgery is something that we hear about frequently and are pethaps more familiar 

with than the previous examples of body modification. Cosmetic surgery has beawne more 

common in the last few decades; its increased popularity due to the deaeased sochl stigma 
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attached to people who have ken operated on. It is also within eooriomk mach of miââk and 

working dass people. It is the fastest growing specialty in medidne in the United States (Synmtt 

1993, Hamburger 1988, Goodman 1994). 

Medkal journals from Rfty years ago assumed that people seking cosmetk surgery fbr 

reasons other than a trauma and disfigurement were mentally ill. These views began to change 

in the 1970's when dodors realized that those seeking it wwe not mentally Mident People 

have become more aaepting of thse who have had piastic surgery and are more willing and 

able to undergo the procedures (Hamburger 1988, Goodman 1994). 

Before undergoing cosmetic surgery, the patient takes the problem they have idenbified 

in their appearance ta the surgeon who detemines if it can be remedied and if the person is a 

good candidate for the operation. This fs judged on the patient's reasoris for wanting the surgery 

and their expectations of the resuits. If the person k detennined to be Êmooonally stabk and 

has realistk expectdions, the surgeon will agree to the procedure. People with unrealistk 

expectations are mted as those wishing for a massive life change whkh cannot be adiieved 

thmugh surgery. Peopk wiai a negative self-image who seek plastic surgery to change their lives 

are saiâ to need psychoiogical tfwapy, not surgery. Expectaüons cannot go beyond the physkal 

change, but swœssful operations are doaimented as having inaeased the patient's self- 

confidenœ, setf-esteem and seW-image (Hamburger 1988). lhere are few who becorne addicbed 

to plastic surgery and are never saWied with oie resuits. They trwel from surgeon to surgeon 

and meive muitiple procedures (Hall 1988). 

Common produres are breast augmentations and reductions, faœlifts, chernical peels, 

tummy tu&, nose reshapings, collagen lip injections and liposuction. They reflect the cuîtural 

messages about what a waman and a man should kok like. According to the social fiterature on 

plastk surgery, the image of the ideal woman and Meal man profected in the media can have a 

pfofound influence on those who wish to alter their appearanoe. People are in fict altering areir 

bodies to more dosely m b l e  mis ideal. Younger women tend to foais on reshaping the body 

while older women and men focus more on the face (Synnott 1993, Goodman 1994). 



It k dinkult to find soda1 infomiation about plastic surgery that is not either cundemning 

it or endorsing it Much of the literature conslstr of critiques whkh either p r a k  it as a way of 

taking contrd of one's body and rnaking a free didoe, or condemn it beause of hegemonk 

processes that fimit one's ability to chose. kminists often remark that pbstk surgery 

pathobgizes the body, rnaking it flswed, d e k t h  and in need of restruchiiing ( B M ~  1998). 

In sum, plastic surgery in America through new medkal developments in helping people 

who had experienœd a trauma that left their appearanœ disfigureci in Wod War 1. It expanded 

to becorne used by the rich and famous to keep their appearancie youthful and thin body in peak 

form (Hamburger 1988). This was generally negathrety perceid and mo&d by i.egubr people 

and still is today when the famous people deny obvious surgeries or take the meûium to the 

extreme. Mkhael Jackson is commonly dbed as an exampfe. The @ma and priœ of becorning 

altered in this way has decreased and availability of the surgeries has inawsed. However, the 

goal is to appear as though no surgery has taken place. When comeüc surgery has become 

obvious, people still tend tn condemn the redpient (Wilson 2000,Jenkins 1998). Women reœive 

breast augmentations and collagen lip injections to appear more ferninine and sexual. Bath sexes 

have fadifts and diemical peels to appear younger, and tummy tucks and liposuctbn to have 

thinner bodies (Goodman 1994, Hamburger 1988), believing it will rnake them more atbacüve, 

the same reason the Tiv becorne scarified. The importance of a person's physkal attractiveness 

in the Western worid seems to be increasing. Whether it is oppressbe or empowerfng is another 

thesis. 

The six ctoss-tultural examples given in this section are used in two ways. First, wss- 

cultural material is used in an attempt to help dmystify the "exotic". Various body modification 

practiœs have been put into cultural contexts with functions and sanctions gMng them a 

fiundation. Through expianations induding context and meaning, similar practiœs in Montreal 

can be undeWood through a realkation that it too has a context and meaning. The cross-cultuial 



information is paralleleci with the local &ta and b d y  modification in Montml k seen in a 

context of a cultural pracüœ and those wtro take part are not dismissed and pattiokgited. 

These six examples are comparecl in order to link the proMemaüzeâ subject (Western 

body modifkation) with something that the reader is more familbr with ("primitive" body art and 

Wstk surgery), provoking a new understanding. Through pladng ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ l t u r a l  fomu of 

tatûming, pierdng and scarification as well as Montreal modification, in the same vein as plastic 

surgery, a new perspective on each is gained. This indusion mates a unity b-n the many 

diffkrent practiœs with an understanding of each con-. We cian also understand that each 

body modification is essentially the same, it is the cultural context in which they exist and define 

them that are different. 

Seamdly, aoss-cubral as well as historical material, have k a n e  important influences 

for those who are modwing their bodies in Montreal. The influences are dkcted in their choke 

of modification and the design, location, reason for acquiring it and its personal rneantng. A 

person may choose to become modified when they learn that many dinerent cuhres have 

pmctkd body modification with social sanctions. Their desire to mark their body is legitimized 

through the fact that body rnodificatkn has been pracked for thousarids of years around the 

gbbe. Its deviance o n  be shifted to acceptonœ through its legiümimtion cross-cufturally and 

hkbwically. These influences are apparent both padcally and theoretically in contemporary body 

niodificaaOn and will become evident as this thesis progreses. 

ûesign and meaning among Montreal's body modification comrnunity is often d e t i d  

from cross-cultural material. Through the presentation of the ethnograph~ material in chapter 

four and the theoretical section in chapter five, Montreal body modifiefs understanding of aoss 

cultural modifkatbns, espedalîy those conœming "the primitive", will beoome dearer. These 

ancepts of cultural appropriation, and exotidzation will be examined in detail as will fashion and 

popuîar culture. Cross-cultural matetbl is an important part of body modification in Montreal and 

will be a constant theme ttrroughout this thesii. 



The methods used in gathering information reflect on the quality and quantity of data 

gathered, making them an important part of this thesis (Flueth-Lobban 1998). The following 

amtains an outline of the rnethodology and a report on the ethical considerations that arme 

throughout the research process. This is done to ensure that information was obtaineâ with the 

best intentions while cawing no ham to the participants. 

This project began with considerable reading on the bpic of body modification. A 

literature review was compiled and theories addressed. Montreal was the area of choie for field 

study as there were a large number of tattoa and piercing studios as well as a significant 

population of modified individuals. Fieldwork began with the belief that 1 coutd simpiy choose a 

few tattoo and piercing studios, observe the daily activities, then ask questions in an infonnal 

manner. 1 chose the specific shops for rny research through the area they were located in, as 

well as the shop ownefs willingnes to participate. 1 entered each shop and introduced myself, 

asking permission to do research there. Most said yes, but a few suggested 1 go elsewhere. After 

several weeks of asking permission from stiops and spending some time observing aie daily 

activities, 1 chose the three shops where 1 would spend most of rny tirne. These three shops were 

chosen due to the positive fieldwork relationship that dwdoped between myself and the 

tattooists and piercers employed there. (See Table 1 on page 38 - Shops A, 6, and C) 

Initial observations were accomplished in three shops on Ontario Street, (See Table 1 - 
Shops E, FI and G) but 1 chose shops in other areas to perforrn the majority of my fieldwork. This 

was done for two reasons; one a language barrier; and the other that these shops catered to the 

more popular forms of flash tattooing. Interviews were conducted in hrvo of these shops and 

observations were conducted in al1 three. 1 found more variation m e e n  tattooists and those 

becaming tattooed in the three shops located elsewhere in the city. 

While locating establishments willing to participate in my research, 1 realized that not 

onty would observation be necessary, but 1 would require a more directed information gathering 
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approach. Ta- parlors are extremely busy in the summer season, sometimes so busy that it is 

difficult to wedge inside, and 1 made a consdous effort not to disturb their daily rouüne or inhibit 

business. In the beginning, while simply observing, many expected me to conduct a formal 

intenriew. Sine this was expected and the participants were willing, 1 conducted interviews, 

which allowed the tattooists and piercers to becorne more familiar with me and my profect. 1 also 

spent many houn ok rv ing  and infwmally interviewing clients. 1 ananged i n te rv i k  with 

tattooists and piercers when it was mnvenient for them and observeci when they were busy. To 

help illustrate my topic further, 1 took photographs of the tattooist's and piercefs own personal 

body art. It was very important to me that 1 give badc copies of the photographs 1 took of them. 

This only became a problem with one participant, since 1 did not anticipate usage of the photos 

for their professional purposes. Eventually 1 circulated questionnaires so that 1 could mach more 

people. The participating establishments were willing to distribute them to heir dients, although 

some more wilfing than others. The questionnaires were not very successful as the shops were 

frequently too busy to distribute them and few dients responded. (See Table 1, page 38 - Shops 

A, B, Cf H and 1) 

Note taking was done dunng formal interviews, but not during infonnal ones. 1 

disawered that writing down what is said while having a regular conversation often makes 

paracipan& very uncornfortable, but during a more formal interview the notepad and pend were 

expected. 1 made audio recordings of some interviews, but found note taking to be more than 

adequate. During the course of my fieldwork, by taking a few notes throughout the day, 1 was 

able to strengthen my memory and transaibe the day's events and observations in my fieldnotes. 

Extreme modifiers became a part of my research due to a chance meeting wim a 

practitioner of extreme modification, Mikel. (See Tabk 3, Page 40) Following this meeting 1 

began to see body modification in a new way, not as wmpartrnentalized actions but as a 

continuum from naked skin to full body alterations. An important and significant part of my 

research was spent with the extreme modifiers. They were quite wilting to participate in my 



research and to allow me to observe, take notes and photograph the projeck they undertook. 

When an individual was about to embark on a project, 1 would receive a phone cal1 inviting me to 

participate. 1 wuld  go to various locations to watch the procedure and usually found a group of 

people in attendance, enjoying the experience, while offering advice to the person camng out 

the body Pm- 

1 interviewed four extreme body modifiers who were participating in foms of body 

modification that are both acœptable and unacceptable by society. 1 was al- able to informally 

interview their fiiends who frequendy attended the modification events; most were also modified 

in some way. Some of the extreme body modifiers had a few tattoos, but also large brands or 

implants or ear lobes strekhed beyond 3/4 inch, the diameter considered acceptable in Society 

by most piercers. Aside from these four individuals, 1 also interviewed seven extensively tattooed 

and p i e r d  individuals who are considered extreme as well. They were not participating in other 

forms of modification, but had gone beyond the socially acceptable limits of tattooing and 

piercing. I interviewed countiess others who were considered mainstream body modifiers, who 

were participating in acceptable levels of piercing and tattooing. 

The exberne body modifiers were chosen for study because they were simply too 

hscinating to ignore. I cannot honestly say that 1 chose thern for study, more accurately they 

chose me to study them. My principal informant, Mike, was very interested in my research and 

frequently contacted me to watch a new procedure he was undertaking. He introduced me to 

several of his friends who were also practicing extreme forms of modification and were pleased 

to be interviewed and photographed. 

While there are classifications of body modifiers, biker or jailhouse tattoos, middle class 

body art, and extreme body modifiers, they are difficult to adhere to. This is because they are 

constantly changing, due to the fashion and fad aspect of body modification. For example, a 

modification that is considered new and extreme, like sûetched eariobes, may no longer be 

considered deviant, extreme, or "cool" two months later when more people can be seen on the 



Street with stretched earlobes. Body modification ôecomes easier to understand when it is 

regarded as a fluid gradation from popular models of modification bo full body and extreme 

cases. Extreme and mainsbeam can be definecl, but there are many gray areas in-between. To 

draw a lire between extreme and mainstream would be an arbitrary fine, constandy shifang. 

Also, it is important to realize that mainsbeam and extreme body modification are linked. 

Meaning in body modification flows in a continuum from fashion accessory to the modern 

primitives search for spirituality, ritual and purpose in life. White these may seem dear-cut and 

extreme categories, they are not. Meaning is often aeated in popular forrns, and exberne forrns 

often have no meaning. Some of the extreme fonns are done purely for appearance, with litüe or 

no ideology. This a n  be seen through the tremndous numbers of photo submissions to a 

popular body modification web site. Many of the photographs are obviously subrnitkd to exhibit 

themseives and for shock value, the person in the photograph glorying in the spotfight (See 

Appendix C for list of websi i )  Those who acquire a tatbo or pierdng as a fashion accessory 

may also have great meaning attachecl to their modification. Meaning can also be added to an 

old tattoo or pierdng, or taken away. There are people who attribute deep personal meaning to 

their small flash tattoo, mi le  others who say there is no meaning and have many tattoas. The 

middle ground between the two extreme sides of body modification are subjective and depend 

on many difkrent factors wch as style, type of imagery, the individual, and their f'riends. Many 

with small tattDos or piercings would not link themsehrw with extreme modifiers, and extreme 

modifiers intentionally avoid k i n g  linked with the mainstream through the veiy nature of their 

practice. I n  essence, though, each group is doing the same thing. The difference between them 

is the degree of the modification and its acceptability in society. Due to the many variations, 

exceptions, and flexibility in body modification firrn categon'es have not been used since they 

cannot be strictly followed. 

This pmject has been laden with ethical considerations. 1 have had to deal with the usual 

issues of consent and the protection of the participant's anonymity, but due to the ptiotographic 



elements of this thesis there have been additional concems. AI1 phobgraphs were taken to 

ensure people's faces would not be recognizable, with the exception of Mike. He dearly stated in 

the beginning of my research that he thought anonymity was silly and signed the consent forrn 

stating that he wanted to have his face shown, although 1 have since decided to protect his 

identity where possible. 

Anonymity is difficult to secure when photographing people's original body art. The 

participants are identifiable through their art, despite the fact that their face is not shown. 1 

informeci them that my thesis will be publishd and they muld be identified through their body 

art, but not through their faces. No one seemed anœmed with mis. Signed consent was 

obtained h m  each of the participan& stating that permission was given to interview, 

photograph, and publish the material upon completion of the researdi. 

Additional ethical problems arose with my principal informant that was a littie more 

troubiing. Because he was so interested in my research 1 worried about the potential that he 

could have been accelerating his frequency of modifications for my benefit and for his new found 

potential for display. Could 1 have k e n  contribuüng to his practicing extreme body modification 

by giving him the push he needed to go through with the actions? 1 realized that he had been 

practicing extreme modification for quite some tirne before meeting me, but he appeared to be 

doing more sine 1 began my research. When 1 first met him, he had ove? 20 brands and was a 

known brander in the city. He told me about acquiring pearl implants in his penis as well as many 

past non-permanent modifications, for example: dying his skin with Henna in large animal spot- 

like pattes, coloring his hair with permanent dye in a wide array of bright colors, and relayed to 

me the many plans he had of future modifications. Within the several months that 1 had studied 

him, he had forked his own tongue, began a massive tattoo project, and used a dremel to scarify 

his kg. However, I do not think 1 significantly influenced his decision to perform these 

modifications and have resolved this issue because 1 am certain that he would have done these 

modifications had 1 been there or not. 1 am certain of this because within the first few meetings, 



Mike expressed in detail the many different body modifications he planned on undertaking within 

the near future. 

As can be seen, there were many intense ethical questions conu'dered throughout this 

research. 1 believe 1 have addressed them jiisüy without harming the inâividuals who were kind 

enough to allow me to speak with, observe, and photograph them concerning W i r  body art. 

The final concern for this chapter is the issue of the representation of the participants, 

which has been a conœrn from the beginning of this project. 1 have poridered about how to 

ensure that 1 do justice to their art fonn as well as to their humanity wiaiout objecüfying t k m  

through photography. 1 have tried to represent them aaurately with respect to their identity, 

anonymity, and artistry. Because the photographs have been presented In a manner to protect 

their identities while still showing their body art, obviousiy anonyrnity has taken precedence. 

Although some participants wished to be recognizable and 1 respect their feelings, since my 

fieldwork was carried out in the same city in which it would be presented and published, 1 felt it 

unfair to expose them in that way. When the thesis is viewed as a whole, the humanity of body 

modification is apparent. 

Another concern about representation was the fact that the photographs display bodies, 

some scantily dad and some naked. While my informants voluntarily disrobed for my camera and 

were not shy to show their bodies, 1 worried about how they would be viewed. The last thing 1 

wanted this research project ta become was a peep show featuring the modified naked body. 1 

have discovered that books on body modification in the library tend ta go missing or have 

photographic pages torn out because they are viewed in a sexual manner. 1 wanted to show my 

informants the uûnost respect and therefore have kept the photographs as tasteful as -ble. 1 

hope I have succeeded in this. 

This researdi project contains several difïerent data collection methods: directed 

intentiews, partiapant observation, and questionnaires. These mettrods were used to ensure a 

range in the type of data collected. Also, throughout this project, there was a great deal of 



concem for the ethics involved in the research and representation of participants. Many issues 

amse throughout the entire pracess of the thesis: dunng fieldwork and süll more after it was 

completed conceming informants directly, but also in the writing process when dealing with 

representation. 1 believe 1 handled these issues appmpriately and ethically. 



Table 1 - Ust of Tattooing and Pierdng Show Researched 

CakOorl 
af S m  

-Cwtom 
ûesigns - Modified 
flash 

Peopk Fomally 
Inknrkwcd 

1 Tatboist ( B n  *) 
2 P i e m  (&an, &nie4 

Clients (informal) 
Questionnaires 

Observations 
Conductcd? 

Yes - Daily operations 
and piercing 
procedure 

- Tattooing 
-8ady 

Piefcing 

Shop 

Shop 
A 

I 

Shop 
6 

Shop 
C 

Shop 
D 

S ~ P  
E 

, 
Shop 
F 

Shop 
G 

Shop 
H 

Shop 
1 

- Tattooing 
-Bady 
Pierang 

I 

-- 

1 Apprentice (Ra /$  
2 Tatboists (Marre/, Z@ 
1 Piercer (L 

Clients (informal) 
Questionnaires 

2 Tattooists (Ua&, 
M 

1 Piercer (m 
Clients (infomal) 
Questionnaires 

Yes - Daily operations, 
tattooing procedure 

1 Apprentice 
5 Taüooists 
2 Piercers 

- 

- flash 
- Modified 

Flash - Some 
Custom 
work 

Yes - Daily operations, 
and tattooing 
procedure -Body 

Pierang 

-Body 
Piercing 

2 Piercers 
1 Re~eption- 
ist (Zan) 

1 Piercer (KM Yes - Participant 
Observation 

- 

- flash Yes - Daily operations unknown 1 Apprentice/ (Maun* 
Ta#ooist 
Clients (infonnal) 

- Tattooing 
-w 

Piercing 

- Flash unknown 1 Tattooist ( S i ? . .  One obsewation only 

- 

- Flash 
- - 

unknown One observation only 

1 Tattooist (lu@ 
1 Piercer (Mamir) 
Questionnaires 

Yes - Daily operations, 
and piercing 
procedure 

- Tattooing 
- MY 

Piercing 

- Flash 1 fattaoist 
1 Piercer 

- - 

Y e s  - Daily operations - Tattooing 
- Body 

Piercing 

- flash 2 Tattooists/ 
Piercer 
1 Reception- 
ist 

1 Tattooiw (Joe) 
Piercer and his 
Wife (Audefi 
Questionnaires 
Clients (infomal) 

*Ali names in this thesis are pseudonyms 



Table 2 - List of Prindple Intenriewees 

Tattooist Male English 

Piercer Female English 

English Daniel Piercer 
(shop owner) 

Male 

-- -- - 

Tattooist/ 
Apprentice 

Tattooist 
(shop owner) 

Tattooist 

Male French 

French Marcel Male 

Female English 

Female French 

Claude 
- 

Tattooist 
(shop owner) 

Male 

Dan Piercer Male English 

Tattooist k m a  le French 

Ken Piercer 
(shop owner) 

Male English 

Receptionist Female English 

Maurice Tattooist/ 
Apprentice 

Male French 

- 

Male Tattooist French 

Tattooist Male English 

Martin Piercer Male 

- - -  

English 

Tattwist/ 
Piercer 
(shop owner) 

Receptionist 

Male English 

Audrey kmale English 
- - 

Male Dave English 

* Each interviewe is of European descent, with the exception of one female piercer, who is of 
Asian descent 
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Table 3 - Ust of Extieme Modffiers 

Ame 1 Modifications IOocupatlon 1 Langwge 

Brands Student 
Forked tongue 
Large ta- 

Brands 
Implants 

Piero'ngs 
Tattoos 
Scarifications 
Implants 

Ta- 
Brands 
Piercings 

Brand 1 Machinid ( French 

Make-up 
Artist 

I Natural 
Healer 

French 

Ear Pierang 
Dremel scar 1 M*niC 

1 Engli* 

- 

* Each extreme modifier European 



Field research was conducted in the downtown Montreal area. Montreal is a large 

metropolitan city in eastern Canada, in the provinœ of Quebec, with a population of 

approximately 3.2 million in the metropditan area, 1 million in the downtown centre (Statistics 

Canada 2000). The city is located on an island 50 kilometers by 17 kilometers, in the middle of 

the St. Lawrence River (See Maps 1, 2, and 3 in Appendix A). The province of Quebec, with a 

population of 7.3 million, is the only French speaklng provinœ in Canada, which frequendy 

results in a great deal of tension, however Montreal is multi-lingual. While French and English are 

the two main languages spoken in Montreal, there are large groups of people whose mother 

tongue is neitkr. The tension can be felt between these two main language groups only when 

dealing with political and govemmental rnatters. I n  everyday life, French and English speaking 

people live together with litüe tension. The businesses where 1 spent much of my fieldwork were 

bilingual. Language was never a problem. The Separatist Government (Pad Quebecois) had 

political power but at the time of the fieldwork, however the nationalist agenda was not central 

because the support was not present, although the debate continues. 

Montreal is very diverse ethnically. Cher 100 ethnic groups are represented and many 

languases are spoken. According to the "Profil Soa'o-Economique" Mlle de Montreal 1998) for 

the three electoral districts in the domtown center where fieldwork was conducted2 are 

composed of people who speak French, English, Italian, Spanish, Greek, Chinese, Portuguese, 

German, Vietnamese, and Arabic, as well as many whose mother tongue was labeled "other". 

Montreal alsa has many neighborhoods that are noted by ethnicity, but these areas are not 

homogenous. While French culture dominates and french is the official language, there is a wide 

range of people and cultural activities that exist throughout the city, ueating great diversity. 

These three districts within downtown Montreal are reported as having a population of 67,188; 

forty-nine percent of which is female. The area's average age is 25-34 (Ville de Montreal: 

Districts: 25, 26, and 38 1998). 



Monbeal is a fashiocrâble, trendy dty, which can be seen by observing people: many are 

dressed in the rnost recent fashbns. The sûeets af Montreal are l a d  with stiops selling popubr 

new dothing styles, the latest trends in interior house design as well as 0th popubr goods and 

activities. l k r e  are rnany nightduôs, =fis and fine restaurants, each filled with pe@e and in 

the summer rnonths the restaurants and caks frequentiy spill out onbo the sidewalk in what is 

known as "the kmœ". People sit unôer umbrelia tables in the sunshine and into the evming, 

sipping beverages and enjoying meak. 

1 was surprfsed tu find that during the summer there is a dinl;erent festival esch week, al1 

of whkh are aUended by rnany Montmalers and bouristr alike: (Fesüval of Ughts, the Frfnge 

ksthral, the Film Festh,al, the Beer Festival, the Jazz and Blues Festiwal, the J u t  for Laughs 

ksthral and many more). Street vendors seil their wares throughout Old Montreal, a tourist and 

historbl area, as well as in the downbown centre. It is a high energy dty at al1 times and the 

sbeeti are never dull. 

Whiie Montreal is lhrely and fashbnable, there are a b  a variety of akmative lifestyies 

pracbloed. These altemath lifestyk are not usiraliy as visible as the mainstream because they 

tend to be hidden and discrete, although evidem of their existence appears in the ptesenœ of 

the gay village, sado-rnasochism dubs, swingets du&, raves, and visible a<treme body 

rnodifiers. People who take part in these aitemative Mestyles tend bo remain underground as the 

disowery of their 1- oould rnean osbadsm fmm sadety. This, of course, fs not true for 

ewryone who takes part, but for the many who live mainstream Ihres, but oaasionally indulge in 

aftemaüve liîestyles. 

Montreal has a brge population of people wearing tatboos and pierdngs and a brge 

number aiat are reœiving thm every &y. My research has not been able to disanter an 

amirate statistk of those-who are becoming modified because rnany people with tatboos and 

pierdng keep them hidden. For the downtown area there are sixteen tatboo shops advertised in 

the 2001 phone book in an area with a population of one million3. One of the s b p s  1 researckd 



is not in the phone book, and 1 bter dkcoweâ two a d â i i l  ones, a b  unlisoed. Eadi of the 

shops 1 visiteâ were actremdy busy, eitkr with walk-in cusbomers or with a full appointment 

schedule. White an exact number of tataooed, pierœâ, and otherwk modW indMduals cannot 

be deoemiined; R o n  be saiâ that one tattoo shop for evety fifty-the thwsand people is a 

significant number supporting the indusûy.' 

It was di-red eariy on thrwgh field research that body modification went far beyond 

the present sodally acceptaMe fom of tatboing and body piercing to full-scak and exireme 

body modificatfon. I n  this thesis, exbme body modification is defined as akrabloiis &ne to the 

body which are not sadally sanctioned, for exampk, delibetate amputations, cutoings, 

scalaicstions, implants? Exbeme body modification s n  ako be d & d  as full body tatboing or 

extensive piercing. The numbers of people practking the more extreme forms of modification are 

significantty srnaller than mainstream tatbooing and pierdng. Mainstream body modification is 

defineâ as small easiiy hidden tatboos or body pierdngs. Irnagery is deemed aitturalty aoeeptable 

when it is benign, like a lady-bug, a flag or "tribal" marks as opposed to skulk and daggers, they 

appear in small numbers, are easily hidôen, or semi-permanent. 

Montreal tends bo have a popubtkn that is very acœpting of those with multiple tattioos 

and piercings. Many of the i n û m h m s  remârked that while people did stare at eheir tattms, 

pierdngs, and scarifications, the Mings that were taken frwn the experience was an 

appreclation of the art, not a disgust of the medium. Research showed that Montreal is a plaoe 

where the l ima of social aceeptabiiii in body modification are further than in most Canadian 

cities. Body modifiers noted that each neighborttood in Montreal had dinerent rieactions to the 

art, depending on how prevalent it was in that area. This will be explored in more detail in a iater 

section of this chapter. 

Research partkipants were al1 working and mieidle classa These dassifications wete based 

on educational level, which ranged from nontompletion of high school to university degrees, and 

occupation, whkh ranged from waitress and laborer to imestment advisors. Most were in their 



late teens to mid twenties, but body art practitioners spoke of many older people becoming 

p i e d  and tattooed, 1 s w  few. Many were high school, Cegep and univenity students. Body 

modifiers were mostly of European descent, speaking English or French. Tattoos tend to be w o n  

by iighter sûinned individuals because the ta#oos do not show well on dark skin but body 

piercing is practiced by a more diverse group of eainicities. Mainsbeam body modification is fairly 

evenly split between the genders; practitioners though were mostly male. Extreme body 

modification however tends to be praçticed mostiy, as pracb'tioners and recipients, by male 

Caucasians. (See Tables 2 and 3, Pages 39 and 40) 

There is great diversity among the body modifies of Montreal. While they appear to be a 

homogenous group, they differ in ternis of type and extent of body modification. Many had 

acquired small, easily hidden images and piem-ngs in the skin, while others had full-scale, visible, 

and extreme modification. While those at the opposite ends of the continuum are doing the same 

things, modifying their bodies with the intention to decorate and make more attractive, they are 

howwer, trying to obtain a very different effect. Also, there is a range in ideas on the body, 

beauty, and art. There are difïerences in imagery and style ranging from homemade or jailhouse 

tattms, to fine art and the Japanese style. They are not a cohesive group despite the assemon 

by many tattooists of a tattoo community. There are groups of modified people in Montreal who 

are not represented in a is  thesis, for example the biker populatjon, street kidç, inmates, and an 

older generation of tattooed and p i e d  individuals because they were inaccessible by this 

researcher. 

The tattooists often spoke of k i n g  approached by other tattooed individuals because a 

comrnonality, friendship, or subcultural tie is assurned based on the fact that both are extensively 

tattooed. While this is true, people tend to approach and becorne fnends with aiose who have a 

similar type of imagery or modification on their bodies. Their work is completed in the same 

shops or they acquire a similar style. Due to the formation of these srnaller groups, the 

community of modified individuals is not homogenous. While there is variation in style, and 



-8 eadi type of body m o d i ï  and the personal reasons for b m i n g  modlfkd fit into 

aie same categorks. niese categor&s have been ôefined by past theorists on tattodng and are 

b& on mothratkn for beming  taüooed, whkh has already been outlineâ in the Introcludion. 

In the nact sectkn, 1 will give detaikd ethnographk desaipüons of çome of the m n t s  

and actions 1 witnessed throughout my fWdwodc with body madifiers in Montreal. The 

desaiptbns are diviûed into seven sections beginning with the rnost comrnon and more 

mainstream forms of body mod i i bkn  and suaessively detailing the more extreme forms. As 

the ethnographk progresses, the desuipüon and images will beaome more radical. These 

descriptions aontain ethnographk desaiptkns, phobgraphk images, narratives, qwtes from 

fieldworlc and some analpis. Photographs are referred to where appropriate, narratives are 

separatecl from the rest of the text in a dffiwent italkized bnt, and quotes from fieldwork 

infomnts will be separakd in italia. TIiese dffferent modes of presentation are to distinguish 

between aie different types of information gathered through W research and presmted in this 

thesis. 

The rnajority of field research was spent in five ta- shops thmghout the downtown 

Montreal area. S m  of my research tirne was spent in initial obsenratioris during whkh 1 studied 

the daily acavfaes in the shops and talked to dients. The rest of the time was spent interviewing 

tatboists and those they were tattooing, gdng ovef tattoo flash and ImMng through the many 

books they had on tatbooing and body modification and talking about the images casually with 

tattooists, piercers, and their dients. 

There is a significant range in ta- shops; no hm are e%acdy alike, although afkr 

walking into and out of many of those located on Ontario Street, one obtains the impression that 

they are not dissimilar. This is due to the fact that each have a simibr byout and ofben have 
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identical flash W g n s  on their walls. Most people who have never ente@ a t a W  shop are 

newous about the experience and feel intimidateci because they do not know what to expect. 

ûoth the tattooists and those dients who were in the sbop for their first tirne verifid this sense 

of fear of the tattw shop. It is esentially a fear of the unknown. One dient stated that the full 

average of the tattwist's arrns was M a t  stnrck her when she entereâ a shop for the first time. 

Most of the shops open at eleven in the moming, but sometimes not until noon. They 

usually stay open until nine or ten in the evening. There is a waiting area out front, which usually 

is sterile looking and sparseiy furnished, with a couch or a bench. Only one shop sold a lot of 

other items besides tattoos, piercings and jewelry, like dothing, sunglasses, pipes and rolling 

papers. ûften there is music playing, usually something rather angry sounding and the loud bun 

of ta- machine is fairly constant, a sound that resembles a bumblebee buzzing in your ear. 

Upon entering the tattoo shop, a person is usually struck, not oniy with the smell of antiseptic, 

but with a large amount of visual stimulation. The walls are generally ewered with flash, wtrich is 

the term used for the d-*gris found on the walls of tattoo parlors; designs that have k e n  

created specifically for tattoos and will ta- well. They are uswlly bought through a catalogue 

and new images are often published in tattoo magazines. In sorne of the shops, the walls are so 

filled with flash, that the dient is overwhelmed. They frequently spend a great deal of time 

browng through thern in search of the image they desire. 

Categories of shops consist of those that only ta- flash, those that tattoo modified 

flash, and shops that discourage people from aquiring flash on their bodies altogether and 

encourage their own designs, labeled here as custom shops. The tattwists that only tattoo flash 

and those mat modify it have an abundance of examples of it featured on their walls. They also 

have books and poster racks filled with more. One of the shops on Ontario Street has so much 

flash that not only are the walls covered with the designs, but poster racks and the ceiling is 

covered as weH. While this shop has the most extensive collection of flash, most have the same 

designs available, although there are always a few different ones in each. 



Typically the custom shops have plenty of artmKk dkplayed on the walk in the tabodng 

area, the public waiting areas tenâ to be more uibtly deûorated than in fbsh sîmps. Cusbom 

shops usually have scant arnounts of flash, which k otben kept in books, no5 on the walls. One 

custom shop has some dd styie flash in frames as decorabfon. (See Pbte Vn, Phdo 2-8) As 

dients rnove frwn the waiting area into the separated taüm rwms, they may see images on the 

walls of fernale sexuality drawn in tattm styie, usually in pin-up girl poses. Walls are most oftien 

ckcorated with 0th types of arhrvork such as: Japanese prints and masks, and pasters fmn past 

tatboo conventtons that were attenâed by the tattooisti worldng there. Aiso pesent are wwk-in- 

progmss cusbm désigns drawn in peridl on a thin parchment-type paper, and pasteci on the 

walls with masking tape. Ta- workstatbns, whkh are spread about a large mm, uswlly 

consist of two chairs and a counber top or desk Each tattndst has his or her own area, in whkh 

they work and -rate themselves. Someümes t k r e  are specialized chairs for the dient to sit 

in, like a dentist's chair or masseuse's taMe, sometimes regular chairs. Soine of the studios have 

private rooms for those being taUmeci in private areas. 

Some shops that tattoo flash, alter it in some way so that the wearer of the art will never 

find another person wfth an identical t a m .  Those that only ta- unmodifieâ flash are not as 

liicely ta have a portfolio of past work to show their dients. Custams shops always have a well- 

organized portfdio present in the storefront area. The portfblio shows the best of the artfst's 

worlr, examples of Mir style and quality, and examples of possibiliofes for awerCng up an old 

unwanteâ tattm with another tatbo. 

Tatboing is done in a sectbned off area reserved br the tatboee and ocasional friends. 

few shops do not allow other people in the area to watch the prccess, stating sanitary reasons. 

The storefront is r e s e d  for browsing through desigris and waiting to be tattooed. There are a 

few shops in the city where the person undergohg the tatbooing is seaW in front of a large 

window overlooking the Street, to allow people walking by the pleasure of obseruing the prooess. 



Some of the shops work on a walk-in ba&, whik others work by appointrnent only. The 

appointment only shops are usualiy also custom shops, or the tatbbdst has such a good 

reputation that people have to book tirne with him well in advarm. Marcel has an e ight -mth 

watüng list. The other tatbodsts in his shop have a twolweek waiting list, The walk-in flash 

oentered show do not have a set rhythm, having busy and slow days. Wnter is not a popular 

blme bo -me tattooed, but in the sumrner, when (leople begin to tale their amts off and think 

about wearing skimpier dothing, the shops becorne much busier. The weeknds are usually very 

busy and the walk-in shops sometimer have b resort to taicing appointrnents. Cusbom shaps bend 

fo have a steady daily flow of cusbomers simply because they work solely by appdntment m i r  

schedules do vary, depending on the size and time required to amplete each tattoo. Some days 

the tattoaist will taUoo one very large piece and another &y he does several unaller pieoés. 

Most of the tattoo shops followed the above-mentkned patterns, which f i t  into the three 

categorfes of flssh, modîfied flash, and CU- shops (See Table 1, Page 35). There is one tattm 

shop that did not have the same atmosphere as the others. 1 was frequently warned to stay 

away fiom this sshop by ta#ooisk and taUmeâ peoph alike because R has a bad reputation for 

deanliness, ugly inexpensive work, aiid has had several hepaüüs scates. Naturally, an 

appointrnent for an interview was arranged. The adequacy of thelr sterilizaüon procedures cannot 

be mmented upon as this was not the fOCUs of study. This parbkubr shop, however, had a 

most interestirtg setüng: 

It is a flash œntered shop and is unique, but not in the general layout. It has the same 

storefront with flash covering the walls and jewelry cases for pierdngs, a bench to wait, and a 

r o m  out back where the tattooists and pieroers do their wrk. The difierence about this place is 

more in the feel, and the lack of a w e h i n g  atrnosphere. While 1 was given repeated warnirigs 

about this plaœ, 1 went in with an open mind as 1 was well aware of the politics between parlors, 

the loyalty of clients, and the rumor miIl that douds the indusûy and certain shops. The feel 1 

received from mis shop was strange and dii not reflect in the types of wamings given to me. All 



Photo 2-A: A dedication tattoo done in honour of the birth of a son, Photo 2-B: 1950's 
style flash displayed as art in a tattoo shop, Photo 2-C: Combination of neo-tribal design 
and old style, Photo 2-D: 1990's appropriation of old style flash, and Photo 2-E: An old 
style tattoo. 

Plate VI1 



LA$: 

Photo 2-F: Combina- 
tion old style, neo- 
tribal, and Hebrew 
lettering. 

Right: 
Photo 2-G: 
Blackwork and 
neo-tribal. 

Right: 
Photo 2-H: Blackwork arm band. 

LRfi und right: 
f hotos 2-1 and 2-5: 
Blackwork 

Plate VI11 



of the ~nnen 1 saw wwking there resemMed "BarMe," wearing tight scant dottiing and the men 

had a "Herb Tarlick" type appearance. None were taUmed or pie&. In  the other shops, the 

people working there were regular looking people, meanhg boy or girl-rmt-doar types, only 

heaviiy tatboed or p i e d .  These shops also hwe phobographs of thefr own mnic in books, 

however this piaœ had wwhat appeared to be magazine pin-up of depihW fernale porn stars 

showing off their genital pierdngs. All of the posters were of fernale genital pierdngs and the 

rnodels were in very reveafing w; nude, yet wearing high heaW ieather boots and black 

sbodo'ngs, their oversized breasts pierced. Images of male genital piercïngs were not to be bund, 

nor were ears, noses, or eyebrows. 1 feit a little u n m f o r t a k  and alienated, but oddly, the shop 

was filied with fernale dients. 

ûther show have some sexual imagery, however mudi less and R wualiy conskts of 

caricature-like images in a tatbo styfe drawing. It is not nearly as graphk, and on a wry 

dinerent scale. The diirence between this shop and the others is enonnoos, which shows an 

increâible variation bebveen the tatbo shops, even those p l a d  in the sarne category. Tatbooists 

and pierœrs at each shop are greatly aware of the image the dinerent shops portray as well as 

the personaliües and pmfeslonal conduct within them. There is usually a strange tension 

between each shop that goes beyond professional cornpetition. This intriguing social 

phenornenon wiH be explorecl at the end of this chapter. 

Observations: Entering the Shop 

The experienœ of obsewing in tatooo shops is always an interesthg experienœ. Daily 

operatlons were witnessed, as well as sorne interesting inddents like job inteNiews, angry 

parents, and fainting spells. The people woking at the shops al1 weloomed me and allowed me to 

talk to their dients. 

What occurs in the ha00 shop is fairfy standard. Upon entering a tattoo shop, people 

silently browse thmugh the designs that are dispiayed, in search of the image that t k y  will like 

to have et- into their skin. If aiey have a spedfic design in mind they will show R to the 



tatbooist or explain and disass it. Atter talking to the tatbodst about the spedfio, the size and 

the bcatiori of the tatûm they waR their turn or make an appdntment for a bter date. If t h y  

want fbsh, the taUwist enbrges or demxues the size of the image to the peson's 

-. ~f are g a n g  aisoom wodc, some preiiminary sketches are made and a 

deposit b given to ensure that the person will return. I f  it is a smafl image to be done on that 

âate, the details are workeâ out then. Larger pieces take significantly more time and the person 

must retum at a later &te to approve the design. 

Most people are fairly eager bo talk about what they are having tattmed and why. People 

ofben speak about their thoughts on tattooing as well. While many different types of people o n  

be found in the various tatbo parlors, few were hewiiy into tattwing and most were about to 

People uswlly go into the tatboo shops in groups of two or more. Rarely does a petson 

go in alone, unless they are known to the shop. Usually only one person is beaming tatboed, 

the others are present for support; houwier, oaasionally groups of people get similar tattoos in 

a group rnernbership dedication. One group of four men were al1 rnernbers in a jazz band. They 

were each getting difFerent designs on #eir upper ams, but al1 with the initials of the band's 

name beneath it in the sarne font and style. 

Whik dients spoke about the design they had chosen, they fiequentiy made amimenti 

these mments while looicing through the artist's portfolio as well as books of flash. The 
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design. 

Beio,l.: 
Photos 2-M, 2-N, and 2-0:  
(lefi - right) Japanese sleeves 
using a combination of 
différent design styles. 



Lefr und below: 
Photos 2-P and 2-4: 
Graffitti style tattoos. 

Below: 
Photos 2-R, 2-S, and 2-T: 
(Left - Right) Combination 

new and old style, new school, 
and new school. 

Plate X 



2-Y 

This page: 
Photos 2-U, 2-V, 2-W, 2-X and 2-Y: Single and patchwork Fiash tattoos. plate XI 



negaüve comments wefe usually cancerning brge tatbrios or angry imsgery. They mnild qwtkm 

why peopk would want them on tkir bodies and then stress the smsll sîze of the taüw they 

werereoeMngthatdsy. 

fbpeat ashmms frequently sperid bime çodslidng in the shops, evwi when not 

bcaMing tattmed. lhey are &en Mends of the tatbooist a pieroer, but had met them thmugh 

b m i n g  tatboed them. They were people who are vety in- in the art and enloy 

sodalizing with like-minded individwls. Ail in all, pe!opk are! wry interesteci in talking about their 

tattmc and tattming in general. The images ori their bodies tend not tn be prhmbe and meanings 

are usualîy shamd as wdl. 

Observations: The Roarrs of TatWoing 

After dioosing a design and finalhing the details with the tatbodsS, the person is led to 

the taüm area. Stendls are made from the chosen drawing using transfbr paper and applied to 

the skin. Speedstkl< helps the stencil stick to the sMn. It must be Oroperly aligned to the body 

and to any pre-existing body art so that it aonneds with, or avers a up properly. Oaasionaliy 

additional elements of the design are worked out in marker, dire- on the skin as ha- in 

one of the obsewatiorrs of how a "hrll sleeve" was done. A sleeve is a tatboo that awers the 

entire am. Each studio does aiings a litüe difkrenüy; it depended on the attist and the dient In  

one custofn shop, for instance, M a r d  is given fiee reign over the art. His dients are aware of his 

talent and alkw him to aeate the art based on his knowleûge of them. He is given ideas and 

they kt him mate something based on their body shape and personali. Trust is essential tn 

the procesS. 

The tattwist freshly sets up the space for each dient. A sterile blue surgical doth is laid 

out, fresh ink is placed into l i i  plastic cups, as is Vaseline, whkh is applied to the skin as a 

lubrkant so the needles glide comfortably acmss the client's skin. The ta#Ddst wears new sterile 

latex gkves as he or she inserti the needles into the tatbo machine. The neeâles are checked 

with a magnifier to ensure they are îevel and the machine is tested b ensure it works propedy 



(See Plate XII, Photos 2-Za, 2-Zb, 2-Zc and Plate Xm, Photo 2-U and Figure 1). The tattoo 

machine's motor is eontrolkd with a foot pedal. The tatboa gun vikabes rnaking a bud buzzing 

sound, moving with an in and out motion, puneturing the skin inserbing the ink between the 

dennal and epidermal layes of skin. This depth is c~ntrd  by the machine as well as the pressure 

applied by the tattooist. 

nie dient is seated in front of the tattdst with the body part to t~ taüooed e x p d .  

The skin is deaned, shaved and the stencil applied. The skin to be ta- is stretched a littk 

between the thumb and forefinger, the needks are dipped inbo the ink, applied b the skin. ARer 

a small portion has been tatboed the excess ink on the skIn fs wiped away with a tissue. The 

wtline k always &ne first which means that large pieces usualty require a session to be d d  

entirely to the outline. I n  one occasion, a man was M i n g  one sleew &ne by one arbist and the 

other sleeve by another. One a m  only had the outline, the other sleeve being coloreâ in that day 

(See Plate Xff, Photos 2-Za, 2- and 2-Zc). Sleews tale a long time to ampiete and the weam 

of the art may have an i m p l e t e  tatboa for several maths. This paRkubr man said "some 

people oniy want one person's style, but when you look at their body, Tt is obviws that only one 

person ta- it" (Ian, August Il, 2000). He wanoed to have difkrent styles of art and because 

he realiy likes the style of each tatbodst, he reoehled boar. 

When the outline is oomplete!, dor  is added to the interior af aie design. Shading 

alludes bo shape and texture in the design, whKh k amplished by diluting the ink with water. 

After the tattm is oompkte the area k washed, cream is applied and the ta- kmks at R in a 

mirror. The dient is instructed awiœming proper aftetcare prooedu~s and a sterile bandage is 

applieâ to the fresh taWoo. The tatboist's card is usually given; the &&ide O- has aftercare 

instructions as well so thqr will not fotget. 

Most tatboists liked to talk while they were working, although a few said they were quiet 

and serious and simply wanted to oomplebe the work. Marcel was vety talkative while he 

worked. When asked if R was to ask qwstions while he tatboed, conoemed as 1 did not want to 



Photo2-Za: Sleeve 

colour still to be 

individual is having 
two sieeves applied, 
each by a different 

Left: 
Photo 24%: 
Additional sleeve 
tattoo in progress. 
Application of 
outline using a 
custom made stencil 
as a guide. 

Le_F: 
Photo 2-Zc: Sleeve 
tattoo in progress. 
Colour and shading 
is king applied. 

Plate XII 
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Photo 2-Zd: The Tattoo Machine. The three pictured here are (clockwise from bottom): The 
Red Stinger, the other two are Puma Quick Change. Each can hold up to 36 needles in the 
tube. 

Figure 1: Diagram of a Tattoo Machine 

I needk bar post 
/ 

1 needle bar / 

+ Mapted wiîh permiseion: Spaulding, H Taitourirg A îo Z IA Guide io Succeaçlill Talb#ing) Spauiding & 
Rogers Mfg. lnc. 1998; 3 1. 

(Health Canada 1999: 25) 
Plate XII1 



disbad him, his dient answered for him: "No, He aiways yak away whik he is tabodng." Uknts 

usually did a lot of talking whik t k y  were king tatheci. nie tattmkts leam a kt of 

i n f i n  oonoerriing people's pesonal lives. Some like the distracbion of comrersatfon, 

whiie othets mloy si- and do nat enmurage talking. The tatbooist has to be sensitive to the 

dienCs needs and no5 pry. The dknts rarely ask questions about the tattooWs life, talking 

enbireîy about aiemsdres. Whik people are beaming tatbooed they tend to be self-focused and 

mwous about the pain. TalWng helps ta relieve the nervousness and to distract their attention 

fiom the pain. 

" ~ y o u a ~ / n f l k a i p s i n o n ~ t h e y s e m t v  wantaIopenup."-&hn 

(h- an Ju/L 12) 

Pain 1s ahmys a big conœrn when bexoming tatbooed. Clients said that ttiey tried not to 

think about the pain, but usually watched the prooess. Brieathing well is very important ta help 

toîerate the pain, and a h  ptevents fointing. Mami remsrlced that in a walk-in shop, people 

frequentiy faint because they do not really want the tattw, thqr are nervous, apprehensive, and 

net breathing property. Because people must wait extmôed pefiods at a custom shop, they want 

the tattoo a kt, are more daxed and more prepared for the pain. 

The tatbooing in most of the shops is quite a social event. In some there is 

not much conversation as no one is allowed in the tattming area exœpt for those king tatbooed. 

These were flash orienteci shops. These types of shops have been desalbed by several as 

produdng "McTatbos", in whkh the tattooies goal is to do as many tatboos in a day that he tan, 

and not dutter the time with originality or conversation. A belevWorr wmmerdal observed in 

another dty deady desçribes this concept of McTatboos. It was a short 3û-secmd spot on the 

local lisüng channel. Phobgraphs were shown of the people who worked there wearing unifonns: 

red T-shirts with the narne of are shop printed over the Mt breast in yellaw. No tattooeû people 

were shown in the ammercial, inâuding the peopk woddng there. Their many pars of 

experknae, many satisfied customers, and handy downtown location were the marketed qualrties 



of this stiop. Upon visioing th& shop, (Sm 1) the woman behind the oou- remarked that the 

tatbodst probabiy wouîd not be intewiewed because he did not like to talk to 9eople. He did 

agree to an intewkw, but hk wife answered most of the qustbns for him. 

This exampie is a stark difkrec~le from w h a  was a<gerknoed in most other shops. l'hem 

were always many peopk sodalidng, loitering, and enjoying themsehres. Ocessknally peopk 

would sit around the tattwist whiie he worked on a client; each taüooed to some degree. They 

frequently stiared tatbo experienœs, talking about their first tatboo, favorite tatbo, and often of 

g a n g  a mlîy ugiy tatboo when they were much younger and bter M n g  a better artist fix it or 

ower R up. 

Payment k made when the ta- is complebed. Prie depends on the size and 

mpîexity of the tatboo. Only une shop (Shop H) hw everything pr(oed very dearîy thrwigh 

aolor-ooding, howwer, most tatbooists look at the design and the cusbomer and then judge the 

priee based on the tirne requireû to do the design and how much thqr think the person is willing 

to pay. Priœs are rarely plaoed on the flash and the dient must ask the tatbodst. Most prices 

begin at approximately $35 for a small simple design, approximateîy one inch in sire. As the 

design becomes more mplex  or has more eiemenb in it, tb prke increases to $45 or $50. 

Tatboos that are approxirnateîy thme inches in size usualiy owt around $100. If a dient has bad 

body hygiene, wants work on the genilak, w an inappropriate design, the prke will be infbted 

anâ the dient uswliy refuses the quote. Cusbom shops pria? by the hour, at approximately $100 

per hour, and eshimate the time beforehand. 

People are o f h i  very excited when their tatbo is c m p W  and some almost forget bo 

pay. One mild mannered tattooM remarkd that he has follawed dients to their car smiling at 

them before they realized that they had forgotben to gay him for his work. 



Sterilitatkrr and ckanliness are presenüy very important issues within the shops and in 

the public's view. TaUooists weie al1 very oonœmeâ with sbwilitatkn issues sfating dients should 

ahvays ensure that the artist has changed their needles before they &art their work. Marcel 

remarkecl that he m l d  rather be t~ by an i m p e t e n t  artist but worked with sMk 

equipment, rather than by a great artist whose sbdlizaüon pmœdures were questionable. 

Those who have never beeri inside a tattm shop frequently comment on the deanliness 

of the waiüng area. ûften though, people & not ask about the tatbodst's sberilization 

prooedures, they simpîy assume that because the shop kmûs dean, that the tatbooing procedure 

is dean as well. He most in depth questions askd by clients about deanliness is usualiy about 

changing needles. The possibility of aoss contamination is rarely broackâ. Once people go 

through the door, they tend to owr#rme ttieir bad impression of ta- shops. This is because 

their impression of tattooing and the tatboo shop is ofben based on negaüve stereotypes and 

once they pas through the threshold, they realize the s k m t y p s  are just that: stereotypes. 

Most tattooisÉs use aubchve stwilization and new needles, but t k r e  are a few 

differenœs in thoughts on sterilhtion and in pmœdure. Martin remakecl that he dM not need to 

use new needk because the autoclave sterilized evefything, and s h d  me a cerüfkate that 

proved the autoclave left no trace of anything organk behind. John said that there b no need to 

reuse and resterllize neeâles because thqr are not -ive bo buy. He ahrvays cuts the used 

needles into pieoes and dis- of them in a "sharps" container in front of the dient so they can 

see for themselves that he is not rwsing needles. 

Interesüngly, there are no laws or regulations goveming the deanliness of tatboo studios 

at the time of this research. This is rmst uuncharacûxistk in a sodety that is deeply concemeci 

with deanliness and the s p r d  of Hepabitis 8 and C and AIDS. nie taümists were al1 appalîed at 

the bd< of regubtion and were working tDwards a standard of deanlines. Two had written 

îeUers to the Govemrnent of Quebec in an atkmpt to creabe a provinœ-wide standard. The 

Government of Quebec has puMished a srnall pamphlet induding prophybcbk advke, but 



tattooisb felt that it was insunkient. It provides scant information on sberilizatktn, but States that 

if sterllizaüon is not possible, to disinfect the equipment. The disinfection procedures consist of 

pbdng needles in an overi at 170 degrees Celsius fW one hour, soaking them in pure Meacti for 

five minutes, or boiling them in watw for twwity minutes. This pamphkt has been mprodwed in 

Appendix B. Heakh Canada has a b  produced an 72-page doaiment entitled In-n Rmmtrbn 

and C;ontrdîWc&as I b r ~ m / ~ :  TatïmLw, &r/mM?&& ad-.  mis 

document mücubusly describes proper sterilkatkn prooedures for preventkm of dkase 

transmission, but ack mly as guidelines. This document is summarâed in Appendix B. Susan, a 

body piefcer, stated that when opening her taüw and pierâng studb, she contaaied the 

Govemment of Quebec bo reqoest infomiatkn conoeming heaith issues ancl insQecbfon. She was 

ghrwi norie. She requesteâ an inspeebiori of her p remh to ensure that she was fdlawing the 

proper guidelines and was infwmed that there are no guiâeiines and no one wouîd inspect her 

shop. Another pieroer and several tatboists echoed thk story and the didain far the hck of 

regubtkns in the industry. 

Most shidios will noS tatboo anyone under the age of 18. Again, there are no laws 

oonceming a legal age, however taümists did nat want angry parentr entering tkir shop to yell 

at them for tatboing th& children and therefore refuseâ anyone under 18. If a dient does not 

appear to be 18, proof of age is requesbed. Some stiops request that every individual they tattw 

or pierce sign a consent forni, whkh specifb that they are 18 or older. Most saki that they 

would tattoo an ind~duai under this age if they had permission from their parents. A phone cal1 

is usually placed to confimi permission if the parent is not present. Some young people have 

tried to pas themsebes off as over 18, and occasionally they suaeeded, but when there iç 

âoubt in the dient's age, the shops always ask for pmof. 

The ta- and pierdng shops have their own sense of professknal ethii. These ethics 

revoive around sterilizatbn, consent, age limit and what they will and will not tattoo or pierœ, 

whkh will be discussed later. These ethia are not standard and vary ftom shop to shop. They al1 



terid to fo(low tkx same categades, but the s&rilitation procedures diner, the degee d 

amsent varies, as does the age fimit. 

Dedgns, Styles, and XnOendty 

The passibility fw tattw designs is almost infinite. There are a few Iimitaüms, however 

sirnpiy b u s e  the medium is skin. For exampk, lines cannot be made t#, dose tcgether 

because skin streWes and Hnes spread afkr a few years. Unes that are tatbooed 00 doïe 

t0getkrwiHturnintoafuz;ryMob. 

There are trends in tatboo designs that change over time. Yosemite Sam was ortœ a 

mainstby in a tattooist repertoireI yet boday not many people are puttirtg it on their bodies. (See 

Plate M, Photo 2-C). The designs that people chwse consist of a wide variety of images: fiom 

hearts and fiowers to old style flash and carbon characters. There are amrnon or popubr 

desligns that tend bo shift each year. The summer of 1999, the most popubr design was a tribal 

styk Sun and the year bebre, Tasmanian devils and bdybugs were frequenüy taüooed. Oûi style 

flash, whkh is xwneblrnes calkd "dcabilly" is M i n g  popular again and could be said to be 

making a eomebadG (See Plate II Photo 1-A, 1-8, and Fbte VII, Photo 2-&2€, 2-ô and 2-E). 

There is a trend in what is calied "tribal art", whkh has been popubr for several years. The bbel 

"tribal art" mbiiies al1 designs that use! thkk Madr patternsI uswlly abstract designs in spirals 

and wîsps that curve with the body's shape. (See Plate VII, Phdos 2-E, and Plate Vm, Photo 2-F 

and 24). Tribal designs emerged in the 1980's and are süll very popubr. There is no5 as much 

angry imagery king tatbooed on people's bodies as is perpetwted in the -types of 

tatlming. 

The main fa& at the tirne of this research were Chinese, AraMc and Sanskrit lettering, 

and Chinese dragons. The Asiin characters are popubr because the wearer knows what the 

character means but MI one else does. Horror stories have been reporteci of people quiring a 

Chinese lettiw on their body. The flash dedares its meaning in a captkn: honestyI courage, or 

sbength. However, upon meeting an individual who o n  read Chinese, they dismer that their 



tata00 means sornething quite dinwent All of the taüooHs sakJ that they t a M  a kt d 

dragons because the year ZOO0 was the year of the dragon. 

9me peopk obesin b igns  they ttiink will lodc "aoi", meaning peaple will admire them 

and will make a certain favwak judgment about the tatboee based on the tatbaa ttiey have. 

Many acquire a spedfk tatb#1 because they have seen others wearing a parbiaibr style, 

amibands, for example. Mhers dedde they want a tli.tboo but do not have a spedfic image in 

mind. They will choose a design off the wall among the flash and have it taUooed on W r  skin. 

Some people think a great deal about the tatboo they want and where exactiy it should go. They 

do research and think about it fw a bng the  so they o n  be certain they have ctKKen a design 

that lhey can live with forever. In short, tatbo choie ranges fr#n impulse punhase to fully 

thought out e f h t  and choie. 

Cast is scmetimes a major fadm in ctmsing a design. Some pe@e try to bargain the 

price down wiai Iitüe s-. Many beikve that a tribal design is easier to tatb#, and t a k  less 

thne and thus shouid cost less; wkreas a oobr ta- ts harde, takes longer and thetefore 

more. This is un- as the prooess of tatboing in any d o r  is the same. Pr ie  is based on Size 

and amplexity. Several a m  nofed that people should no5 be stingy because "you get what 

you pay for. Your ta- is for life and you should be willing b pay more for a k t b r  job." (John, 

June 23,2000) 

A ma@r trend in tattooing baday in linked to the Japanese influence. Surne cal1 it 

&panese tatbooing, while others are very dear that it is a Japanese influence on contemporary 

North American tattooing, whkh is often wlled new xhod taüooing. New school tattooing is 

typkally done with the outlines and brïght colors, the a m  wtio produce this styk have uswlly 

been trained specifkally in drawing. In reference to the previous sedon on Japanese tatboing, 
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simibr 3apanese images are dten used (lik the orange carp, Mus' and 3apanese 

geishas), and are oonnecbed to ench other with tbwing swirls representing water w winâ. More 

traditional pieces show brger images depkang hpanese epics using the flawing swirls bo 

cornpiete a body suit. Some use Western imagery as the major designs, but use the theme of 

fkwlng swirls to con& the images creating a skeve, cavering their entire am. The skeve is 

the mst  mrnon a m ,  but sorne get this style owering tkir  entire bad<. A kw peopie are 

having extensive Japanese style artwork put on their bodies in the tmditknal Japanese body suit 

rnethod. Most simply have Japanese styie skeves8 but ais is usually where it begins and owr 

extencW perkds of time connect their sleews with badc piPr#, front pieoes8 and -ver their 

iegs as .well. (See Plate N, Photos 1-G and Plate De, Phobo 2-4 through 2-0). 

Most custm shops are very conoemed with originality. They will riot oopy someone 

else's wodc or ta- the same design on two people unkss it is a group project. Those who 

dmse flash are b e l W  to be aware that one thousand other peopîe can obtain the same 

design. This Cs why many shops encourage a M r g  flash designs. Some people enter a tattm 

shop with a pfmto from a tstaoo magazine wanting it directty oopied. For this reason, one 

informant saki that he would never want his body art phobographed. This oonœrn for originatity 

in body art is linked with notions of uniqueness in ch3racter. T '  have hpmmp symfiOlS of a 

person's identity and for the tatboo to be unadginal, or for it to be oopied, devalues the tatbo. In 

tuni, the person may no longer want their idenaty linked wïth that tas#,, and eventually alber or 

anm the design with another. 

All of the tattodsts who worked in custorn shops, or who do some astom and some 

fbsh tattoos thought that it was unfortunate that most people choose flash. For kick of 

information, many pec@e believe the tattoo designs (and sizes) dispbyed on aie walls are al1 

that is available; they are not aware of or do not unâetsbnd the prooess therefore do not realize 

the potenaal fbr variation. 



well as those who are still IMng. Tm men wwe inberviewed who wee having tat)mc done in . 
honor of their children and one who wanted one in honor of his wHe. Most tatt;ooists 

disawrage pbdng a narne on penple's bodies, but in the case of chWren and a Wl- 

established" wife or husband, excepbkns were made. 

Ciaude said that rnany oome in afber seeing the movie "hom Dusk till Dawn" and want a 

large tribal piece. People take images to the tattaoist fmm amikr, the intemet, or someblmes 

things that they have a passion br.  Ciaude ammenteâ that R is easy to tattoo those wtio know 

exady what they want and. have wanted it for a long time. Those who are unsure taie more 

effort on the part of the tataooist, in hdping ttiem make a dedskn. 

Generaliy, there are designateci spots that people have in mind when they are choosing a 

location. Som people choose spots because they like R on someone eise. For, otkrs it depends 

on different things such as aesthetic reasons, to be disueet in puMk, or because they have a 

certain type of job and must keep R hidden. Men usually recehre big designs on their a m  and 

smaller ones on their shoufder. Women obtain bigger designs on their lower back and unaller 

designs on their shoulder or ankle. Women were said by tatbooistr to choose smaller designs and 

put them in more hidden spots than men do. A person's first ta- was usually in a place that 

couid be shown or hidden at will. 



One exkmkdy  taüooed man staed that he regretbed pbdng his Rrst ta- on his 

shoukkr. He was mpletely taüoœd in a Japanese styk suit. This tatboo amipiicated the details 

for his badc pieœ because anrering up an dd tatboo is very spedfk. The image must ôe brger 

and darker. He dM not k m  then that he would eventually ower tifs entire body when he 

dedded on his first tatboo. 

Only one tattnaist, Luke, spdte about tebellion as a possible meaning for acquiring and 

pladng a tatboo. Because tatbooing has become popubr in the last few years, peopk who want 

to separate frorn sodety in this way have to go much further than in the past. I f  a 

person wants bo stand out far having a ta-, he or she has bo obtain large visible pieas 

because small, easiiy hidden tatboos are no bnger amsidemd devbnt. Houmer, when a person 

puts Mg visible tatbos on their body that show in puMk they are saiâ to become a paRy of a 

aommunity. Mareel dexribed it as a famiiy. Peopk with visible taUms are thought to understand 

each other. There Is a connecbjon fek between them, and other tattooed people will approac).r 

them and initiate conversabkn in bars and on the Street. niey rnay not know each other, but 

they feei a conmcbn. 

This community was mentioneâ by several tatbodsts, however because research was 

oniy able to be conductecl among a certain type of tattooed people, it is undear if this cammunity 

encompasses al1 types of visibly tatboeâ people. The ways in whkh it was discussed and through 

observations in the tattoo stiops, the tattoo ammunity does not inoorparate al1 visibty bttooed 

people. This can be aonduded fiom statements that disparage certain styles and flash tattws. 

Margo OeMello (2000) states that thk tatboo mmunity encompasses middle dass people. 

Excludeci fbm "the famiv are bikers and those with jailhouse taUoos. Through observations and 
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dixxissioiu wfth tatboisk and tatboed peopk, this mWle ri;Kc concept d the tattoo 

mmunity can be sssurned. 

Tattiodstr wwlly refuse to tatboo numbers an the forehead or genital tatbos. Most 

tatbooists ref&e bo tatkao faœs and hands because of the stigma it Mngs and the bad reputath 

that they wwld receive for ddng such work. They would not tatbo anything that personaliy 

offendeci them, or was hateful. They SOmebfmes receive strange requestr that invoive peeulbr 

designs, like a peanut or a ftashlight, or peculiar placement, like the ear or forehead. One sbange 

design that Rachael executed was a straight Mbek line dom the middle of each of the dient's 

a m .  It bod< her two-anda-half hours to mplete. 

and Menning 

"Thwiewhothetattw&esntmaananyt)rhg~tham, tireyJhouMntkgieta~ 

tatt#Aed."- Bhn fin- an Jum 

Tatbooisb who dM cusbom wwk regarded themselves as arbists. Many of thern have been 

trained at universibies in art and have dewbped their own style. At the tirne of research, the 

most signifkant trend for cusbom art&& was a Western adaptation of the Japanese styk of 

tatbodng; but arbists have chdopeci other styles, su& as gram art, new schod, and neo-tribal 

design. (See Pbte VII, Photos 2€,2-D,2-E; Plate IX, Phonos 2-K through 2.9; and Plate X, 

Phob~ 2-P through 2-T) 

Marcel, one of the tattDoistr who spedalizes in large-scak cusbom wodc, also enloys 

doing small tatboos and men flash if the dierit really desires it. One woman waited seven months 

to have a two-inch fïash design tattuœd by him. She owld have had mis design done at any 

shop in the dty, but diose to w a l  because she simply fek more cornfortaMe with him than any 

other tattooist. In her minci, it was an experkMe that she wouid a m  remember and wanted it 

to be pleasurable. Aamrding to Marcel, the taWooist makes al1 the difkence to the oubaime of 

the t a W  and how the person kels about R afterwards. I f  he did a beautiful job, but was not 

wry nice, aie person would hate the tattoo. I f  he dM a medioae job, but was a great guy, the 



persm would kve R and have qood memorks of the experienoe. Whik the aesthetics of tattoos 

b not this simple, a gooâ rapport with the taüoobt is generally desirabk. 

Some of the tatbooists anâ dients intewkved believed that body art is aestktk with 

littk f6undation of deep personal meaning. Sevetal tattmists r e m a m  that about half of the 

tat)nnc people acquire are simply for fashbn or are an impulse purctiase with no meanirig behind 

them. Many tatbms, though, are obtained with a g m t  deal of thought, reasoning and pefsonal 

rneaning. There are always a few people who ask for radst symbois or other -ive deçigns, 

but ail tattooisb refused b ta- them. As prevkusly mntioned, some p e o ~ k  obtaln dedkaüon 

pieœs to mark Mrths, death, and maniages, but for the most part, people reœived images that 

they chose wittiin the flash. The images that are chosen from the fbsh are sometirnes desaibed 

as "it just jumped out at me" or simpiy "1 liked it". Tatfmists thought that the rneaning piaceâ 

onto a flash ta- auld be unconsdous and the design just appealed to the person. Some 

peopk, though, have bng elabonte meanings and storied attacheci to Wr designs. 

Marcel believes that the amount of meaning placed on a ta- is uswliy refîected in the 

shop in whkh R was quired. People are fudged to go to certain shops has#l on how serWsly 

they take the medium. In aistam shops, most of the people tiook it very seriously, while those 

who were not consiâered seriow about tatbooing went to a fiash œntered ta- shop, with very 

little rneaning behind the tatboo. This 1s said to be where the impuise purchashg of tattoos takes 

p h .  Through observation, Wugh, people were seen in al1 types of shops with and without 

meaning behind their body art. 

Meaning in body modification is dire- linked to the reasans for bemning modified 

already outiined in the introduction; to beautify, to mark events, to individuate, to identify with a 

group, as a healing, or as a sexual enhanœment. For example, if the reason for becoming 

modified was to individute, then the meanlng held in üwt ta- to the wearer will be œntered 

amund individuality. But again, ttiere is a great deaf of overlap as multiple reasons and meaning 



tend bo be combined. Meaning, though, changes over üme. What may have been acquired to 

individuate may change meaning when others are fbund to have the same mark. 

Aesthebio and meaning is very personal and subjecüvef yet R is something that k judged 

by the viewer of the tatboo as well as the w e a m  Because tatboos send masages to the vkwerf 

meaning is aeated bqcand aie personal sentiment attadied to the destgn by the wearer. Also 

the distinctions between fbsh and CU- tatims and the different styles of tabba art overall, 

aeate -lue in the tath00 for the viever and the wearer. Tattoos are judged by others whfch can 

influence the meaninq and value pîaced by the wearer. 

Male and Femak biffimmœs 

TaUooists showed resistanœ in mmenting on male and female differences in tatboing 

, aside ftom design choke. When they did dixuss it, their answers were contradkbry. One said 

that placemerit and size of a ta- was not male or fernale, but that it depended on wtiether or 

not the person wanW the tatbo hiâden. Another tattwist at the sarne shop saM that most 

gender diffemnoes were in plaœmnt and ske of the tsttrro. This contradiction is resdved 

ttirough realization that tattiodsts themseb tend to be heaviiy tatboed. Gender differenœs can 

be seen in popular h m  of tattooing which invdves one or two small taüoos. When a persan 

has beame heavily taüooed, their design chokes tenâ to be more varied. Heavily tattwed men 

sameümes have flowers and heavily tatlmed women sometimes have dragons and daggers. This 

is espedally ûue with people who have ta- influemû by Witional Japanese imagery. My 

own research shows that design, placement, and size were direetly atkcted by gender, but the 

differenœs were not present arnong those who were more heavily tattooed. 

Women were said to want to look delkate, and men wnted to look tough, but there 

were ahmys sorne exceptforis. John does not like big tatboos on wornen's arms because he thinks 

it is harder tD hide them. His belief cornes f'om the fact that wMnen tend to wear more 

deeveks dothing than men do. John ahuays explaineci the consequaces to a fernale eusborner 

before he tatboos her arms because she will have the tattoos forever and the *ma along with 



them. John a b  thinks that peopk stare at a wwnan with tatbos an her a m  thinking: "Wow, 

she's a hard one." This is because a woman with a kt of tattoos is thought to be tough and 

maniy. 

Luke, a tatbooist in a tlash orieribed shop, remarl<ed that mem obtained big pieces, and 

w a m n  dM not. To a woman, a big piece was usually around hm indies in SIE. Mami noted 

that the tesponse would differ depending on the type of shop thk question was asked. A t  shops 

ttiat centered on flash design, women tended to receive srnalier, daintier images, hawever, at 

eustom shops and shops that -ter to larger pieces, people of al1 genders were obtaining larger 

pieces. While there were ahtvays exceptions, ~nnen tended to want gentler images, with thinrier 

lines, flouvers, and more spaœ bencveen each image. Zoe, a femaie tattooist, diredy confirtned 

my hypothesis by staüng that aiose who are not heavify into tattwing aiere is a big diffkmce 

betwen gendem and the type and amount of tatboos they redve. But, for those who are 

heavily into taüming there are no gender distinctions. ïoe had tatboed many flouvers on men 

and large angry images on women. 

One woman, who was tatboed 10 years ago, exp ia id  that the tatbodst took her into a 

private room, even though she was not being ta tbed in a private spot Yet the men who were 

king taümed on their buüock were not given this owrtRsy and were tattooeâ in middle of 

t)re room in fmnt of evecyone. There was no evidence of this found in this researdi. Some of the 

tattw areas had curtains and private r o m ,  but both men and wamn were tattooeâ in the 

open. Those obtaining a ta- in a private area were behind a curtain, regardless of gender. The 

piercing of ta- parlors were usually b M e d  off and private, but that pmbabiy had to 

do with the larger amount of people having private body parts pie& than tattooed. 

Size Mattefs 

According to tattooisk, first thers can be spotted upon entering a tatboo shop because 

they a h y s  ask about the pain. I f  R is not W r  first time inside the shop, they undoubtiedly show 

the tatbooist al1 of their taüoos. People are often at the shop, though, to have an dd ta- 



alteredortouched op. M a n y o f t h e t a t b o o i s t s e n j o y b e i n q s ) i o w n d h e r ~ s ~ m r r k w i t  

allows them to see the quality of work that exists throughout the dty .  Sam said that somdirnes 

people are shy to show their tattoos because they are of poor quality, but keep them as is, 

without twching them up or aitiering them, because they like tkm ot have an important 

meaning to them. 

Most people meive small tattws as M r  first one, some even sayïrrg that many wished 

thqr had receiveâ the sarne tatboo larger, regretbing its srnall size. Once they have one tataoo, 

the posibility of wanting more is great. Many of the clients noted that becoming tattnwl is 

addktWe and it is d b k  to stop at one. People who have large-scaie tatboos all startied with one 

smâll tattDo. 

Links in styie, design, or meaning between each t a t b  is rare. This is often because 

people receive muitiple small-sale tatboos interspersecl abut their body wittKwt planning ahead. 

Claude regretted the lad< of links in design between each of his tattms. He starbed tatbodng at a 

very young age and got what boked good at the tîme without a plan mnœrning hk next tatbo. 

Some people do have themes to their body art, viewing it as a whoie. There are others who have 

devoted certain body parts to spedfk themes. One man stating that his amis have a religious 

theme and his badc is done in lapanese style. People uswlly develop themes in their tatbos or 

other body art when they become serious about tatboing. People with themes terid to reoeive a 

lot of large-scale work with spedal ccmœm for their body and tatboo imagery as a whde. People 

with muiüple smalkr tattoos rarely have connections be!tween them. (See Piate Mi, Photo 2 4  

and Plate XI, Photos 2-W and 2-X) When the person continues to receive more ta-, they 

frequentiy fiIl up the hoks beWeen the images with other unamnectecl images. ûccasionaliy 

though, a person will alter old images and conne3 them to new ones creating a cohesive styie. 

(see Plate XI, Photo 24) 

Due to the influenœ of the Japanese style, people have begun tu want Mgger pieces. 

The Japanese styie is said to be influendng people to see their body as a whole. The pa&hworlc 



style d NoRh Arnerka is not as cunmon as it onoe was as peuple are having each image 

cmnecbed to one brge image. Some people still obtain the pa&hwork style, but the hpanese 

influence is strong and ppubr at plieserit. 

I n  Montreal, it has beame tiendy bo have smaH taUms. This can be obserwd in the 

summer months as people begin tio wear fewer dothes and rnany show of7 their tattnos. 

Tattaoists in cusfMn shops al1 remarked that taüdng was beooming fashbnabk and frequentiy 

objeekd to this trend because of its pefmanenœ. They objecbed to something so permanent 

ôeing mnsidered Iküe more than a fashion statement because fashions change. This trend in 

scale tatooaing because they do not want to be a part of mainstream culture. A woman who was 

k ing tatboed with largescale worlc amfirmeci this when she stateâ that she chose a brge area 

and oovered her amband because small ambands had bemne trendy. 

of tattwed versus non tattooed people is not deat because rnany taüoos are kept hidden. Most 

people's first tattDo is srnall and hidden, but later ones are usually mu& bigger and more visible. 

The tattooists friends were almost al1 tattweô, but they auld not tell within the general 

population. TheCr social drde consists entirely of tattooeâ people. One can easily assume that 

-ne is tattooed when that is wtiat he or she is exposed to. Aside from ai&, they taUoo more 

people everyday. Trying to figure out exady what the proportkn of tatbooed people is in 

Montreal is virtualty impossibk. Thtough observation, most people who beoome taücmed are 
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benNeen the ages af 18-30, few wiere owr 30. Uknts in tatboo shops wee fairly evenly split 

between males and femak. Tattodsîs, however were mostly male. 

There is a great deal of variation in the types d people becunhg ta- and their ages 

as well as the different styles of images they choase. kw tsttDoistr notkeû sirnibrfbies in types 

of people and the designs they chose. Ralph, an apprentice, thought that he has seen a ciefinite 

link between the type of music peopk lisben b and the tatbo styks they like. While rnost tatboos 

represent a penon in some way, some are h;rsprl on someaiing seen on someane e k  and 

admired, for exampk Pa& Anderson3 baheâ wire a m  band. 

T w i n g  Vs Pierring 

More information about an individual can be gleaned from a t a t b  than a piefcing 

because of the potenfial variety of arbistry in tattwing, aooording to tatbakts and pieroers alike. 

The two were thought to be differerit worüs, but oonneckd çomehaw because xmie people 

have both. Heavily p i e d  peopie frequently bemne tattooed, but heavity tatbooed people do 

not usually beaome pierœd. Swan Bensen states that "tabaaing and pierdng Mwlds are not 

coterminous but oertainly overbp - piehing in the aonbempomry context bas ckdopeâ its own 

forrn of discourse, communication, and visibility" (2000:241). This was confinned ttimugh 

intewkws with ta- and p i e d  individwk. 

To beoome pkrœû on the faoe is msiâereâ very difkent frorn becuning tattooed on 

the k e ,  because a pierdng can be taken out and will heal but a tattw is a mark for life. fhe 

person with a fada1 tatbo will aiways be perceived as a bad person who has either k e n  to 

prison, or is a biker. Facial tattoos are seen as a sign of devianœ, a purposeful mark that tells the 

viewer that the wearer is dangerous, None of the tattodsts would do facial tattms, fortunakly 

peopie rarely ask for them. ûaasionally d i  asked for beauty marks, like a mde. 1 bki one 

very large piemer who had multiple fada1 pietdngs, a shaved head and nedc tattms that 1 wouki 

like to meet someone with a fada1 tatboo and he immediateîy repiied "Oh No! They're scary!" H i i  

response was based on beliefs that fada1 tattoos are a mark of deviame. He no&d: "If you have 



a facial thtboo8 people will think you are a squeegee W." Sq- kiQ are homdess k e q p s  

who offer to &an the winckhields of drhrers in the street for money. They are oommonly 

aiminalizeâ. This pierœis response k very interesting because most rnodifkl individwk are 

vety oorrcemed with public pempüons of the modifid. This man was heavily modified and has 

probably been dixriminated against based on his body modification, yet bel- thst fada1 

The taüooists were fairty unibed in tk i r  thoughts conoeming whether or not beaoming 

they may temporarily becorne a littk more outspoken. This is because the ta#oo rnay give the 

peson an initial M i n g  of -8 but persanal change is a false Oeroeption that only iasts about 

on people in public more than before they were tatbooed. This is because they now have a tatbo 

and are W n g  for them. 

Zoe mmrnented that a tatboo changes a person's body image and o n  make them feel 

better about their body. She stateâ aiat taUooees were "dalrning their body as their ownR8 

because sodety was not dictating to them how they should look. Rachael dedared that her 

tattws made her h l  more like herself. Luke also repo- th& his tatboos made him feel better 

about hirnself and he was pmud to have aiem. They made him want to bare his amis and he 

deliberately had his tattoos put in places that he could see and show at will. 

Why Beoome Ta-? 



"Why?" is a k y s  one of the first questions the unfattomci ask the taC)rrrrpA. Aside ftom: 

how much does it mst? These masons for becoming taUooed &nd to fall into the already defined 

cabgories by past academks. As prevkusfy outlined in the introdudkn, these categork are: 

-, or as a healing, asthe&, or for sexual teasons (ûeMe!lla 2000, Sanôes 1989, Myefs 

1992). These reasons are often combined and chhnged ovw the. The reasons tattmisls gave as 

expbnations as to why peopie become tattaaed fit into these categories. They sbessd, though, 

that m r y  indiiwl is different and has oieir own reasons and ideas amœming tatbooing. This 

is likely due to the indivklualisüc nature of Canadbn xrciety. Al1 of the reasons for beaming 

tatbolng obtained throogh flekl research fit into these defined categories. 



THE TAIT00  PARTY 

Beiow : 
Photo3-B: The technique i s  perfected 
inside the areas that will subsequently be 
tattooed. 

A bove: 
Photo3-C: Once the technique is 
perfected, poeople begin to amve 
and the tattoo poarty begins. 

L@i 

Photo 3-D: People observe the 
procedure and await their turn to 
take part in the night's events. 

Plate XIV 



Lep: Photo 3-E: 
Initially, each 
individual is 
shown how to 
tattoo by the host. 
Each person 
proceeds to work 
for approximatel y 
two hours. 

Lefi: 
The tattooee invites me to take part in 
the tattwing process. 

(Photo by Steve) 

~ b o v e :  Photo 3-H: 
The tattooee works on himself i n  the areas he is able to reach. 

Abuve: Photo 3-G: 
The tattooist stnkes 
the individual 
receiving the tattoo 
with the homemade 
instrument, which 
is first dipped in 
Chinese Caligraphy 
ink. 

Plate XV 



Ri@: 
Photo 3-1:. ln order to speed 
up the tattooing process, two 
tattooists work on the 
individual simulatneously. 

Ri@: 
Photo 3-5: The 
individual is struck 
harshly with the 
instruments, causing 
lymph and blood to ooze 
from the wound. The 
process is messy and a 
film of ink is prevalent 
throughout the host's 
apartment . 

Le_F and 
Righ f: 
Photos 3-K 
and 3-L: 
Work in 
progress upon 
completion of 
my fieldwork. 
An addi tional 
two months 
were required 
to complete 
the tattoo. 



The Evolution of the Tattooing Instrument 



My introduction to body piercing took place through speaking with tattooists and 

meeting the piercers who worked on the piercing area of each studio 1 visited. 1 had 

considered a piercing for myself but had doubts. 'What will my Mother think? I'm too old 

for that! How much will i t  cost?" When piercing came up in conversation with other 

inforrnants, one specific studio was always recommended as being "the best". As 1 was 

calling that studio for an appointment for an interview, 1 also made one to have my nose 

pierced at the same time. 1 impulsively resolved the doubts in my mind. 1 decided to use 

my own piercing to help me understand body piercing better through a persona1 

experience: a participant observation. 1 asked two informants, Lori and Steve, to 

accompany me and photograph the process of my piercing. (See Plate XVIII, Photos 4-A, 

4-8, and 4-C) Lori and Steve were present for several of my observations and interviews 

with extreme body modifiers. They also took part in conversations concerning their own 

body modifications and ideas concerning the body and were delighted to join me in my 

nose piercing adventure. 

The studio was very neat and sterile looking. The walls were painted in pastel 

colors. The receptionist's desk was situated a t  the top of two flights of stairs in an omce 

with a cut-out window in the wall. The hallway led past two piercing rooms to a waiting 

room with lavender walls, a long sectional couch, a coffee table with an interesting 

selection of reading material, a wonderful smelling jasmine tree, and a ta11 glass jewelry 

case. There were a few of the ta11 glass display cases placed throughout displaying the 

different types of jewelry available. There were laminated photogruphs and articles 

about body piercing on the walls. The atmosphere was much that of a doctor's offce. 1 

could see why so many people had recommended it to me as it was very welcoming. 

Lori and 1 explored the studio and then Ken, the piercer, greeted and led us into 

the piercing room. There was a large black dentist-type chair in the middle of the room, 



BODY PIERCING 

Right: 
Photo 4-A: Piercing needle is 
inserted into the nose. 

Lefr: 
Photo 4-B: Jewellery 
insertion. 

Right: 
Photo 4-C: Demonstration of the new 
nose piercing. 

(Photos on this page by Steve) 

Plate XVIII 



a small chair in the corner and another beside the large bluck one. There were two 

mirrors on different walls and a counter with many drawers underneath. I t  looked like 

the type of dresser that you would fhd in a doctor's offce filled with tongue depressors, 

swabs, and medicines. Ken opened drawers and took out some tools from sterile 

packaging and carefully placed them on a blue drop sheet. The tools he placed on the 

drop cloth were some strange looking pliers, some swabs and sotne gauze. Ken set up 

the area so al1 of his tools were within easy reach of the chair 1 was seated in. He 

cleaned my nose inside and out with an antiseptic solution and then marked the glace 

where 1 would be pierced with a small red dot. l checked in the mirror to confirm the 

placement of the mark, which was good, and then Ken had me choose the jewelry 1 

would Wear. This was not an easy task as the choice was great, but 1 opted for a white 

gold diamond stud. 1 sut down in the big black chair in the middle of the piercing room 

and Steve, got the camera ready. 

Everyone chatted while Ken prepared the diamond stud, which was frighteningly 

long. I t  had to be coiled in order to fit the inside of my nose. Ken sized my nostril and 

then bent the long stem with the pliers so i t  would properly fit my nose. He said that the 

stud had to go through rny nose while coiled. 1 could no? imagine the logistics of this, but 

trusted he knew what he was doing. 

He was Jinally ready. In a bit of a panic 1 grabbed for Lori's hund and grasped 

the arm of the large black chair with the other. 1 needed a feeling of security, of being 

grounded as 1 sut waiting for Ken to pierce my nose. Aner telling me to take a deep 

breath in, Ken inserted the needle into my nose as 1 exhaled. 1 felt a sharp pain and let 

out a Iittle "Own. A tear rolled down my face. Ken assured me that the pain would go 

away soon. The pain stopped as soon as the stud was inserted in place of the needle. l 

did not even see how the coiled stud was inserted through the fresh wound in my lefi 

nostril. Ken wiped a Iittle blood away and Steve took a picture of me with the tear 



running down my face. The sharp pain had made my eye water, but it was over in 

seconds. 

When i t  was al1 over, 1 could feel the long coiled stud on the inside of my nose. It 

was a strange new sensation that 1 would have to  become accustomed. Ken used his 

gloved finger to adjust the coi/ and explained how i t  was situated on the inside my nose. 

He then gave me instructions on how 1 must cure for the wound. 

Having several people present made the experience very enjoyable as there was 

a great deal of socialization. Afier becoming pierced, 1 had a stronge awareness of my 

nose, which lasted for approximately three days. 1 cleaned my new piercing as I was 

instructed, was not plagued with any form of infection and am still enjoying my piercing 

to date. My family accepted my facial piercing fairly quickly ofter realizing that i t  was a 

small stud in the side of my nose and not a giant ring through my septum. 

Discussions with Piercers 

Body PieKing has become more and more popular in the past ten to fifben years. In 

North America, it used to be risqué to have an ear pierâng, but in the last 40-50 years this has 

become almost the nom. With the punk movement in the 70's and 803, and the gay movement 

of the 80's and go's, other forms of body piercing have been forced into the spodight and 

adopted by popular culture. While body pierâng tends to be popular among younger groups of 

people aged 16-25, most of the piercing studios claimed to have an extensive clientele of people 

aged 30 and over receiving piercings that are not visible to the public. Some even have clients in 

their 60's and 70's who are usually repeat custorners. There is a wonderful range in types of 

people becoming p i e d :  Young, old, professional, motherdaughter combinations on a body 

piercing bonding expedition, and couples. 

Younger people are having visible body parts pierced. The most popular are navels, 

tongues, noses, eyebrows, and ears. More and more people are getting what is called "ear 

projects". These are either stretched earlobes or numerous cartilage pierangs. Lobe sbekhing is 



not expecW û~ become popular, but has inaeaseâ in frequency in the last few years. Most are 

doing unaller stretches, usually around 3/8 of an inch in diameter. The jewelry wom is usually 

small plugs which look like a large round chunk of wood or plastic, some have a hote in the 

middle like a gramut and some are solid. (See Plate MX, Photo 4-0 and 4-E) 

There is an men gender split acûording to the particular type of piercing k ing  done. 

Navel piercings are generally fernale, but eyebrows, toques, noses, labrets and ears are gender 

neubal. Martin stated that women want smaller jewelry and men are not as picky. Each specific 

pierdng is diwrent. Hollow needles are used to pierce the skin but sornething is needed to 

stabilize the slcin on the other side, sometirnes cork is used. The jewelry directly follows the 

needle through the skin. Piercing guns are not used as they are dangerous when used for 

anything other than earlobes because they can crush tissue and inhibii healing. 

The type of jewelry used is very specific to the piercing. The shape of the jewelry also 

depends on the type of piercing and there are certain recommended thiclmesses (or gauge) for 

different piercings and they differ widely. Genital piercing uses a fiirly thick gauge of jewelry, 

noses use a thinner gauge and ears even thinner. The higher the number of the gauge the 

thinner the diameter. Thidcer gauges are used for body parts that experience more activity. This 

is because if pulled, thin gauged jewelry can act as a cheese wire, cuUing airough the skin, 

whereas a thicker gauge will hold. There are, of course, jewelry design elements where the metal 

is changed as is the decorative part of the jewelry, the Ml, and the color. Most of the jewelry is 

surgical stainless steel, but is also available in of gold, platinum, and titanium. Silver is never 

used. 

The many display cases in the piercing studios show a range in jewelry that is almost 

infinite. It depends on the type of piercing involved and on the studio itself, aiough. Some 

studios have an incredible selection, but also offer the option of cusbm-made jewelry. The 

mialler combination piercing and tattooing studios offer l e s  choie. There are also fairly large 

differences in prie between the two types of studios. 



teft: 
Photo 4-D: Ear project 
consisting of stretched ear lobe 
and two cartilage piercings. 

Le_F: 
Photo 4-F: Septum pierce. 



The cost of a pierang varies depending on both the studio and the jewelry. A piedng can 

be purchased for approximately $50 - Sb0 in combination ta- and piercing studios depending 

on the location of the pierdng and the type of jewelry purchased. I n  a spedalized pkrcing studio, 

the average price of a pierüng is approximately $100. The p r ie  is divided into the pr ie of the 

piercing itself at $55, and the cost of the jewelry is added to this base price. 

Most people ask for the standard piercings: belly buttons, eyebrows, tongues, noses, lips, 

and ears. (See Plate Xa(, Photos 4-D, +E and 4-F) People will, however, ask for a pierdng on 

any skin surface of the body. Piercings that will not heal well are considered strange by piercers 

and are considered not worth having. Surface piercings, which are piercings on a flat area of 

skln, have very low success rates and are usually rejected by the body. Rejecüon occurs when 

the piening is pushed out of the body thmugh the healing of the skin. This usually takes 

approximately six months and the person will be Ieft with a small scar. A surface piercing is 

pushed out of the body because the jewelry does not have enough flesh to hold it in place. The 

body simply recognizes a foreign object inside the skin and pushes it out thmugh the healing 

ptocess. When the pierdng is ttirough a solid piece of flesh, like an earlobe, nipple, or a tongue, 

aie body accepts the jewelry easier and has a harder time pushing it out. 

Most piercers occasionally receive strange rquests. People have asked for piercings in 

the web between their thumb and forefinger, the back of the neck, the calf of their kg, elbows, 

knees and just about wery inch of flesh possible. When faced with a customer asking for a high- 

risk plercing, piercers will try to convince them to do something Iess dangerous. 



People tend to go to specialized piercing studios for genital work. Genital piem'ngs are 

usually done for sensory enhancement, appearance, and sometimes for bondage and weight 

The piercers who worked in combination piercing and tattoo studios wnfirmed that 

genital work is usually done by in studios that specialize in piercing. They simply stated that they 

do very few genital pierdngs, whereas the specialty piercing studio stated that they did many 

genital piercings. The politics of having someone undress is the only difference between genital 

and any other type of pierang. This can, however, be a big factor. Genital pierdngs tend to heal 

fister and have a lower risk of infections because of the larger amount of blood vessels in the 

area. The piercer, however, must know the anatomy specific ta the area as well as the meaiod of 

treatment. For example, rubbing alcohol should never be placed on someone's genitals because it 

is painfut but rubbing alcohol can be used on someone's nipple because it will not sting or burn. 

(See Plate XX, Photos 4-G, 4-H, and 4-1) 

Learning to Pierce 

Learning to becorne a piercer is an individual process. Most people learn to pierce 

through an apprenticeship. Apprenticeships usually take a year or Wo to comptete and involves 

observing many piercings being done, leaming the anatomy and heating techniques of each 

specific area as well as healing infections. When the teacher aiinks the apprentice is ready, he or 

she is allowed to practice on clients. This is the reason Ken stated that he would never have an 

apprentice. He has a reputation to uphold and does not want anyone pracücing on his dients. He 

wants people to go to his studio for expert professional service. 



Right: 
Photo 4 4 :  Male nipple piercing. 

Left: 
Photo 4-H: Female nipple piercing. 

Right: 
Photo 4-1: Prince Albert penis piercing. 

Plate XX 



Apparenüy there is a piercing xhod in San Frana'sco, but it is the only one in North 

Arnerica. I n  Canada, there are no aedentials that a petson must have to becorne a pierœt. 

There is no professional association and no regulations, spedfications, or techniques aiat a 

peson must know before becoming a profe#ionaf body piercer. Most of the piercers intewiewed 

for this researdr had leamed to pierce thmugh an apprenticeship. None had planned on 

becoming a body piercer and happened upon their apprenticeship by chance. Some piercers read 

"how-b" books in conjunction with apprenticing, others simply leamed through trial and enor. 

Many had been seif-piercing since childhood. All of the piercers claimed that long, one-on-one 

apprenticeships were the best way to learn. 

Reasons for Becoming Pierced 

Similar to the questions asked of tattooed people, everyone asks: Why do people want to 

become pierced? Upon asking piercers this question, the answers body piercers and clients gave 

ranged from "1 dont known, or "1 guess because it is popular right now", to well organized 

categories of reasons. This long quote is especially telling: 



ûther pierœrs spoke of exp-ng individuality, changing appearance, like putting on 

make-up, and shock value as reasons for becoming pierced. Genital and nipple piercings are 

done for eroticism. Following the example of the Nuer and the Ausbalian Aborigines sorne body 

piercings are used as a ritual rite of passage. Some young adults have their ears, nose, eyebrow 

or toque p i e d  in an attempt to ritualize and symbolize their feelings of adulthood, an 

aaomplishment, and individuality. The jewelry provides a symbol of their ability to make their 

own dedsions and to be their own person. Often the piercing will be performed in a group 

-ng, with their ffïends acting as support and validation for the ritual. The whole process was 

a s s u d  to be individualistic and different for everybody. 

What makes people choose between tattooing and pierûng is linked to individual 

preference as well as cornmitment. The jewelry can be danged or removed, leaving a small scar, 

but a tattoo is permanent and will be in plaœ forwer only removeable through surgery or a 

cover up tattoo. Earlobe stretching, though, is permanent after a certain point is reached. 

Most pierœrs and tattooists did not comment on the -al differences between tattooing 

and pierdng until they were asked about facial piercing and facial tattooing. Facial piercing is 

sometimes disparaged, but people are becoming more fimiliar with the concept and realizing 

that the pierdngs are temporary. Facial tattooing is considered taboo, because a person cannot 

easily get a job if they have a ta- on their face, hands or neck. Permanent ficial markings go 

against society's view on what a person should look like. Marks like these that cannot be hidden 

make a very strong statement, which goes against the image most employers want to portray. 

Tattooed people tend to connect with other tattooed people, but those with piercings do 

not connect with each oaier. People will approach tattooed people and talk about tattoos but will 

rarely talk to othets about their piercings. Martin noticed that an older persan may occasionally 

ask about the piercing, but younger people do not unless it is a very peculiar piercing. As Ralph, 

the apprentice tatwist stated, a tattoo tells a lot about the wearer, but a piercing is just jewelry 

and tends to be more f i d  oriented. Ken, who was alx, an extreme body modifier, said that he 
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thought al1 body modification, permanent or semi permanent, culturally sanctioned or otherwise, 

was the same thing. However, simply because a person likes pierdng does not mean that they 

like tattooing as well. 

Most of the dients during this research were receiving ttieir first body piercing. lhey 

usually had their ears pierced wi# a pierdng gun, but no other piercings. Many people only get 

one or h o  body piercings. Only a small number of people have several piercings, vuhich is often 

a result of aie social limitations of having multiple piercings, like not k i n g  able to get a job. 

Sometimes, though, people will get a piercing that is sodally acceptable, like a nose or an ear 

project. After discovering that they like the idea and the feeling that they have done something 

different or almost dwiant, they will get something else pierced that is hidden from the public. 

Professionals who choose to becorne p h e d  tend to get nipple piercjngs and genital pierdngs 

rather than facial piercings because they can be secret and hidden. There are also repeat 

custorners who have evolved in piercing with age. They will start by having their navel pierœd at 

age 16, they will go back at age 17 and have a nipple done, and then ba& at age 20 for some 

genital work. But at the age of 16, genital pierdngs are something they could never have 

imagined. 

As with Nuer scarification, body piercing can be used to physically mark a life change; 

the pieru'ng a& as the symbol of the change. The piera'ng helps to change the person because 

it acts as a constant reminder of the reason they ôecame pierced. After becoming pierced, people 

tend to feel more immediately powerful or tougher because they have done something 

considered somewhat different and deviant. They often feel as though they have accomplished 

something. When asked if becoming pierced changes people, some piercers said yes and some 

said no. Most thought that changing sornething aesthetic about oneself is only a cosmetic 

change. Ken remarkeâ that becoming p i e d  will change the way people respond to you. His 

belief is that people respond differently to others based on the way they dress. A person might 

be treated one way when dressed in one style, but treated another way upon changing their 



attire. How people dress and adom themsekres changes not only how people react to them, but 

alx, their self-perception. Ken thought that dress and adomment al- changes where a person is 

willing to socialize. When pierced people are in areas where pierced and tattooed people are 

rarely seen, t k y  will be treated difierentfy and offen in negative ways. Modified people may not 

be willing to spend time in those areas because they are aware that their appearanœ will be 

disparaged there. 

Most of the piercers said that body piercing was " j s t  jewelry" meaning that it was just 

fashion and really only effects the person for the period immediately following acquiring the new 

piercing. After k i n g  pierced, people often are a littie more outgoing as there is a novelty in the 

new decoration. This is because they have become a little different than the people around them. 

When they become used to wearing the pierdng they no longer feel the excitement that they 

o b n  feel in the days irnmediately following the pierdng event This could be why many desaibe 

piera'ng as addictive. 

Several people spake of the addictive quality of body piercing. There are many reasons 

for mis addiction. For example: the love of the medium, the need for the ritual, the pain and 

healing that has k e n  linked with body modification; the need for a change in appearance; the 

feeling of k i n g  different and doing something deviant, and staying at  the same level of 

modification as fï-iends. This addictiveness exists within all forrns of body modification and 

cosmetic surgery and could also be linked to the euphoric feelings that the release of endorphins 

aeates duting the process. When a person experiences bodily pain the central nervous system 

releases endorphins which diminishes the suffering assodated with painhil stimuli making the 
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experience Iess painful and more pleasurable. Endorphin release has been labeled as a "hurnan 

inborn ability ta rnodufate their pain experience" (Elton et al 1983: 23). 

Perceptions of the Pierœd 

There are many different thoughts on what un-pie~ed individuals think about people who 

are piercing their bodies. Each piercer and pierced person believed there were stemtypes and 

discrimination towards people wM are heavily pierced. They are thought of as lower dass and 

grouped together in a nasty homogenous whole by the non-piercing public. Daniel espedally has 

k e n  very affected by the skreotypes as he becarne very offended at the question on how he 

thinks people perceive pierced individuals. He becarne offended and remarked that the question 

was similar to king racist and was prejudicial. When the question was darified, he relaxed and 

retayed a couple of events: Sometimes in his neighborhaod he cleans up the area ta make the 

storefront look nicer. His shop is in a somewhat posh part of town. One tirne he saw an older 

lady staring at him and he asked her if she was OK. She told him that she was surprised to see a 

tattooed person cleaning up the area, she assumed they would be dirtying it. Also, when he is in 

a restaurant he will hear people talking about his piercings and how awhl they think it looks. He 

thought that people who make these types of comrnents are close-mindecl individuals. 

'Rdcqaenckc on whm? you an?. In s;omep/kxsppAe w~Yaa# Me e t  /;fineysx? p u  

mmirg, ~ j l  obJem~u are &ken as a person. Sornpeippk &kve mt anYii(rhg d/iWent h m  

Be nom 13 M//JBL "On3 (in&Men&on JuN2iJ Z n )  

People's perceptions of those with piercings and tattoos are irnproving, but it depends on 

the area of the city the person is in. As Lucy put it: "Montreal is a fairly open minded, and 

tolerant city". However, as we were talking several people walked by stared at her fully tattooed 

arms. My impressions of the incidents were negative, but Lucy did not take offense from these 

stares: "aie staring is more of an interest than an arrogance, but it depends on where you are in 

the city." Some piercers and tattooists said that if you are in west Montreal people react badly, 



but east Montreal people are more accepting. The difference behn,een these two areas rests in 

the number of visibly modified individuals residing there. 

Two of the tattoo/piem'ng studios had mentiy opened areas that were inconsistent with 

the types of areas they usually appear in, which are wually trendy. (See Table 1, Page 35, Shops 

A and H.) Both moved from poorer areas of the city into richer areas. I n  one case people were 

ver/ accepting and in another that they were not. The employees wo J d  hear people walk by and 

make negative comments about their shop. The other studio which had k e n  acceptecl into the 

community reported that the neighbortiood sent them fiowen on their opening day. 

Several of the piercers were aware of the difference beniveen culturally sanctioned and 

negatively sanctioned body modifications. They would often comment on the social differences 

between plastic surgery and body modifications cornpareci to the technical sirnilarities. 6ody 

modifies believe that face lifts and tummy tucks, for instance, are no different than tongue 

piercing and forking except for the fact that one works towards a saa'ally acceptable body 

aesthetic and the other does not. In reference to the previous section on plastic surgery, most 

people are uncornfortable with altering their bodies, espedally in a permanent way in which the 

alteration is visible, obvious, or against the nom. Plastic surgery frequendy pretends that the 

body has not been altered. White many breast implants and facelifts may be obvious and drastic, 

they still follow a cultural idea of how the body should look. They may be exaggerated ideas on 

the ideal body, but these alterations are done with the intent of looking youthful and more 

voluptuous. Those who visibly modify their body in a culturally unsanctioned way intend on 

looking very different h m  the n0ii11, with a very different body aesthetic than most and are 

perceiveci as deviant. 



Will it Hurt? And Sterilization: People's biggest conœms 

The funniest thing about body pierdng is the fact that every pemn that walks through 

the door of a piercing studio for the first time aslcs the same question: "Does it hurt?" Every 

pie- ttiought it was rather strange. One remarked: 

In a time when the media is emphasizing safety in body modification as well as the 

transmission of H N  and AIDS in the general population, there are remarkably few people asking 

about the studio's regulations for deanlines and the use and disposal of their needles. I n  this 

sense, body piercing follows the same trend as tattooing. Most of the piercers want people to ask 

these types of questions because it is important to their clients and their business. The 

deanlines of the studio is something that piercers have had to prove to those who judge them 

based on the old style dingy tattoo parlor of aie past. This can be seen through the way some of 

these places are decorated. Many of the shops are kept spotles and decorated in a stark 

unduttered manner. People who have never k e n  inside a tattoolpiercing studio are usually 

amazed when they first visit one and often remark on how clean they look. Because the facade is 

spotless, they assume that the procedure in the piercing m m  or tattoo room were equally as 

spotless. Each of the places use autoclaves and new needles and made a point to tell me so. But 

the customer almost never asks about deanliness standards. 



While histaically piercing began with underground subcuitures induding Sado 

Masochism, it is no longer exclusivefy among them. Only Ken spoke of certain fetisb pierdngs 

that had become more common, but most dients were nervous about the experience of 

becoming p i e d .  The pain is necessary to achiwe the desired end product, and it is usually 

feared. After the physical piembng, the dient must take care of their body a little more. Spedal 

attention must be paid to the piercing and it must be deaned twice a day. The painful wound is 

tumed into a spea'al area to be cared for, pain turns to pleasure. 

The piercer usually has to calm people down and make them relax because they are 

nervous. Piercers do not regard their trade as hurting people, they regard it as adorning them. 

The pain only ta- a short time and the end product is desired. Each piercer though, said there is 

a degree of compassion and gentleness necessaw ta do the job properly. 

Danger in Body Piercing 

The biggest potential for harm airough body piercing, amrding to body piercers, is 

through inexperience on the part of the piercer. There are important details to be aware of in 

order not to damage blood vessels and cartilage. It is al= essential to know the proper aftercare. 

The most common risk through body piereing is infection because an open wound has been 

created. Through experience, the piercers have discovered that if a professional perfoms the 

piercing with cfean needles and jewelry, the most risk lies with the client. Piercers give their 

clients extensive after care sheets and highlight the most important procedures they must do to 

care for their new piercing. Frequently, though, clients contact them weeks later complaining of 

infection. In  these desperate phone calls, it is made obvious that the dient failed to tead the 

aftercare sheet. 



Piercers are very concerneci with ethics and sfety procedures and do not hesitate to 

refuse customers when they have reasons to doubt their age. In  an example, Joe, a 

tattooist/piercer describecl refusing some young girls because they were underage and did not 

have their parent's permission to become pie-. A few weeks later they returned to his shop 

with safety pins inserted thmugh their navels, which had rusted and become terribly infected and 

painful. He scolded them and sent them to the emergency m m  to have them removed. 

Piercers give or seIl a bottle of special deansirtg fluid to dean the new piercing. This is a 

spedal sterile antiseptic solution with !ow alcohol content Alcohol is never recommended for 

treating a piercing because it kill cells. Alcohol may be an inexpensive way to disinfect superficial 

injuries once, but it does not promote healing and should not be used regularîy. Polysporin is 

also never to be used on new piercings (or tattoos) because it dags the piercing and blocks 

aitfiow. 

Some piercers noted that people contact them after having been p i e r d  at other shops, 

and ask if mistakes can be corrected. When the piercing has been performed at another studio, 

they do not know the quality of the jewelry or what type of solution has been used to treat the 

wound. If there is a problem with a piercing done at their own studio, then the piercer is familiar 



with the jewelry and exactly how the dient has have been instnicted to care for it:. According to 

Ken, many of the problems with piercings are caused because the jewelry is of low quality and 

the aftercare instructions are not followed properiy. Infeetion can corne h m  aie pierchg event, 

or after through im~roper are. 

A t  one time it was considered unthinkable to have a nose p i e r d  or multiple ear 

piera'ngs, but it is becoming more cornmon arnong young adults in Montreal. The number of 

piercing studios opening up has inaeased as has the number of body parts that are k i n g  

pierœd. More people are obtaining cornmon facial piercings in their noses, eyebrows, ears and 

also piercings that are kept hidden, sudi as nipple arid genital piercings. While body piercing can 

be interpreted as just decoration, there are usually other reasons for becoming pierced. 

Scarificaaon 
Yhpe itobm?J.me//hie aarcM. - Guy, said as he was about to be branded 

Scarification is defined by body modification pracüüoners as the intentional creation of a 

scar. It can be done with a scalpel or any other sharp object, elecbic cauterizer or with 

cftemicals. Hot metal can be used to brand, which is also a type of scarification. The scar is ofkn 

enhanced with an irritant such as ash or sea sait. Through imtating the wound by rubbing it with 

these ingredients, as well as by peeling the scabs and blisters off, the scar will develop what is 

called keloids. Keloids are scars with a raised lumpy texture and tend to be pinkish in color. The 

potential for design can be anything, but are usually limited to simple patterns and symbols. 

Two types of scarification were witnessed dunng field research: branding and what was 

dubbed "Dremel scarification" by Mike, my informant. Both will be discusseci in detail and 

represented photographically in ttiis section. 

eEimsBM 

Branding is a method of scarification executed with an extremely hot iron applied to the 

skin. The skin is cauterized, producing a severe bum that eventually becornes a scar. There are 



two main techniques of branding, which are ûnown as "stamp" and *freehandU. Mike, a brander, 

usually perfbrms freehand branding, which involves drawing directiy on the skin with a pointed 

piece of hot metal, usually a screwdriver or a naif. Mike will occasionally brand a client with a 

stamp, which is a metal shape heated to 1700 degrees Fahrenheit, and applied to the skin. A 

good scar, acaxding to Mike, is one that has raised into a large keloid and retained its pinkish 

hue. 

Branding can be traced ta the fourth and fifth century (BCE) when the Greek doctor 

Hippocrates observed cauterization for medidnal purposes among the Scythians, an ancient 

nomadic b h  of southem and eastem Europe (Jones 2000). The most comrnon function of 

branding is penal. It has been used to mark aiminals and slaves in ancient Egypt as wefl as in 

more mockrn times. Convicts in France were branded until the year 1832, as were Siberian exiles 

until the year 1864 (Jones 2000). Cows have commoniy k e n  marked for identification through 

branding in Native and Western culture. It has also been used in fratemity hating ceremnies 

where crude marks are made with forks and hives that are heated on a stove. There is a great 

deal of literature conceming African scarification. Examples can be refend to from the prwious 

h o  sections concerning the Tiv and the Nuer. Each of these n(VO types of scarification are done 

through -ng and rubbing ash into the wounds, but none have k e n  done through branding 

(Bems 1988, Bohannan 1953, 1988, Evans-Pritchard 1968). Through field research, thidc tribal- 

like designs were discovered to the main choice in designs for the brandings in Montreal, in a 

sense, resembling African scarifications because of the line and dot type patterns and themes 

used. 

The Branding Process: A Narrative 

1 met Mike, my main informant, at the university where 1 was a teaching 

assistant. On learning of my research topic, he introduced himself to me as the only 

brander in Montreal. After many discussions on body modification, and a few other 

fieldwork experiences with him, he invited me to observe a bronding. 



Five or six years ago, Guy had seen someone in Victoria, B.C. with a brand and 

thought "Wow, that looks nice!" He believed that tattoos have become too common 

stating: "even businessmen hove them." The popularity of tattoos was a deterrent. Guy 

wanted something a little more unique and began searching for a brander. l t  took him 

five years tu discover Mike through a friend who had what Mike called "his masterpiece" 

branded on her stomach. Guy was impressed by Mike's work and sought him out. Mike's 

clients are al1 through referral. They find him either through those whom he has 

branded or through a friend who owns a piercing studio. This piercer is also able to 

brand, but only brands friends and refers al1 others to Mike. 

Mike learned about branding from a friend in Vancouver. His p s t  brand was on 

himself when he was 18. He did it with a fork that was heated on the stove, which was 

not quite hot enough making i t  very painful. Mike is pleased that his first brand has 

faded because he thought i t  was terribly ugly. Through trial and error, he learned a 

technique that he felt was adequate and began branding others. Mike enjoys brunding 

because it provides him with a creative outîet that helps people to feel that they have 

improved their body. While he loves to create designs in scar tissue on people's bodies, 

he hopes that branding does not become fashionable or trendy in mainstream culture, 

because he values its uniqueness. 

1 met Guy for the first time, at Mike 's apartment when they met for a 

consultation. 1 arrived early and Mike was cleaning his living roorn in an attempt to 

evoke an air of professionalism. The three of us sut around a coffee table and the 

meeting began with Guy showing Mike the design he wanted branded on his upper lefi 

arm, a sun. Mike imrnediately informed him that he could not brand a closed ring. This 

is because branding cuts off blood flow to the epidermis, cauterizing straight through tu 

the dermis. To allow the blood to flow through to the centre of the sun, Mike would hove 

to brand four arches and leave spaces between them. The spaces could be very tiny so 

that when the skin forms a scar, which will spread, i t  will appear to be a full circle. 
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Mike inspected Guy's upper arm to settle on the exact placement and was 

pleased to firrd that Guy wanted the Sun branded on the top fleshy part of his arm. This 

was not only because it is a fairly painless spot but because the sun shape would also fit 

with the shape of the muscle on Guy's arm. Mike frequently expressed concern with 

people applying images to their bodies that do not flow with its shape and believes that 

a brand (or tattoo) should fit the form of the body. Body ar t  that does not fit the body 

and is just applied to the skin without any thought to body shape is what Mike calls a 

"bumper stickern. 

Ouring the consultation, Mike showed Guy his branding kit. (See Plate XXI, Photo 

5-A) The contents of the ki t  were contained in an old clarinet case. The inside forms in 

which a clarinet was once held had been removed, and new forms were created to fit the 

branding tools. It was lined with a purple velvety material. There was a propyiene tank, 

a blowtorch, nails, a sharpened screwdriver and an exacto knife inside. The nail and 

screwdriver were used for shaping and for thick lines; the exacto knife was for thin lines 

and touch ups. Skin tends to contract when burned and the knife is used to fil1 in the 

missed areas. 

Over time, new tools were continually added to the kit. At one point Mike had 

bought a chisel set from the dollar store. He filed down the ends to make them finer so 

that he could use them as hand drawing tools. He bragged that they were quite possibly 

the first ever custom-made hand drawing branding tools. A few months later his chisel 

tools had changed shape again. The same wooden handles were present, but new iron 

ends had been inserted: a screw in one and an allen key in the other. The other tools had 

been discarded. 

Mike assured Guy that the brand would not be too painful, but he seemed 

skeptical and so was I. Mike described the branding process to Guy, so he would 

understand it and be more relaxed. The iron is heated to 1700 degrees Fahrenheit, 

which is judged by the metal's change in color from black to white. Apparently, the pain 
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BRANDING 

Above lep and right: 
Photos 5-6 and 5-C: Heating of the branding iron with the blow torch and 
propylene. 

Lefi and right: 
Photos 5-D and 
5-E: Applying 
the brand. 

Plate XXI 



is instant, and then disappears; the iron is so hot thot i t  numbs the newes. After a short 

while, the body's natural endorphins make the pain diminish and the person feels 

distant and somewhat euphoric. Mike remarked that the honer the iron is, the l a s  pain 

is felt. It seemed to me that i t  should be the other way around, but 1 was informed that it 

does not work that way. 

Mike described how the skin reacts to the brand: Through burning, the skin 

produces a protective leathery layer over the entire area, which is actually a layer of 

melted skin. Guy was instructed in caring for the burn. The first three days the burn 

should just be washed with soap and water. When the leathery scabs full off and the 

burn becomes sticky and uncomformble, i t  should be soaked in warm salt water. The 

scabs should not be disturbed if a delicate scar is desired, but to make a big tribal scar, 

salt should be rubbed into the wound after peeling off the scabs. This is very painful to 

do, but produces large keloid scars. Cornstarch should be used to keep the wound dry. A 

bandage should only be worn if the environment is dusty or dirty. The burn will remain 

scabb y for about two to three weeks, u t  which time healing and scarring will begin. 

Concerning cleanliness, Mike told Guy that i t  really does not matter if the steel or 

skin is clean because no bacteria can Iive on metal heated to 1700 degrees. The hot iron 

kills everything when i t  touches the skin. Once the skin is burned, leothery scabs form a 

seal, keeping the body clean. There is no blood transmission and the temperature kills 

al1 germs. Mike does not Wear gloves for two reasons: he believes that there is nothing to 

transmit and that it is dangerous to Wear latex gloves near a blowtorch. 

1 have seen segments on television concerning branding which have shown the 

branding process. In each, the brander was shown wearing latex gloves. I attempted to 

find more information on the ris& potential of branding and consulted rny family doctor. 

She confirmed that in the actual burning process, if the iron is indeed heated to 1700 

degrees Fahrenheit, there was little chance of diseuse transmission. The greatest 



potential for infection and diseuse transmission is during the healing process, when the 

wounds are open and most vulnerable. (Doctor interviewed December 14, 2000) 

Mike has mentioned several times on different occasions that branding is the 

only form of body modification approved by the Canadian Blood Association because 

there is no blood transmission. Piercing and tattooing have a one-year woiting period for 

donating blood because of the potential for transmission of Hepatitis C. In an attempt to 

confirm his daim 1 called Hema Quebec, and was told that it this was simply not true. 

The waiting period is one year not only for piercing and tattooing, but for branding as 

well. This is because they do not want tu take any chances on receiving infected blood. 

flelephone interview on November 20, 2000) The actual branding process may not draw 

blood, but the healing process in not nearly as neat and tidy. According to Paul, an 

extreme body modifier with full body brands, healing is most uncornfortable as body 

fluid oozes from the wounds after the hard scab folls o f i  The fluid dries and sticks to 

clothes and bed sheets. 

Mike informed Guy that he should return for touch ups a week after the burn. 

When the skin begins to heal, i t  relaxes and notches of unburned skin may become 

visible. Mike will have to re-burn with an exacto knife tu ensure there are no 

imperfections in the design. He can also use the knife tu make a deeper burn a week 

later and create texture in the burned design. Mike has been branding for six years and 

has learned many arty touches through practicing. Through re-burning, the scar will 

raise a îittle higher. Sun exposure also creates thicker scar tissue. The first summer, 

Guy was told, he should tty and get as much sun exposure as possible on his fresh scar 

because it will help it to keloid more. Scor tissue will often heu/ and flatten out, unless i t  

is irritated when a wound or exposed tu the sun. 

The following week was scheduled for the brand. When 1 arrived, Mike had just 

started to  work on the irons. There were a variety of tools lying on the table, large tools 

I had never seen before. Mike was a metal worker before attending university and has 
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acquired many large specialized tools. He showed me a con of propylene. A biowtorch 

would be attached to the top, lit, and the iron heated in the flame. He uses propylene 

becouse it burns very hot. He bent a piece of metal and cut it, making a little handle on 

the top so that he not only hod something to hold, but also so he could see what he was 

doing. He told me that wos the secret of the trade. The metal he was using was in sheet 

form and colled iow carbon steel. In the past he used wires to make the forms, but found 

that the y do not retain heat as well. The only problem with the low carbon steel is that 

he cannot cool it down by putting i t  in water because it becomes brittle. 

Guy seemed rather nervous when he arrived. This was understandable; he was 

about to be branded with metal heated to 1700 degrees! The two men worked out the 

design and the size, noting that scars spread about 1 / 1 6  - 1/8 of an inch on each side 

when they heal. Due to the small size, Mike decided to do most of the brand in free hand 

because he found it eosier than making a small stamp. Mike pounded an arc out of 

metol. He heated it up and tested i t  on a piece of cardboard so that when he applied i t  

four times, i t  made a perfect circle. Guy was curious about the pain and the smell. He 

thought it would probably smell like bacon and that he would never be able to eut i t  

again after the brand. 

Mike instructed Guy tu move his arm around in natural ways so he could see how 

the muscle moved. Then he drew a circle on the area to be branded with a large black 

marker, asking Guy to look in the mirror to make sure i t  was the right place. Then Mike 

began doing several geometric measurements. It was quite a procedure. First he found 

the center using a plumb line, then marked i t  in halves with a protractor. He made what 

looked like a target on Guy's arm, asking him again to check it in the mirror to confirm 

placement. Mike then took out a compass and began measuring the halfmark of each 

section and then connected them with lines, like pie pieces. He then washed most of i t  off 

leaving enough visible so he could follow the lines. Then he began to draw the sun 

design on Guy's skin with a thinner pen following the accurately spaced guidelines. Afier 
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each component of the design was drawn on his arm, Mike instructed Guy to check i t  in 

the mirror for approval. Mike would apply the brand directly over the marking drawn on 

Cuy's skin. 

When the design was completed to Guy's satisfaction, Mike poured him a glass of 

water and lit the blowtorch. Guy was instructed to breathe deeply and that he could tell 

Mike to stop at  any time. Guy sut in a chair while Mike knelt on the floor beside him. 

Mike began to poke Guy's arm in the area he was about to burn with one hand while he 

heated up the arc shaped iron in the flome with the other. He poked the area so that 

Guy would no? jump when the hot iron touched him. He heated the iron in the flame of 

the blowtorch until i t  glowed white. (See PIate XXI, Photos 5-B and 5-C) Mike applied the 

strike. 1 fmze and held my breath. Guy's skin sizzled and crackled loudly as the brand 

was placed. A small puff of smoke was released. (See Plate XXI, Photos 5-0 and 5-€1 Guy 

made an irritated face, but did not jump or even twitch. The strike only took about two 

to three seconds. When the first strike was over, he looked at me in amazement and 

declared that it did not hurt. 

When branding, the iron is so hot that i t  is pluced next to the skin, barely 

touching it. The person feels a blast of heat, and then nothing. The real pain cornes 

luter, when i t  is healing. The skin is burned to a depth of 1.5 mm below its surface, 

down to the dermis. Mike insisted that there is great ski11 in ensuring the burn goes to 

the right level and not through to the layer of fat beneath. The four strikes of the arc 

were al1 done exactly the same. Next were the four large sun spokes. Mike drew them by 

hand with a white hot pointed screwdriver. The four iron strikes were simple strike and 

release. The hand drawn lines took longer to comptete. While they were being dune the 

tool cooled down and changed color from white, to red, to black. The tool was reheated 

before each strike or touch up as it cooled down very quickly. 

While 1 watched, 1 was certain that i t  was painful, but Guy was adamant that it 

did not hurt. He did not appear to be in any pain, although had an uncornfortable 
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A bove: 
Photo 5-F: Fresh and healed brands, 

Righr: 
Photo 5-G: A two-year old bnnd that has just 
k e n  re-bumed to promote an increase 
in the development of scar tissue. 

Left: 
Photo 5-H: 
Two-week old 
brand. Leathery 
scabs have fallen 
off and bloody 
scabs have 
forrned 

Lefi: 
Photo 5-1: Two-month old brand. The 
scars have begun to form. 

Plate XXI l  



Right: 
Photo 5-J: Freshly branded Sun. 

Left: 
Photo 5-K: 
One-week old Sun. 

Right: 
Photo 5-L: Collected and dned 
scabs from brands. 

Lefi: 
Photo 5-M: Branding iron is cooled in water. 
Remains of branded skin settle to the bottom 
of the water. Plate =II 



expression on his face. Afier each strike, Guy pulled and stretched the skin around so he 

could see the marks Mike had burned into hirn. The way in which he twisted the skin on 

his arm around, i t  could not have hua. There was some conversation while Mike was 

heating the iron, but as soon as he was about to strike, Guy stopped talking and looked 

out the window. 1 got the impression that branding is an intense experience, but not a 

painful one. Apparently, the burn does not hurt for the f irst three to five days. When the 

leathery scab falls off and the wound must be treated with salt water, it is quite painful. 

Each sun spoke was traced twice to ensure it was uniformly burned and no skin 

was missed. At one point during the branding, Guy asked if the volume of the music 

could be turned up because the sound of his sizzling flesh was disconcerting. M a r  the 

end of the process, Mike had to hold Guy's hand steady, as it had begun to twitch. When 

the drawing was finished, Mike got a thick blunt tool, heated it up, and went over the 

outlines, touching up the design. Then he heated up the exacto knife und did some 

smaller touch ups. He made thin lines at the end of the sun spokes, extending them a 

little. When he was completely finished, he washed the burn with some soap and Guy 

admired i t  in the mirror. (See Plate XXIII, Photo 5-J) 

Surprisingly the srnell was never mentioned ofter the initial anticipatory 

comments. 1 noticed an odor of burning hair. Because the burn was relatively small, the 

smell was noticeable, but not strong. 

Guy wanted a delicate scar, so was instructed no? to remove the blister or scab. 

Removal of the scab will result in a wider scar. Had he wanted a large "tribal" scar, he 

should treat i t  more harshly, scrub i t  and peel the scabs off, but because the design is 

delicate, he must treat it delicately. Afier the blisters heal, the burn will develog regular 

scabs and heal within a few weeks. Guy paid $40 for the brand and lefi shortly afier it 

was completed. He was asked to return a week later, so that Mike could check how it 

was healing and perform any touch ups at that time. 



When Guy returned one week later the burned area hod spreod considerably, but 

both Mike and Guy seemed happy with the results. (See Plate XXIIlp Photo 5-K) The burn 

had what Mike called "a non-porous loyer of burned skinn, the leathery layer he had 

spoken of earlier. It had not yet formed a scab, therefore was still not prone to infection. 

A lot of movement and stretching rnakes scars bigger and more visible. Because Guy's 

burn was on his upper arm and he dues a lot of heavy lifting for his job, the burn had 

stretched a bit more on the front side of his bicep. The scar tissue will be thicker there. 

Guy allowed me to touch the burned sun design in his arm so 1 could feel its texture. The 

detail that impressed me the rnost was the foct thot his wound still felt hot one week 

luter. 1 never saw Guy again and was unable to find out how the brand healed and 

suwived the surnmer. 

Each brand 1 witnessed followed the above pattern. One difference was when Mike was 

branding someone he knew8 they smokeâ some marijuana before doing the brand. Mike and Guy 

did not smoke marijuana beforehand because Mike was unaquainted with Guy. The other 

brands 1 witnessed were performeâ on repeat clients, so there was no need to have a 

consultation beforehand. One was a touch up job on an old brand that Mike had done years 

before. Josie wanted her brand touched up due to uneven scamng. (See Plate XXII, Photo 5 4 )  

This process followed the same pattern: the spots to be branded were measured and then 

marlced with marker; and multiple mirmr checks for approval, alterations and reârawing. Josie 

did not seem as nervous as Guy did, as she had k e n  brandeâ before. Again, the brand look& 

painful, but provoked no reaction from her. Josie simply sat and received her decoration. 

One of the brands 1 witnessed was on a much larger sale than the others and was 

remarkable in the intensity of the smell of burning flesh. This brand was perforrned on Paul, who 

was almost entirely covered with branded scars. Mike heated a giant nail to do this brand. (See 

Plate XXI, Photos 5-BI 5-D; and Plate XXn, Photo 5-F) Due to its size, the nail toak a long time ta 

k a t  up and retained its heat longer. A wet cloth was used as a handle for the nail so that he did 
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not burn himself. Mike learned that lesson the hard way. Paul requested frequent breaks as the 

brand was large and the sensation he experienced was very intense. When the procedure was 

finished, the branded man was full of energy. He got dressed up and went out for a night on the 

tom. Adrenalirre and endorphins at work! 

"Whyaeylau &hi?g apstun? of bJiatgWs4.~- woman on street, said while Mike 
posed for a photograph outside on a balcony. 
' Z k a K e ?  -349 fi& on /%"- Li2 
TX, "- woman 

Mike spoke of a new type of scarification when he returned from a convention in 

Toronto. The convention was for extreme body mudifiers and i t  was by invitation only. 

No anthropologists or reporters were permitted. Mike had spoken to an elderly Japanese 

man ut  the convention named Izi who introduced him to this new technique. Apparently, 

everyone else a t the convention whom Izi told about the Dremel procedure had 

expressed disgust, except for Mike, who had asked for more information. Izi did not 

speak English, so Mike got.as much information as he could through sign language and 

a photograph. About a month luter, he purchased a "Wizard Rotary Tooln. 

Dremel is the brand name of the prototype of this tool. 1 was given the example 

of Kleenex for its name usage. The Dremel is a rotary power tool used for engraving or 

polishing. It is held like a pencil and diflerent attachments can be inserted into the tip, 

much like a drill, for different engraving, cawing or polishing techniques. (See Plate 

XXIV, Photo 6-C) 

When 1 arrived ut Mikess apartment to, as he put it, "witness history," Lori and 

Steve were already there and Mike had a Japanese looking carp drawn on his leg in 

black marker. He showed i t  to everyone und requested their comments. Lori pointed out 

that it was shaped a lot more like a penis than a fish, so he washed it off and redrew it. 

(See Plate XXIV, Photo 6-6) The fish was copied from a photo in a pin-up calendar that Izi 

had given him ut the convention. It was a calendar filled with nude women covered in 
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DREMEL SCARIFICATION 

Ri@: 
Photo 6-A: Diamond 
encrusted dremel heads. 

Below: 
Photo 6-B: A Japanese 
style carp drawn in 
marker. 

A bove: 
Photo 6-C: The scarification is under way. 

Right: 
Photo 6-0: Self-modification. 

Plate XXIV 



lapanese tattooing which Mike found incredibly sexy. He looked ut  a photo of a womon 

with a carp tattooed on her body and copied it onto his leg in marker. This time 

everyone approved. 

Mike had bought some sgecial diamond encrusted tips for the Dremel, which 

included different tips ranging from round to pencil-like. They had cost him 

approximately 530 for the set of six. (See Plate XXIV, Photo 6-A) 

1 asked a few questions: What type of scar will i t produce? How will i t  differ from 

the branded scar? They were al1 answered with 9 donnt knows." This procedure was an 

experimen t of trial and error. Steve remarked tha t experimen ta tion was an in trinsic 

part of Mike. Looking back, the same can be said of the tongue forking (See below) and 

the tattoo. They were both based on trial and error. Through each procedure, Mike 

searched around his opartment, hardware stores, and The Dollar Store until he found 

the tool, homemade or otherwise, that would give him the results that he wanted. 

Before Mike started the scarification, he put some Yunnan Pau in powder and 

liquor form in a plastic container and mixed rhem together to make a paste. Yunnan Pao 

is a Chinese herbal medicine that Mike found in China Town. l t  can be used like styptic, 

which is a drug commonly found in powder or stick form that stops bleeding instantly, 

ordinarily used for stopping the bleeding from shaving nicks or when clipping dog toe 

noils. He also took out a bottle of hydrogen peroxide, and some paper towel. He poured 

the hydrogen peroxide in a shot glass, which ended up being tipped over many times 

throughout the evening. Mike had also bought some "Emla" which is a topical anesthetic. 

It cost him almost 950. He tested the Dremel first on a piece of cardboard to see how i t  

worked and felt in his hand, then tried it on his leg. He found that it was not painful, 

and decided to return the Emla unopened. Steve also did a few small tests on his 

fingernail to see what it felt like. 

Mike began the scarification using the bal1 shaped diamond tipped heads on the 

Dremel tool. He did no? clean it, stating that it came right out of the package and was 
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therefore clean. He was surprised u t  the amount of control he had and exclaimed that it 

was "an unbelievably controlled experience" as he used the tool on his own skin. (See 

Plate XXIV, Photos 6-C and 6-D) This tool ground away his skin layer by layer and he 

could actually see each layer disappear; the outer layer was apparently painless. There 

was little blood, mostly a glistening of red seeping through the layers of remaining skin. 

Mike remarked that this scarification was much different than branding. The rule in 

branding is that an enclosed circle cannot be made because the skin is cauterized and 

blood flow completely cut off to the central area. In this type of scarification there is no 

cuuterization, therefore this rule does not apply. He begon the scarification on a long 

line of the fish with the ball tool. He then switched to the cylinder tool thinking it would 

grind deeper into his skin because i t  has a hard edge. He rernoved ball shaped tip from 

the Dremel and placed i t  in the shot glass of peroxide for a cleaning. The tip hissed and 

fizzed as the thick foamy white bubbles accumulated due to the chernical reaction 

peroxide has when i t  cornes into contact with organic material. 

Steve and Mike decided that the wound was probably not deep enough, and 

debated if the cut should be deeper and if so, which tool to use. Mike decided to cut 

deeper using the same tool, until he bled more so he could be certain there was a deep 

groove. He still bled very Iittle, a constant oozing of fluid from the wound remained. He 

finished the long line and then applied the Yunnan Pao paste to the wound. He used this 

to stop the oozing of fluid and to help in healing. Steve and Mike talked about using ash 

to put on the wound to irritate i t  in order to  provoke a bigger scar, but he ended up 

using only the Yunnan Poo. As Mike applied the paste, it apparently stung causing him 

tu yel/ and flap his arms, a process Steve named "the owie danceu, involving Papping 

arms and kicking the wounded leg. The entire process of the scarification, similar to 

that of the tattoo party (illustrated in a previous section and described in Chapter Five), 

was marked by the presence of many people, lots of discussion, and plenty of joking 

around. It was a social event. While no liquor was involved, marijuana was smoked 
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periodically by Mike and Steve, and there were frequent jaunts to the Oepanneur 

(convenience store o r  seven-eleven) for snacks. 

Using the Dremel is much like drawing with a pencil; there is incredible control 

and precision. Mike was irnpressed u t  the precise detail that was possible through using 

this mol. Through brandirtg there is less of a possibility for specific details due to the 

medium and the healing process. Knowledge on how to use a Dremel is important, but i t  

was much different using i t  on skin than on wood. The risk of spreading diseuses was 

discussed fairly casually, with Mike concluding that if he does this procedure on 

someone else he will have to purchase a mask and Wear latex gloves, no? to mention 

sterilize the equipment. Many different topics were discussed as he worked. Everyone sut 

around while Mike worked on his body, talked, joked, and watched. Steve contemplated 

different techniques with Mike, Lori made jokes and commented on the experience. 1 sut 

and watched, clutching rny cornera and asking questions that no one could answer 

because none of this had been done before by this group of people. 

Afier completing a few lines, Mike was still unhappy with the depth. He had tried 

several of the store bought diamond-tipped bits and different pressures, but i t  was not 

working exactly as he wanted. He suggested using a dril l bit and the feasibility was 

discussed. Steve thought it was a bad idea, but because experimentation was a part of 

the process, Mike broke a drill bit in half and filed i t  down, smoothing it to a 90-degree 

angle. (See Plate XXIV, Photo 6-A) While this sounds incredibly horrifying and gory, the 

drill bit actually worked much the same as the other tips. It cut a grove into his skin, as 

opposed to grinding it away, but it still worked gradually, luyer &y layer. The Dremel 

was used in a back and forth motion to trace over the image drawn onto the skin. It took 

many passes before the wound was deep enough to ooze blood. At that point, Mike 

moved to another section of the design. The dri l l  bit worked a little better and faster 

than the other tips. 



Afier an hour and 20 minutes, Mike was almost halfWay through the design. He 

was feeling giddy and high. Mike boasted that this was probably the first Drernel 

scarification performed in North America and each of us present were witnessing 

history. Steve theoretically compared this process to a cutting done with a surgical 

blade: a surgical blade creates a nice clear scar, but not as wide as the Dremel would 

produce. With the Dremel, the wound stays open because the skin does not pull bock 

together Iike it does when cut with a blade. This means that the scar will'be wider and 

more visible. 

Steve remarked thut Mike seemed to be in much less pain during this procedure 

than when he brands himself. Although 1 have never seen Mike brand himself, I have 

seen several brandings and there did not seem to be much pain in either procedure. 

While being branded, people seemed to enter an euphoric state, During the Drernel 

scarification, Mike also seemed "high", but more giddy than anything. 

Afier three hours of grinding ut his leg the design was finished. Mike applied the 

Yunnan Pau and yelled, shook and spasrned. He paced about the room because of the 

pain. After approximately three hours of work, the outline was complete. He decided 

that he would put the scales and fin marks on the fish another tirne. 

Mike contemplated that a thorough knowledge of the use of the tool would be 

essential for this procedure. If not, the tool could crash, meaning i t  could jam into the 

body and a person could drill a hole into their muscle. He had crashed i t  into his skin a 

few times and caused considerable pain, but fortunately it only went underneath o few 

loyers of skin. He was familiar with the power tu01 as he had used i t  before, but he had 

never used it before on flesh. Mike felt that most people are afroid of their power tools, 

he is not, explaining why he can use them to experiment to find new body modification 

techniques and others cannot. A big part of experimental body modification is 

confidence in yourself and your actions, or a t  least having an air of confidence. When an 



experiment is successful, i t  is attributed to  your ski11 and ingenuity. When it fails, it was 

someone else's bad idea, or a mistake in information and you were somehow wronged. 

A brand is more painful and overwhelming thon this Dremel procedure. Mike 

reported that it felt like he was grinding the skin away, which is exactly what he was 

doing. 1 believe he also has a fairly high threshold of pain. 1 have been told repeatedly 

that brands do not hurt much, but then told that this hurt less than a brand. Because 1 

have not experienced either, 1 cannot know what this rneans. They both looked very 

painful and the reactions from the participants were minimal, except when salt or the 

Yunnan Pao powder was applied. 

Mike said that it hurt more as i t  was healing than a brand. He had shown i t  to 

several of his friends in the body modification world and believed that he astounded 

them: they were shocked because of the intricacy in the design, something that is not 

possible with branding. 

1 met Mike about a week later for coffee and we discussed the scar. We then 

decided to walk over to Canadian ï ïre so he could return the set of diamond tipped 

heads. People walking by on the Street were obviously staring u t  his leg. 1 asked him how 

i t  made him feel when people stared u t  him and he said that the feeling he received was 

more of appreciation than curiosity and added: "anyone who has body a r t  and is upset 

about being looked a t  has problems." Mike finished the scar, filling it in with fin marks 

and scales. (See Plate XXV, Photo 6 4 )  He seemed very pleased with the finished product. 

Mike 's friend Steve, who was alwa ys a part of the body modification process in 

some way yet had no modifications of his own, decided to have Mike give him a Dremel 

scar. Unfortunately he received it aner 1 had completed my fieldwork and was unable to 

observe. I was informed, though, that he "took it like a man." 

Why did Mike choose a carp as the design for his scar? Mike creates a scar on his body 

whenever he experiences emotional pain. More specificaily, he gives himself a xar when he is 
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kfi: 
Photo 6-G: 
One week 
after 
completion. 
The wound 
has forrned a 
scab. 

Rig h t: 
Photo 6-H: 
Two months 
afier 
completion. 
The scar 
begins to 
fonn. 

A bove: 
Photo 6-F: Scarification is  
complete. Details still to be 
added. 

Plate XXV 



huit thmugh the ending of a relationship. Sara was Mike's girlfrknd who ended their relationship 

about a week before he performed this scarification. He stated that he wanted the scar for Sara 

to be very beautiful because she is beautiful. Mike feels that he needs to have an extemal scar as 

a memento, not simply a scar on the inside. This is his way of dealing with emotional pain, 

making it more ml so that it is not jwt an intemal stniggle and pain. It becomes tangible, 

making it able to be dealt with, and then gone. When the Dremel scarification was completed he 

showed it to Sara who gave her approval. (See Plate W, Photos 6 4  and 6-H) He alu, said that 

he has to make his scars look n i e  so that people will take him seriously in "the business." 

Concerning deanliness and sterilization, Mike believes that you do not have to be sterile, 

just dean. It is impossible to sterilize the entire bol. The ddl bits can be deaned and disinfected, 

but the machine cannot. Mike dedared that he would have to wait two weeks afber each 

scarificaüon because Hepatitis lives outside the body for only Wo weeks, which was canfinned by 

Hema Quebec. However, Mike also noted that Hepatitis is only transmltted through visible 

amounts of blood, therefore he can simply dean the -1s so no blood is apparent. The Health 

Canada guidelines to be discused in Appendix 8 pmves this information false, as it explicitly 

states that: "[b]lood does not have to be visible on a device to transmit infection" (Health Canada 

1999: 4). There is commonly misinformation circulatecl conceming i n faon  transmission and 

sterilization making it imperative to consult with multiple sources. 

Ken, the piercer referred to in the Body Pierdng section of this thesis, also pracüces 

scarification. However, he practices it only on friends because he does not want his piercing 

studio asmated with scarification. This is due a certain reputation he wishes to keep of running 

an upscale body piercing studio. Ken is frequently consultecl by the media for information on 

body piercing and does not want his scarification procedures advertised as it could tamish his 

image. 

Ken stated that the Dremel scarification is not viable in a professional context. It is too 

high risk because of the "aerosdizatîon" of body fluids. Aerosdization, a concept that Ken 



introduced me to that he leamed about at a mnhmce on S & M. It refers to the fine mist of 

blood that occurs when you slap or whip someone who is bleeding. The fine spray of blood could 

be inhaled causing a contamination risk. The Dremel, k i n g  a high-speed rotary tool, breaks the 

layer of skin and senclsi a mist of blood into the air. While the mist is very fine and barely 

detectable, it could mver everything in the room and be breathed in by those present. Due to the 

messy nature of the procedure, he would never adopt it as a rneaiod of scarification. 

Scarification is one of the Iess ammon and more extrerne rnethods of body modification, 

although it is gaining popularity in reœnt years. Some, like Guy, choose to become scarifieci as 

an alternative to tattooing because they believe that tattoos have become too common and 

popular. It is diff~cult, though, to find sameone who practkes scarification in Montreal, and they 

are usually dimvered through friends in the body modification community. 

1 was a little nervous as 1 got off the Metro to go to Mike's apartment. 1 think 1 

had pretty good reason to be nervous. Not only was 1 going over to a strange man's 

apartment, but 1 was about to watch him split his tongue in half. He had corne to see me 

at the university earlier that the day and he showed me his purtially spliced tongue. He 

had cut about a centimetre into the tip of his tongue and was going to finish the forking 

that evening, which meant cutting straight back as fur as the tendon beneath. 1 meekly 

asked if 1 could watch and he answered "yes" almost as though he expected my request. 

That must be why he came tu see me, because he was aware of my research and 

probably thought 1 would not want tu miss this operation. When I asked if1 could 

photogruph the procedure, he was just as quick to accept. 1 thought little about the 

event throughout the day, not wanting to /ose my nerve, as this was my first 

introduction to fieldwork. 



1 rang the doorbell and waited. Mike answered the door and invited me in. 1 

climbed the dark stairs to his apartment and found his friend, Steve, sitting on the 

couch, who greeted me enthusiastically. He joked around with Mike while 1 was given a 

quick tour of his small two-room apartment. 1 was also introduced to Herman, his pet 

iguana. A large blue plastic swimming pool sut in the middle of his living room floor, 

filled with water ond u few large rocks, a pump, a small bust sculpture of Elvis Presley, 

and a few balloons floating on the surface. His pet crocodile had recently passed away 

so the pool was more or less empty. Mike had been to  the taxiderrnist earlier that day 

and had just received the preserved remains, which were passed around for inspection. 

His opartment was situated above a fetish club. It was a Friday evening and the floor 

was vibroting from the volume of the music below. The kitchen was rather messy. The 

sink was filed with dirty dishes, which were in turn filled with water. I was shown a pot 

on the stove contoining boiling water and hospitul utensils. 

Mike described to me the utensils that were being sterilized on the stove. The 

utensils were found through thievery, the Salvation Army, and from over the counter 

supplies ut drug stores. There was a tongue clamp, forceps, a metal poker, and half of a 

razor blade. The razor blade was one of those long old fashioned ones that had been 

split in half. Mike said that they had to boil for approximately an hour. When 1 decided 

to take a photograph, he cleaned the stovetop and put out a round pizza pan with a 

paper towel smoothed over top. He laid out a syringe filled with Novocaid, several 

needles, and later placed the sterilized utensils on i t  as well. (See Plate XXVI, Photos 7-A 

and 7-6) It reminded me of a hospitul drop cloth prepared by a nurse before surgery. He 

filled a bowl with Cotton balls and took a Iittle brown bottle of Yunnan Pao out of his 

nap-sack. 

While we woited for the utensils to sterilize, we talked about Mike's ideas on body 

modification and life in general. He showed me several of his scars; several on his orrn 

and his chest, as well as his legs and bock. Most of them are abstract marks. He said 
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TONGUE FORKING 

Above lefi and righr: 
Photos 7-A and 7-B: The operation site. Items are laid out and utensils sterilized. 

Lefr: 
Photo 7-C: Inserting 
novocaine in tongue to 
anesthetize it. 

Left: 
Photo 7-D: Pocket 
o f  blood released 
upon insenion of 
novocaine. 

Right: 
Photo 7-E: The 
forking of the 
tongue begins. 

Plate XXVI 



that he has mainly used abstract marks because he wanted to avoid getting "bumper 

stickers". 

Steve lefi to pick up his wife Lori. Mike and 1 talked, while the pot on the stove 

boiled. He rolled some maruuana into a joint and smoked it. He apologized for being a 

chronic "pothead". When the utensils were sterile and had cooled down, he carefully 

clamped his tongue in the center, checking in the mirror several times to ensure that the 

placement was accurate, and letting the clamp dangle from his tongue as he prepared 

the tools. Mike picked up the syringe and put a needle on it as though he had done it a 

few times before. (See PIate XXVI, Photo 7-C) He pierced his tongue in the center of the 

clamp with the needle and pushed a Iittle of the drug in, and then took the needle out. 

His tongue began to bleed a fair amount from the tiny hole the needle made. He became 

a little worried about the arnount of blood as i t  dripped down the handies of the tongue 

clamp. (See PIate XXVI, Photo 7-D) He sopped it up with the Cotton balls he had placed in 

the bowl on the stove. The bleeding subsided and he decided that i t  happened because 

the clamp had made a pocket of blood. Picking up the syringe again, he inserted the 

remaining Novocain into his tongue. 

We sut down in the living room while Mike poked a t  his tongue, checking for 

feeling. He spoke to me the entire time with his tongue clamped and hanging out of his 

rnouth. It was almost an entirely visual experience, as 1 could hardly understand a word 

he was saying. When he decided his tongue was froren enough he picked up the razor. 

My immediate reaction was to turn away, thinking that 1 would be unable to watch, but 

quickly looked back through my camera lens and watched him place the sharp razor 

into his tongue very s l ~ w l y . ~  l t  almost seemed as though i t  had not cut because there 

was no blood. The previous release from the needle must have emptied the blood out of 

the area and the clamp prevented further blood flow. (See Plate XXVI, Photo 7-El  Mike 

slowly cut at  his tongue, but wos making a face. He took the razor out. Sornething was 

wrong. "What's the matter 1 say?" He was feeling a deep pain in his jaw. There was a 
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part of the nerve that was not yet frozen. We sot and waited a while to see if i t  would 

freeze. He dabbed and blotted periodically ut his tongue with Cotton balls to wipe off the 

drool and a linle blood. He also poked u t  his tongue with one of his sterilized 

instruments to see if it was frozen. 

When Mike decided that he was indeed frozen enough to continue, he picked up 

the razor again. 1 became tense, closed my eyes, and gasped. He turned to look at me to 

see if 1 was al1 right. "No, I'm fine" 1 say. What have 1 got to be afraid of? It's not my 

tongue under the knife! 1 regained my senses, but still clutched my camera and tensed 

up al1 of my muscles. He inserted the razor into his tongue and slowly cut i t  in half. He 

moved the razor in an up and down motion. (See Plate XXVII, Photos 7-F and 7-G) 

There was a knock u t  the door. Great Timing. 1 ran down the stairs to answer i t  

because Mike still had the razor blade in his tongue. It was Steve returning with Lori. 1 

greeted and met Lori and then ran back upstairs. 1 had to witness this operotion! Mike 

waited and posed for a photograph with the razor protruding from his tongue, while 

Lori and Steve came in and sut down. There was almost no blood. Afier taking the razor 

out of his tongue, Mike managed to communicate to us that when the clamp came off 

the blood would begin to flow. Lori and Steve are good friends of Mike's and have 

witnessed many of his self-modifications, and therefore, were not shocked u t  being 

greeted &y him with a razor blade sticking out of his tongue. 

Mike had become somewhat jittery before the surgery. While he was cutting, his 

hands were shaking. 1 was a Iittle nervous because 1 thought he might slip and do some 

serious damage to hirnself. Neither of us said anything about his shaking, although 

when it was al1 finished he held his hand out tu check his steadiness. He was well aware 

of how shaky he had been, but i t  was never mentioned. 

Mike began to administer the Yunnan Pao to his freshly inflicted wounds. This 

would help dot  the blood and prevent an excess flow of blood when the clamp was 

removed. He removed the clamp and a small amount of blood spilled into a strategically 
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Left: 
Photo 7-F: Cutting 
from the top. 

Right: 
Photo 7-G: Cutting 
from the bonom, to 
follow the natural line 
o f  the tongue. 

Photo 7-H: Moments after the 
procedure is completed, Cotton is 
inserted between the tongue halves. 

Left: 
Photo 7-1: The resulting wound. 

Righf : 
Photo 7-1: The tongue clamp and 
syringe after the procedure i s  
completed. 



placed bucket from his freshly spliced tongue. The Chinese medicine worked well. His 

tongue bled very little. 

Mike began to pack up the fresh wound with cotton balls, inserting them between 

his two tongue halves. (See Plate XXVII, Photo 7-H) 1 could hardly understand him when 

he spoke and he had to write his comments down on paper. He had already done this 

procedure twice and would have to do if again as he had not cut as deeply as he would 

have liked. While Mike waited for the blood to completely clot, the four of us sut around 

in his living room, Steve and Lori joked and teased Mike about his tongue. Mike's 

girlfriend Sara called while we were sittirtg around talking. She was repulsed by his 

tongue cuning and refused to go to his place that evening. He thought she would 

eventually overcome her squeamishness. 1 believe she did overcame her disgust for his 

forked tongue. 

Aner about an hour and forty-five minutes, Mike removed the cotton balls and 

showed us the cut. I t  had stopped bleeding. (See Plate XXVII, Photo 7-1) I t  was a Iittle 

crooked. He thought he might have to find a way to keep his tongue from growing 

together. Mike said that the base of the cut u t  the back of his tongue would heu1 closed, 

but hopefully not the entire tongue. He intended to cut his tongue so that the wound 

went to the top of the tendon, which means one or two more operations. This is the same 

problem face by the Austmlian Aborigines as explained in Chapter Two. After being 

subincised, the penis heals slightly closed u t  the base and is frequently re-cut sveral 

years luter. 

Mike talked about eventually cutting the tendon itself, but knew that could be 

very dangerous so will do some research before deciding to proceed. Cutting the tendon 

would allow him to stick his tongue out much further than normal. He knew a man who 

had his tendon severed, but i t  had no? been long enough to know for sure what the 

consequences were. 



1 was invited back to watch the re-cutting almost two weeks later. His last 

incision almost completely healed closed. This procedure was almost identical except this 

time Mike cut back further than he anticipated and did not think he would have to cut i t  

aguin. A few months later though, his tongue had begun to grow together and he again 

underwent the tongue splitting procedure. After that time he began to stretch the two 

tongue sections by putting something in between and applying pressure with his tongue. 

This was somewhat painful, but kept him from having to re-cut every few months. (5ee 

Plate XXVlll, Photos 7-k, 74, and 7-M) 

'2 w/& m k i  m Mme bke me. Ikie ii If71 Hiat &%L= sCagP wfwe /hite g&y up 

sndbmng it/ir &? m~irw: &wuse Ihavlo a h t d h m g ~ ~ e  a n d 6 9 a f s ~  " ( I n t w w i ~ o n  

Mrdr 16, tmq) 

After living with a forked tongue for two weeks, Mike talked a bit about the difirences 

he experienœd in having two torigues. He tiad planned for having Wo points on his tongue, 

having eating difficuîties, and talking difficulties. The psychologid difierences though, were 

something he had not antidpated. His example was the idea of making one thing into two, 

something that he was very pleased about. He could move it in new ways, almost independently. 

He wished he could go badc ta compare, but is happy with his forked tongue. 

Y W s n  1kyiu/15do/re ofsme63ing a n d m  was W. "- Mike (Interviewecl on 

March 16, 2000) 

Mike could not remember exacüy where the idea came from but knew he had the idea 

for a long time, he had seen it somewhere and thought it was striking and original. He had a 

garter snake when he was =en and has always liked reptiles, possessing them as pets 

repeatedîy throughout his life. He also simply thought it would be "cool" ta have a forked tongue. 

He suspecteci that hearing the expression "White man speaks with forked tongue" the first time 

probably had an influence. This was when he was around 12 but did not think it was possible for 



Above: 
Photo 7-K: One-month 
after the tongue 
forki ng procedure. 

Right: 
Photo 7-L: Healed 
forked tongue after 
three different tongue 
forking 

L.efl: 
Photo 7-M: New mobility is 
achieved after living with forked 
tongue for several months. 

Plate =III 



a person to actually have a forked tongue. Mike's first realization that it was possible was when 

he saw a performance artist with a forlced tongue in Montreal a few years ago. When he realized 

it muld be done without speech impediment, he made the decision. He wanted to have someone 

do it for him, but when no one would, he gathered information h m  medical books and devised a 

meaiad to do it himself. 

As the wound began to heal and the scabs fell off revealing a new skin surface, he began 

to dismver new sensations on the inside of his tongue, Iike feel the depth of the cut. Trying to 

move each tongue section independenüy required intense mental conœntration. He found it 

interesbing to experienœ the procedure of his minci rewiring &If. Mike practiced in front of a 

mirror. The experience of trying to move his tongue in new ways was described as the feeling as 

when a dental anesthetic starts to Wear off. It is the sensation of "cm I feel that? 1 dont know if 

1 can feel that?" He described a grasping for sensation and for awareness as well. Mike said that 

it has been a very interesting intemal exploration of himself. 

1 was curious about the bodily sensations that Mike felt while he was cutang his tongue. The 

first time 1 witnessed him cut, he experiend some jaw and nerve pain that happened because 

the area was nut completely frozen. In the subsequent cuttings a dianet non-sensation marked 

the experienœ. He could see the razor in his tongue, but felt nothing. Mike revealed that the 

sound of the razor cutting his tongue was rather disconcerüng. It was similar to the =und of 

carving a roast, but from the inside. He experienced many disünct sensations, however, after he 

cut. As for his emotional state while he was operating on himself, he first regarded it as an 

experiment. However, when he realized that he was cutting askew, he believed that he became 

detached and started to cut fmm the bottom of his tongue up. (See Plate XXW, Plates 7-F and 7- 

G) It became more of a job that he had to finish and do right. 

Mike believed that the fact that he forked his own tongue would give him a certain 

amount of credibility within the body modification cornmunity. He expected to receive an 

invitation to Mod Con, a convention for extrerne body modifies in Toronto (Summer 2000). 



Before splicing his &que Mike realized he had no credibility. He had no pierdngs, no tattoos, no 

implants, and a lot of brandings that were barely visible, but now felt that because he did the 

operation himself he would be induded and not be perceived as a voyeur. It also ensured that 

certain people would now take him seriously as a body modifier and as a practitioner. In faet he 

did not get an invitation to the convention, which will be discussed below in another &on of 

this chapter of the thesis. 

The reactions he received from his body modifier fn'ends have k e n  favorable. Mike 

observed that body modifies tend to notice his forked tongue immediately, but those who are 

not modifiers, do not notice. The reacüons that he reœived from non-modifiers have been fairly 

similar. A t  first they are disturbed at the sight of the tongue, but quickly becorne curious and 

want more information. The reacti*ons to this research project, conceming the tongue forking 

operation, by inâiiduals who did not practice body modification were sirnilar to Mike's 

unmodified friend's reacüons. Upon first hearing of "tangue forking" people reacted with h m r  

and disgust. Most, affer the initial revulsion, became curious, asked multiple questions and 

wished to view the photographs of the operation. ~ o k ,  however, could not even besr to discuss 

it, due to utter abhonance at the thought of forking a tongue. These reacüons were a physical 

revulsion based on the feeling of pain and the physical appearance of the forked tongue, and not 

on a belief that the body should not be altered. 

Tongue forking is not as uncommon as previously thought Two of Mike's ftiends are now 

interested in having Mike perfonn the operation on them. Thmugh internet exploration, body 

modification websites can be discovered that feature tongue forking. One popular Canadian site 

has 18 pages of photographs on tongue splicing as well as a long list of people's experiences, 

highlighting aie story of their tongue cutting. Mike submitted some of the photographs of his 

operation to this website and they have been posted. He has since attempted to detach himself 

from this group of people because he believed they were not serious about body modification. He 

feR they were doing these things because they have seen others do it and they will impress 



people or be "cool". Mike and his group of friends are careful about researctiing the safest 

procedure but the photographs on the website are bloody and gory and the experiences give first 

person aaounts and tend to be homr stories. Mike prides himself on iiis technical know-how 

and the fid that his modifications are well planned and the procedure researched and well 

organized. 

Mike forked his tongue sirnply because he wanted to, and thought that the whole 

operation would have meant more to him had it hurt more. He notecl that it hurt a bit, but had 

he not used the anesthetic he believed it would have meant someaiing very different to him. This 

idea that personal meaning and painful body modifications are linked will be exploreci in detail in 

Chapter Five. This saon conceming tongue forking can be paralleleci with the case presented in 

chapter two about the Australian Abongines. While one is a rite of passage and the other simply 

for show, the concept of cutting flesby body parts to make them into two, or to make them 

bigger, corresponds. 

While u t  Mike's apartment to observe a branding, Paul stopped by shortly after it 

had been completed. The two men were having a regular conversation when Paul 

obruptly said "Oh Mike, you should see this. " He took a small pi11 bottle out of his bag 

and tossed i t  over to Mike. Mike looked a t  it with a chuckle, then rernarked, "Oh, you 

mummified it. Lit, do you wunt to see what this is?" Knowing full well that it wus 

something peculiar, 1 asked, "Do 17" Mike tossed the container tu me claiming i t  would be 

educational. I discovered Paul's m ummified ampu tated finger inside. 

Paul amputated his left little finger three years ago and placed it in the freezer 

where it remained the entire tirne. His plan was tu boil the flesh off and to make a 



pendant for a necklace with the bone, or possibly to implant i t  under the skin in his 

chest. He did not wrap the finger in plastic and had lefi i t  in the freezer too long and i t  

developed freezer burn. When the finger was placed in boiling water, it hardened and 

shriveled up, turning brown and blue. He then packed the finger in salt to allow it to 

completely dry. Paul and Mike discussed the finger's potential for rotting and eventually 

decided that the salt should have presewed i t  for Iife. 

Paul's decision to amputate his finger was to function as a healing ritual. As a 

child, his father had molested him. This caused intense mental anguish over the years. 

The amputation was his method of coming to terms with the incest following the many 

years of pain and distress. Paul had learned about body modifications in different 

cultures from National Ceographic and specifically read about amputation in Africa.' 

Afier deciding that the little finger was the least necessary, he was able to put himself in 

a trance. Using a butcher knife, he placed his finger on a brick and chopped his finger 

Following the amputation, Paul took himself to a hospital for medical helg and 

lied to the doctors concerning how he lost his finger. They stitched the end of his finger 

closed and it now has a nice srnooth surface of skin. He was very pleased with the 

smoothness of the stump and let me feel its texture. (See Plate XXXI,  Photos 8-C and 8-H) 

Paul still keeps the remains of his finger in the pi11 bottle. He also keeps a clear 

plastic box labeled "Lefiovers". In i t  he keeps al1 of the scabs he peeled from the many 

brands he has received, souvenirs of the healing process. (See Plate XXIII, Photo 5-L) 

The pain, and the fact that he performed the amputation himself, were key issues to 

Paul. The pain was a necessary element in the ritual. Pain is a cornmon feature in ritual rites of 

passage as explained in the crossniltural -on of this thesis through the examples of the Nuer 

and the Australian Aborigines The concept of pain king used to create a mernorable event, 

ensuring a valuable lesson will not be forgotten will be elaborated on in Chapter Five. Paul used 

pain to mate  an unforgettable ritual to ease his mental anguish. The stubkd finger a& as a 
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Finger Amputation 

Right: 
Photo 84: 
Mumrnified portion of  the 
amputated finger, demonstrated 
in the hand of which it was 
amputated. 

Below: 
Photo 8-H: Top view of amputation. 

Plate XXXI 



constant reminder of his strength to endure. By doing the amputation himself, Paul understaod 

that he was taking control of his own life and body. 

After attmding a convention in Toronto for extreme body modifies, Paul met some other 

deliberate amputees. There was an dder man, Arthur, who, during the 1970rs, removed part of 

his am, as well as others who had amputated fingen. Paul took several photographs of he and 

Arthur, both displaying their stumps proudly. He was very impressed that Arthur had amputated 

his own arm at a time well in advance of the recent populanty of body modification. Due to these 

facts, Paul held a deep respect far him. 

Ilmhmm 
Implanting is the insertion of an object beneath the skin to produce an altered effect on 

the surface texture or shape. It can range from breast implants made of saline filled balloons, to 

small paris, bars, or any shaped design made of tefion, titanium, implant grade stainless steel, 

or nylon placed beneath any surface of skin. The materials are received from supply stores, 

which also supply high quality jewelry to piercing studios. The implants come with papes 

œrtifying that they are of implant grade. 

Small pari  implants have traditionally k e n  a part of the Yakuza, the Japanese Mafia. 

Often lower members in the Mafia will take the blame for a superior's aime and spend time in 

jail. The inmate will have one pearl implanteci under the skin of the penis for each year spent in 

prison. He would sharpen a chopstick and make a small incision in the skin of the shaft of his 

penis and insert the pearl. Each pearl laoked like a large wart when healed. The pearls are 

approximately lii inch in diameter (Vale and Juno 1989). The pearl was a status symbol, but also 

provided extra sexual pleasure. Several inforrnants have relayed this as a history about pearl 

implants. Implanting was also practiced among the Maya of Central America. They implanted 

pieces of bone or *ne into the penis to enhance sexual pleasure. Pieces of bone and stone were 

also implanted beneath scarifications to make the scar larger and more obvious (McNab 1999). 

My prinaple informant, Mike relayed the story of acquiring and then losing his implants: 



IMPLANTATION 

Right: 
Photo 8-6: Chest implants. 

Le_F: 
Photo 8-C: Chest implants 
consisting of implant-grade 
teflon bars and balls. 

Plate 



Mike decided to have small pearl implants inserted around the head of his penis. 

He asked a friend who practices surgical procedures underground to do the operation. 

Surgical grade stainless steel was used instead of implant grode because i t  was al/ that 

could be found u t  the time. Anesthetic was used and two rows of pearls were inserted 

around the heod of his penis, 

When the stitches were removed two of the balls fell out. One of the wounds 

created to insert the balls healed over, but the other did not. 80th became infected, but 

the wound thot healed swelled up to the size of a ping-pong ball, the other side remained 

open and weeping. The wound that influted rattled with the pearls inside, which he 

thought was hilarious, labeling his penis "a rattle Snake". 

His friend inserted a syringe to drain the swollen ball of puss and a sickly brown 

fluid came out. The y removed the pearls as the infection was a definite sign of rejection 

and that his body would never accept them. After visiting a doctor for another reason, 

Mike decided to show him his weeping and swelled up penis and was prescribed an 

antibiotic. He plans to try the procedure again, but will do it grodually, one row ut a 

tirne, instead of al1 in one attempt. He will also the proper materials. 

Paul and Ken also have the pearl implants in their penises; thein have healed 

successfully. (See Plate XXX, Photo 8-E) They both also have other implants. Paul had some 

implant grade nylon bars implanted in his hand and forearm. (See Plate XXD(, Photo 8-A) They 

follow in line with aie bones in his arm and hand. The implant in his forearm was aquired 

because when a child, he pen'odically slashed his a m  due to the molestation. When he stopped 

slashing he used the implant to signify that he would never self mutilate again. He would modify 

in aesthetic and nondestructive ways. He also has four smaller bars implanted over the tendons 

in his hand. He originally had them implanted in his right bicep to mirror the brands in his other 

am. A series of eight bars were inserted, but they migrated up his a m  because of musde 

movement. He had them removed and inserted into his hand where they remain. 



Right: 
Photo 8-D: Full-frontal 
view o f  chest implants. 

Lefi: 
Photo 8-E: 
Penis implants consisting 
implant-grade steel pearls 

of three 

Right: 
Photo 8-F: 
Nine teflon 
bal I s 
i mplanted 
over the 
clavical . 

Plate XXX 



At the convention in Toronto, Paul had two large bars implantecl wer his pectorals and 

three small balls directly underneath them. (See Plate XXIX, Photos 8-B,8-C, and Pîate XXX, 

Photo 8-D) They are half cyiinders and half balls, so that they rest niœly on his chest but bulge 

out. The surgery was perfonned by a body modification practitioner who has specialized in 

implants. He anesthetized the area. Paul wanted six balls inserted, but was impossible because 

he had too little body fa t  The probe mates a tunnel for the implant to travel below the surface 

of the skin and needs a layer of fat to lubncate. 

Even though the area was anesthetized, Paul reporteci that it still felt vety strange. He 

mimicked it by putting his hand inside his shirt and moving it around. The drive back to Montreal 

was horrible because the implanted area was swdlen and happened to be where the seat belt 

rubs awss the diest. He padded the area with t-shirts, but it was still painful. Ken had his 

implants done at the convention as well by the same man. His were put in over his davicles and 

he had the same seat belt problem as Paul. 

Paul received the bar and peml implants in his chest at the convention simply because he 

wanted them. His original plan was to implant his amputated finger bone into his chest over his 

heart but because his finger was preserved intact, it was impossible. His intention was ta relate it 

to his childhood trauma of sexual abuse signifying "never again". His next impfanting project wilf 

consist of a series of balls down the middle of his chest resembling a spine. The penis implants 

were done for purely sexual reasons. 

As with scarification, implanting tends to be performed underground. Finding someone 

who practices it and is proficient in implanting is usually done through referral in the body 

modification cornmunity. Implanting, aiough, has become fairly common arnong extreme body 

modifies, but are not yet a part of mainstream, or popular culture. There is a potential for 

implants to becorne popular because, as with body piemhg, they can be removed eventually 

without excessive trauma or expense. The pr ie  of acquiring them though, may be a deterrent. 



When a practitioner can be found who will competently place the implants, the price usually 

starts at approximately $200. 

The ethnographic chapter of the thesis has placed a great deal of emphasis on process. 

The processes of becoming tattooed, pierced, scarified, and amputated were highlighted. The 

process of becoming modified is very important to extreme modifiers, especially self-modifiers. 

Often, the proce#es are assumed, the final product being the anticipated prize and subject for 

discusdon. The emphasis on pmcess in this thesis has been to praride a full picture of body 

modification because it is an intrinsic aspect. I n  order to receive the completed and healed 

modification, the person must go through certain dons, often lengthy and painstaking. While 

many people simply tolerate the process and state that if it was not painful or time consuming, 

everyone would be modified. Others use the process to their own personal and emotional 

advantage, as a ritual, the final product acting as a symbol of the process and experience. While 

the process has been shown to be as soda1 as it is utilitarian, the following section will provide 

more details concerning the soda1 aspects of body modification. The wcial realities concerning 

public perceptions, modifiers perceptions of each other, and the political action behtveen them 

will be discussed. 

in Bodv Modifi-on: P e m o n s  and Politim 

While tattooing and piercing have become a part of mainstream culture, there are still 

questions surrounding its acceptability and its perception in society. Often, people wearing the 

most common type of modifications are forced to remove jewelry and cover tattoos at their place 

of employment. While most body modifiers feel there is a prejudice against those with body 

markings, few had stories to share. My main proof that there is a lack of understanding of those 

who become modified rests in the frequent reactions of unmarked individuals to this research. 

Opinions are usually offered on tattooing and body piercing, most of which are negative. A 

common question asked by unmarked individuals is: "Why would anyone want to do a t t o  their 



body?" This question holds an underlying assumphjon that al1 people should fel the sarne about 

their body; because they do not want to perrnanently mark their body, no one else should either. 

This research experience provided contact with a wide array of people, heavily modified, 

moderately modified, and ampletely unmodified. When this research began, many friends, 

peen, and acquaintances expressed great concern for safety issues during fieldwork, after first 

quesüoning what the appeal was in lhis bpic. One woman commented that 1 should "try to look 

and a a  tough" after bumping into her white going to a tattoo shop to introduce myself. It 

became apparent that those who expressed fear and gave warnings had nwer been inside a 

ta- or piercing studio. They were reacting to the stereotypes that are perpetuated in Our 

society of the type of person who becornes tattooed and works in a tattoo shop. Stemtypes are 

generalizations based on a group of people with the same interests, ethnicity, religion, political 

views, or any commonality. The generalizations are used to describe a person or a group of 

people. Stemtypes are slow to change and perceive the group as homogenous, diversity among 

the stereotvped group is not recognized (Cunningham and Lab 1991, Bourhis et al 1997). While 

the stemtypes of tattooed and pierced people are dranging, many people süll think that those 

who alter their bodies are rnorally bad people, linking them to the historically documenteâ fact 

that tattooing used to be only practiced by uiminals, sailors, and proSatutes (DeMello 1995a, 

2000, Govenar 2000, Sanders 1988.) The stemtypes are perpetuated through meclia depiction's 

of ta- individuals, through historical ideas, and through those who Wear tattoos who 

conespond to the stemtype. 

The people who were farniliar with tattooing and piercing reacted to this research in a 

different way. They would inquire about the names of shops research was k i n g  conducted in 

and which artists were k i n g  intewiewed. After naming a shop, they would frequently offer 

advice on which place to try because the artist they know is "the best" and the other shop 

mentioned is "the worst". Upon further discussion, it was discovered that they had never been 

inside or met the tattooist in "the worst" shop and were quoting "reliable sources." Tattooists and 



tattooed people were constantly giving warnings concerning certain shops in the city that should 

be avoided. Due to the nature of anthropological fieldwork, these shops were called and 

interviews were scheduled. Through these interviews and observations, these shops proved to be 

just like the others. An interesüng dynamic between ta- and pierdng studios was discovered 

through this exercise. Due to the lack of adverüsing, word of mouth, sterilization politics, and 

blatant slander helps to funnel dients to certain shops. Sorne shops are douded by a bad 

reputation because rumors are spread by anoaier shop. However, even shops that receive a bad 

reputation in this way, stay in business. As Marcel, explained it, "every shop hos their fans and 

their enemies no matter how good or bad aiey are." (Marcet, interviewed on August 11,2000) 

Mudi of the body modification industry is centered on this type of politics. 

Tatboing and body Pierdyl Sbidios 

The public perceptions sumunding body modification tend to differ according to the type 

of modification and the degree to which it varies from the rnainstream. The social aspects dimr 

according to the type of modification as well. With tattooing and body pieiu'ng, they involve 

bickering, in-fighting and spreading rumors, similar aspects that are involved with running a 

business and trying to make money. The social aspects conceming extrerne modification will be 

discussed in the next section. 

All tattooists and piercers agreed that there are many differences between tattoo and 

piercing shops. Some show nothing but respect far their campetition, but speak of quality in the 

art, which is linked ta each particular shop in a gradesale. For exarnple, tattoo shops that copy 

flash from the walls ont0 people's skin are negatively perceived by those working in custom 

shops and called "suatchers". Those who mate  their own designs or rnodify flash for a personal 

touch are respecteci as artists by those employed in both custom and flash shopsg. Rachael, a 

tattooist at a flash centered shop, dedared that she would not work in that shop for a long tirne 

because she wanted to be in one that only provided custom tattoos. Rachael believes that there 

is little respect in wearing a tattoo that is unoriginal, nor to be the tatboist who put it there. This 



is because a thousand other people can choose the same flash design. She, as wdl as other 

astom tatfmists, felt strongly that ta#oos should be unique. 

Body pierres are judged on whether they are a tattooist who pie- or a specialized 

piercer as well as whether or not they work in a combination tatboo shop or an exdusive piercing 

studio. The piercefs reputation in a combination shop usually rests on the reputation of the shop 

as a whole. The tattoo area is usually dominant, more people enter the shop to be tattooed and 

mare tamis& are employed. I f  the tattoo area has a good reputation, then the piercing area 

does as well. Only one of the ambination shops has a piercing sedion that is larger than the 

tattoo section. (See Page 35 - Table 1, Shop A) 

The distinction between tattooisb remains between those who create their own designs 

and those wtio copy flash, as well as those who are good and bad artists, but it is not exactiy 

that simple. An emphasis is afso placed on the attitude of the tattooist. One tattcmist, John, 

spoke of another who had begun to show a bad attitude in the past few years. He was k ing  il1 

tempered with custorners and patronking with other tattooists. He was thought to be becoming 

too self-important. He also refused to make small talk with clients. If a client was talkative while 

becoming tattooed he would stop and ask them if they wanted to be tattooed or to go and see a 

psychiatrist. This attitude is negatively perceived because tatîooing is k i n g  recognized not only 

as a -al event, but as an important one for the client. Because tattoos are recognized as 

having rneaning, the process is labeled as important as well. 



Most tattooists and piercers spoke of the caliber of artists and quality of work, only one 

person addressed the issue of cutthroat competition head on: 

The tattooists and piercers rarely spoke of the relations between shops, but always 

inquired of the other shops in which research was k i n g  carried out. Their reactions usually 

consisted of eye rolling and the occasional derogatory comment about that place or a person who 

worked there. They were fairly cautious in their comments about these shops as they were aware 

that they were k i n g  consulted for this research as well. Cusbrners were less drcumpect with 

their comments concerning other shops, perhaps because they had l e s  to lose by gossiping. 

Clients relied on word of mouth and rumors to make their choie in which shop to have their 

work done. They would frequently relay these cornments conceming certain shops, and had 

rarely been inside those they were putting down. Word of mouth and the opinion of friends is 

highly valued. 

Where peopk reœive their tattoo or piercing depends on areas they are familiar within 

the city and if their friends are tattooed or pierced. Usually people will go to the same place as 

their friends, as loyalty to certain shops is exceptional, although this loyalty is stronger towards 

tattooists than towards piercers. This is probably due to the higher degree of artistry involved in 

tattoaing. Before becoming tattooed, people usually ask their tattooed friends where they had 

theirs done. The shop where their tattoo was received, asurming they are happy the work, will 

be praised and recommended, and al1 other shops will be disparaged. It is an interesthg 

phenomenon that was witnessed repeatedly. The fact that there are many tattoo and piercing 

studios throughout the uty of Montreal, with campetent and talented artislr, is rarefy recognized. 
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An interesüng example of the slanderous type of competition that occurs arnong tattao 

and piercing studios involves a negative artide that was written about one of them. A tattooist 

refused someone with HN, beliwïng it was his human right to refuse to expose himself to a 

deadly disease. While the dient had a right to go to the media, the article written was one-sided. 

The tatboist and the shop that tefusecl him were both named, but the shop that did tattao the 

person with H N  was not named (Bumett 2000). This is an excellent example of the type of 

campetition and politio that occurs within the body modification industry. Others are constandy 

trying to mark their competition as incompetent. 

Extreme Body Modification 

The politia sumunding extreme forms of modification are centered on acceptability in 

society and there is l i i e  professional jealousy and bickering. Extreme forms of body modification 

are pract id undergmund meaning they are not practiœd professionally for the general public. 

Those who h o m e  modified in extreme ways tend to be of a dosed social circle. Due to the 

referral method of searching for a practitioner, they often know each other. 

People usually decide to receive an extreme modification because they feel tattooing or 

pierdng has becorne too mainstream and they do not want to be like evetyone else. There are 

some people who are doing extreme modification because they think it is "cool" and others who 

associate themselves with the modem primitives, a group originating h m  San Francisco who 

have k e n  exploring cross-cultural material for body altering ideas and appropriating them. The 

search for meaning in a meaningless Western world through the exploration of their tribal roots is 

the subject of discussion for modern primitives. Those who becorne a part of mis group, though, 

are generally not taken seriously or accepted by Society. 

The major issue sumunding extreme modification is that people find it strange and 

assume that those becoming cut, scarred, and implanted have mental problems, labeling it as 

body mutilation. Each of the forms of body modifications have some aspects in common, from 

small tatbos to implants. They are done for any of the six reasans already outlined, but always 



and impartanüy, with the intent to be decoraüve, even the more extrerne forms. People rarely 

praetice body modification in a selfdestructive way; modifications are executed in a social 

environment with help and advice h m  friends. 

Medical literature has studied body modification within the context of mental illness, 

believing it could be the only explanation for Westerners to practfœ such things (Myers 1992, 

F a n  1996). Mental illness, however, is not at issue in mis thesis because it is not the defining 

influence of these practices. It must be noteâ that there is a differenœ between mutilation and 

modification. Mutilation is performed because of psychosis. Extreme body modification is done in 

aesthetic patterns and in a mial environment. It is well planned and well organized; the 

technique thought out in detail beforehand and refined tttrough experimentation. It is not 

performed in a depressecl, irrational or psychotic state. This o n  be seen in the previous 

ethnographic -ans of this thesis. People practiœ extreme body modification for several 

difirent psydiological reasons that are similar to those who acquire mainstream modifications: 

to beautify, to mark events, to inctiiduate, to identify with a group, as a healing ceremony, or a 

sexual enhancement. Individuals tend to link with other extreme modifiers, rarely altering their 

bodies in private and keeping the modifications to themsehres. Body modification is perforrned in 

a social environment with soda1 msequences of which they are aware. The convention in 

Toronto mentioned in the ethnographic section is just one example of this. 

I n  ammpts to be understood and accepted by sodety, extreme body modifiers compare 

plastic surgery to tongue forking, ear stretching, and implants. They complain of society 

condoning plastic surgery, but not accepting their form of body modification. Extreme body 

modifiers think that plastic surgery produces dones, people that look alike, having the same 

beauty ideals and standards. They believe that sou'ety thinks those who do not look like the nom 

are mentally unbalanceci. Some body modifiers, howwer, play the role of the demented person 

through performance shows in which they act scary, mrallowing swards, lying on beds of nails, 

and perfoming bal1 dances". Marcel, an extreme body modifier, infomied me that due to the 



popular perceptions of body modifiers, it makes him want to notdo the things that are expec&d 

of hirn like have a criminal record and have a drug problem. 

According to Armando Favazza (1996), cutting or buming for psychotic reasons and 

euttirtg for deûorative m n s  have k e n  defined as similar in the medical fiterature, in fact there 

is lime distinction made between the Wo. For some, it is easier to place them together labeling 

them as deviant then to to understand why anyone would want to mate so much pain simply 

to decorate their bodies, purposefully exduding themsehes from sodety. During research, many 

non modifies have asked about the mental state of those informants who practice extreme 

modification. Some may indeed be perfonning these decorative modifications to help overcome 

mental anguish and even because of nardsistic or exhibitionisbic tendencies. There is, however, 

a difference, sodally and mentally, between an isolatecl persan in a depresseci state slashing their 

a m  with a razor blade and a person with an audience present, c a ~ n g  a styiized fish into the 

si& of their kg  after a relationship ended. One is highly organized and sodaliy gratifying and the 

other is not The stylized fish was a personal marking for healing with the acceptance and 

guidance of fnends and the personal sanctioning through the use of cross-cultural material. 

Deutschmann (1994: 35) defines deviance as k i n g  %est identified as a process in which 

a stigrnatizing label is placeci on people by others who daim they are just enforcing social rules." 

What if people are deliberately using synibols defined as deviant in order to distinguish and 

separate themselves from mainstream soa'ety? This type of self-marking and self-identifying 

could be defined as a method of political resistance. Through the permanence of body 

modification, modifiers are commenting on the status quo, specifically on society's definition of 

an appropriate and acceptable body. Modifiers are taking control of their bodies. They are 

creating their own image of what is acceptable and normal, finding freedom from the Western 

concept of body, which is perceived as an impossible ideal. While this is often interpreted as 

deviance, through using Julian Tanner's (1992) mode1 of Canadian youth culture, it is not. He 

defines Canadian youth culture as remarkably non-dwiant. He states that dwiance among 



Canadian ya im exists with aspirations of a conventional life. Research supports this statement.ll 

Ken owns a repufable and upscale body piercing studio, Paul holds a full-time job as a cornputer 

technidan, Mike is an honofs student in university, and J&e is employed as a make-up artist. 

Each of these people who have marked themselves as deviant are acting as funetional members 

of society. Deviant youth culture is typified through rejection and failure in school, unemployment 

and dead-end jobs (Tanner 1992). While these individuals are partaking in an activity, labeled as 

deviant by some, they do not fit Tannefs mode1 of deviance. 

Extreme body modifiers are searching for status and prestige within saa'ety as well as 

within the body modification community. This has been shown through their pamcipation in 

television interviews and through public body modification performances. Society values 

difierence and originality. Ta be "cool" is to be different, and giws one status, makes them 

known and mernorable. At  present, extreme modifiers are labeled as deviant, but because of 

their participation in sodety, they could also be labeled as "cutb'ng edge" originals and aeative 

artists. Deutschmann (1994) and Tanner (1992) both label this type of deviance as a "Bohemian 

Tradition," which are individuals living on the edge of the artistic community. They tend to be 

both workingdass and middledass people who choose their particular lifestyle, and who 

embrace extreme political views, in this case, extreme views on the body. Onginality in the type 

of modification and the design are important soda1 issues conœrning prestige between body 

modifiers. For example, Paul, noted in the branding, implanting, and amputation sections, 

remarked that he was unable to receive a certain implanted design that he really wanted because 

he knew someone with the identical design and did not want to be perceived as copying him. 

Having original ideas is very important as is becoming accepted by other extreme modifiers. Mike 

almost did not receive an invitation to the convention because he was not considered extrerne 

enough, despite the fact ihat he forked his own tongue, has over 20 brands and is also a 

brander. Eeing considered extreme is to have made modification a way of Iife by acquiring visible 

permanent alterations which have social implications. Those who can hide their modifications are 



perceived as voyeurs. For some in the body modification xene, it is as important to be rejected 

by mainsbeam society as it is tb be accepted by other modifiers, yet, many of these modifiers are 

funcüoning normally within sacÏety, holding jobs and attending school. lhey simply stand out as 

diffemt and becorne a deviant curiosity where they worlc and attend school. 

There is not a great deal of competition among the extrerne fonns of body modification, 

in a business sense. The competition usually rests between individual body modifiers and 

pracb'tioners because there is yet to be shops established selling scarification, implanting, and 

amputation services. As previously mentioned, the modifications are practiced by individuals on a 

reference basis, underground. However, there have been nimors spread by busineses that 

another shop is practidng certain extreme modifications. There has also been evidence of a 

minor rivalry between Mike, the brander in Montreal and one in Toronto. Mike had nothing nice 

to say about any other brander he had met, seen on television, or read about. Only he knew the 

proper way to produce an enective scar through branding. 

Paul spoke about a problem he faced due to his brands and his implants. His supeMsor 

at work inforrned him that they were phau'ng out his position. A new one at higher pay was 

opening up, which he was considered to be well qualified for, but because he had a bad image, 

he will likely not be recommended to assume the position. 

"a /s -, sndmfs 04 Ihavro Oum andifsrnt "- Pau/frhten/iedm 
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Paul complained that when people speak to him they do not look in his face. He can see 

them looking at the scars on his arrns. Tattooed individuals likely have the same problem, much 

staring was witnessed by strangers when walking down the Street with heavily tattooed people, 

their eyes concentrating on the inked body part. 

The lack of understanding towards altered bodies can be somewhat paradoxical. In a 

sense, body modifiers want to be accepted for who they are, what they do, and how they look, 

yet they relish their marginal status, their ability to stand out in a crowd, and to make heads tum 



and wonder about them. As body modification becomes mainstream, body modifiers must push 

further to maintain their marginal place in Society. 

This &on conœming the social realities of body modification has helped to show that 

there is more to the body modifications than just the visual aspect, there is an industty 

surrounding it which has becofne a way of Me for many. This industry is mu& like others in that 

there are daiiy realities that must be faceù, like cornpetition with othen and the public's 

perception of the business and of body modifien in general. Body modification becornes multi- 

faceteci as an identity, a fashion, and a business. 

The analyticai section that comprises the next chapter combines each specific 

modification, which have k e n  separated in this ctiapter, into theories that encompass each. The 

focus is on the use of body modification in a search for identity. Different theories conceming 

identity are explored, such as the necessity of individuality and group membership and how body 

modification produces a sense of both. The prevalent discourse conceming body modifiaon is 

that of the modem primitives. While t k re  are not many in Montreal who are aware of the 

modem primiüvist ideology under this name, there is an overwhelming interest in "The Primitive". 

The notion of the primitive and the use of the body in ritual, which people in Montreal are aware 

of and using, is basically identical to the modem primitive ideology, but is not labeled as modem 

primitive. The following chapter explores the use of pain, m a l  and spirituality. It describes aie 

modem primitive ideology in more detail and shows how it applies to the Montreal data using 

concepts such as cultural appropriation and collection. Finally, mainstream body modification is 

explored in the last theoretical sedon with regards to consumption and popular culture. 



Ideriüty is a sense of self-hood and a distinethreness that people mstantly negotiate and 

renegabbbe thmughout their Iives. It is linked with kinship, age, ethnkity, gender, religion, 

personality and group association. Identity is never fixed. It changes over tirne, but also in the 

moment, depenâing on emotbn, or the people with whom the indMdual is âsçodating. fhere are 

sorne aspects of a person's identity that cannot be altered, such as age or ethnfcity, but they can 

be rnaskeâ. Ewn gender has become malleable and one's sex can be changed. As Calhoun 

(1995: 223) has notecl "identities are ofben personal and poiitkal pro- in whlch we participate, 

empowered to greater or lesser extents by resouroes of experknœ and ability, culture and social 

organization." 

The body is mcognized as a natural symW of socky in the soda1 sdences (Synnott 

1993). The body has an increaslng focw of s e F m  because it appears to provide a 

hndation to cmsbuct a reliable sense of seAf (Shilling 1993). The body's reliable sense of self 

ames from its materiality and the definithrems of ownership. The body, a d  any alterations to 

it, cannot be taken away from its owner ex- in death. ûoây modifiers M d  this bask 

underîying beiief that W r  body is their own to do with as they pfease and w permanent 

alberabions to etch icknüty on the body8 or bo heîp creabe one through the use of ritual. Those 

who becorne modified often daim pride in mir body, inoreased self-esteem, and a greater sense 

of self-hood. 

How people negotiate their identity through body modification is the subject of this 

chapter, the theoretical sedon of this thesis. Aaording to Chris Shilling (1993), the maintenance 

and alterations of our bodies has an impact on feelings of seFworth and eidentity. This was 

confirmed through research as statements were made such as "1 feei more like myself" or "1 feel 

beüw about who 1 am and want to show my tattoos." Through adomment, a person can create 

a sense of self and a soda1 identity, using syrnbols that are interpreted by others. With the use of 



" 7 7 r i e ~ a f ~ p ' ~ / ~ b / y d l d ~ y w ~ m ~ ~  l i k e & . m j h s & m m & ;  
~ d t s a w b k r l ,  ~ /MQg/ i / t r ientdWf  aam&/lldbkclham AWt& 
e n )  A$ Cfiie mmhaXm. "(Foucault 1977: 170) 

Reeeritly in the West, advances in tedinoiogy and new bo6y ideologies have made R 

increasingly possible fw people to alter their bodies. In the k t  two decades, the body has k e n  

vieweâ as a pmject, an unfinished entity that should be worked on and accomplished as a part of 

an Iridividwl's self-idenm. A person's *et shape, appearanœ and even amtents can be 

reconsbuebed and aibered to f it ttieir M o n  of self. The boundaries of the body have k e n  revked 

and the ouber layer of the body has becorne permeable (Giddens 1991). Chris Shilling (1993) 

states that the body as a projeet meam that the IndMdual is consdous of and cmœmeâ wfth 

the management, mainbenance, and appearance of their body. This recognizes that the body 

g h s  d messages of one's ~e~idenoity (Cock 1993). Bodies beame matleable enütks, whkh 

can be shaped and honed by thdr owners. People in the West have not only become inaeasingly 

aware and amœmed with their bodies but also have the knowîedge and technical ability to 

substantially alter them (Shilling 1993). 

"Investlng ln& body provides people with a means of seîf-expredon and a way of 

pobentialiy feeling good and increasing conW they have over theit bodies" (Shilling 1993:7). 

Whlle eseardi has showed that the body is bdng altered in new and intriguing ways8 

Christian Messe (1999) has argued that the body and identity has not tumed into an option for 

al1 subjeas in al1 situations and al1 con- as Glâdens and Shilling have suggesW. Racism 

forees idenWies on peopfe that cannot be changed or antrolled. However, the body as a project 

does net mean that everyone has the willingness or ability to transfonn their bodies in radical 

ways, but it does assume that people are aware of the possibilities. There are rnany factors 

besiâes ethnidty that force identities on people as well as prohiblt them h m  altering and 
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amtrolling their bodies. Cks, age, gender, religion, knowledqe, eaMomk constraints, irufividual 

-, and culture al1 become relevant Qeople are able to use these limitations in new ways 

due to the malitabloris of the body's plasüdty. 

Field researeh discoweâ that body modification is being piacüœd mosüy amorig white 

rniddle dass people. While most of the population are indeed aware of the possibilities 

cxrncerning some forms of body alterations such as plasbk surgery, tattooing, and body pierdng, 

other forms are less annrnonly known, such as scarification or tongue fwking. Once people who 

are interesbed in beooming modified in these ways are found, the main limitations bo individuai's 

use of body modification indude economic amstraints and f i n  coior. Tattoo ink does not show 

through very dark skin. While black tatbo ink may work for #wne dadcer skin tanes, d o r s  tenâ 

to not show through. Therefore, a penon with very dark skin does not have the option of 

becoming tatbooed. Scarification, howwer is more -1 on darker tiocied people; dark skin 

keloids easier and bigger than Iighter toned Mn. A perçon with any skin tone can receive 

implants, but the at  $200, is very high, limiting those on a fixed imm. 

The ethnographk secüm of this thesis has shown that in Montreal, this idea that the 

body can be altered to fit one's notion of idenüty and self is present arnong body modifiers. The 

ideas were witnessed among many of the tatbooed people i n te ru id ,  Mike's tongue forking 

operablon, and through Paul's finger amputation. People have always been commeci with 

decomting and insaibing their identities on their bodies (Shilling 1993, Groning 1997). Body 

marks in non-industrial sodeties, however, are permanent, collective and obligatary. They are a 

part of a shared culture of collective identity and the signifiame of a tatboo can be read 

unarnbigwusly. In  contemporary Western sodety, the taüm is not confined, but extends awss 

the soda1 scale. Tatboos are increasingly used for aesthetk enhancement and do not indicate or 

define gender, social status or Me stage; they becorne optional (Turner 1999). In  non-industrial 

sodebies, marks are inxxibed for group idenbity and the body is marW with traditional signs in 



ritwlized seta'ngs. 6y awitrast, the body in modemity k more frequently treateû as an indMdwl 

expsion of identity (Shilling 1993). 

While this sense of indMdualism may seem to be the case in Western SOdetyI and it is 

wha people are saying they are experiencing, on the whdef this rnay not ôe exacüy what is 

happening. The conaptr of controi, choiœ, and indMdualiCy aweming bodies will k exploteâ 

due to the hegemony inherent in t h s e  ideas. People feel that they have conaol ovet tneir 

bodies; the choiœ is limitiess and they can mark their boây however they please. But, as Susan 

Bado (1997) has argued, when dealing with issues of fne mI there are hegemonk 

pmœsses that need to be amsiderd which limit the possibiltty of autonomws dedslocis. The 

hegemoriic pmœsses make people believe they are making fVee choûesI but there an limbtbns 

In the choices avaikibk, far example: langwge, religion, morafity, ethnidty, cultural perœptimsI 

and regulaüans. There is also an ideoiogy behind the choices that shapes )Kmr they are used. 

0-t ideas ax~oeming the ideal body shift in time and greatty influence how peopk maintain 

thdr body. The body is not only a text of culture, but also a direct point of social controî. Bodies 

expdenœ forces and energies and become accustomed to extiemal regulaüon, subjecbion, 

transfwmatlon, and improvement, thmugh rormalidnq disdplines of diet, make up, and dress 

(Bor& 1989). m i n g  to Michel Foucault (1977). the power of the norm is used b discipline 

and contrd. The n m  is used like surveillance, wMdi is a great instrument of power, with aie 

- ability bo define the eccentric body baseci on the m. In short, various meZhods of social contrd 

whkh produce different body effects are denied and free choiœ is assumed. 

Individualism is a sbong influence to becorne marked, Many participants in this researdi 

di- expressed that difference is of value and was their reasons for beaming modifed. 

HoweverI as more people becorne marked, collectMty and communal rites are ueabed, which are 

percehred as absent in Western culture (Messe 1999). Each person who becomes tatbooed or 

pieroed also becomes attached to a group: a community of body modifiers and in extrerne cases, 

the modem primitives. While these groups are not homogenous, each rnember is not entirely 



unique eitherf many cmmonalities run betwieen them. Mike, for exampie, thought that Hlhen he 

forked hts m u e  ttiat he was king unique. H0wever8 when he subrnitted the photographs to a 

Hlebsibe fw publication he dixovered a f M y  iarge caiegory of forked tongued individuak. 

In the West we have an ideal of indiviâwlity, but we tend 00 think tha each inâividual is 

much more unique than they adually are (Hewiü 1997, Bordo 1997). In a sense, people are both 

individual and group me mûe^. In  a çodety that is deeply concemed with individwlity, the fact 

that ou choices are limàed and baind by culture is dten dlfficult to acoept This contradiction of 

uniqueness a d  group membership can be seen through bUdy modifbüon conventions where 

irdividuals seareh for likeminded individuals who are doing the same things ... only difkrently. 

They may al1 be receiving implants, but each implant is in a different place or is a di- shape. 

Each impîanted pemn is phooographed at the mvenüon individually, but grouped togeth as 

irnplanbed people. C o b W m s s  and indMdwiity both are assumecl. 

Culture rot oniy communkates our identities tu others, it also oreabes and manages 

those ideritities. Dress and adomrnent is one medium that shapes and communkates personal 

and social identity, it is a b  linked tD soda1 valm. Particular grwps within sodety tend to adopt 

appmxhs bo the body which oomspond bo their social kmüon (Shilling 1993, Lodc 1993, T. 

Turner 1993). Appropriateiress in dress and adornment is important for self-expression and group 

affiliaaori. People need to look "right" to confwm to the groups tri whkh they belong or se& 

membership (Cunningham and Lab 1991). Body pereepoori is a significant part in the formation 

of identity. Wheri g m p  rnembership is vital to ideritityf R is marked in sme way, usualiy on the 

body- 

Individwlity aiid Gender 

The modifiecl femafe body is different h m  the modifiecl male body due to cultural 

perœpüon. "A woman's appearance is always judged as important and in some way 

m b l v e  of who she i f  (Brush 1998:38). While men with large amounts of body art may 

be marginalüed because of a percepüon of aggresshleness and devianœ; fernales have the 



added stigrnabizatkn of gdng against their gender roies. A modified femak body is 

dange!rws, hardened and often unferninine. Heavily tatboed womeri désaibed themse(ws as 

taking charge of their bodies. The word ernpowerment is ofkm used in benns of identky 

fbmatbn, spirituaiKy and ovemming advedly (ûeMlo 199Sb). Roôert Murphy (1987) argued 

that because wunen are expecbed ta maintain W r  bodies b pe&cUm, to becorne heaviiy 

tatbooed is a rejec2hm of these iûeals. Heaviîy tatbooed womeci are perceived as openly mcking 

oonventional notions of masculinity and femirrinity. A tattooed woman rnay feel empowered 

when she becoms a specbde because stie chose bo beoome marked. However, fernale tatbodng 

w l d  amtribute to further objedifcation because those with ex&nsbe tatboos cannot help but 

be the object of a voyeuristic gaze. m i l e  it rejects out notions of beauty, penl;edion, and 

fhininity, the female body is süll on display (DeMello 199Sb). lhe male tatbooed body is also 

subject to the voyeurktic gaze but A is mwh less sexualizeû than the female body. 

Men commonly sec the tatnoo as a puMk symbol bo communkate social identity. Sanders 

(1991) and DéMello (1995b) state that women are saki bo be more oorioemed wfth the perceiveû 

unoonvientionality and possible stigmatization c a d  by the tatboo. -, many süll put their 

~~UDOS in "fernale" spots like the ankle, breast, or lotver k J c ,  and chose delkate "ferninine" 

deslgns so their femininity or heberosexuality is net at risk of being chaliengeô. Rather than king 

a public dedaratiorr of the self, it is a private deaKation fbr personal enjoyrnent and prîvate 

appredation because the tatbo is hidden frwn pubik view. Women tend to place their taüoos in 

more pfivate areas, which would in turn make their tatboo d i m  at or meaningful to intimate 

fiieds. I n  the professional world, fiemales and males alike rnay be concerneci with other 

professionals finding out a m  m i r  body art, therefore place it in private areas. In one of James 

Myeci' intewkws (1992), a fernale informant sûessed the importance of her pierdngs remining 

a secret, because she would lose her job if thqr were discovered. 



TiLbodng as Cou-r-Hegeniony 

Tattoolng was at one time coddered wnter-hegemorik as it challenged dominant 

notions about the boây and how it should be used. While there sbill k a oounter-hegemmk 

discourse in body adomment fw çome, the cunent popubr discourse has prornoted it, making 

body modificaion irureaslngly sa& and sane (ûe Mello 1999, Lsridn 1993). Hisbdcal American 

tattaoing and mng can be seen as counter-hegermwiy because the people who peifwnied R 

were on the margin of sadety maûing a statemnt about rnainsûeam sodety. 6iker ta- are 

the prime exarnpk of a is  because traditionally W r  imdgery was anthoâal, commenthg against 

sdety.  The Mkers themsehres were Outlaws. The tradition has been primarily with working dass 

men, and while R has becorne a middle dass and of&en fwninine tradition, worl<ing dass men and 

Mkers are still being tatboed and still using imageiy ttiat comments on sodety. This idea of 

gdng against the rnairrsbeam is still pre~lent in some forms of adomment. These political and 

personal stabements can ôe made thrwgh the amount of tatboos and the cholce of design. This is 

true boday even ttiough taüooing has become a mainstream pracüœ. The more extreme forms 

like heavy tatbodng, heavy piercing, branding and scaning become pditkal stabementr and the 

less extreme and m m o n  fomis such as one small tatboo on bhe shoulder beaune m i o n  

(Myers 1992, De Melb 1995a, 1995b). 

H i l e  body modification appears in rnany varying degm, it has an element of 

nardsskm, which at the same Ume attempts to reject the idea that the gaze of another defines 

the self. The defining gaze and objectificabion of bodies are here to stay. Our daiiy lives are 

saturated with self-absorption and self-constnicblan due to a perceiveci la& of meaning and life 

cyde rituals. People are cwicemed with the d e  that image plays in Wr sucœss, and are being 

ampelled bD consider their M i e s  as a means to recxMstnict their ideal idenüty. Somümeç 

consdously and sometimes mt, the body in modem Westiwn sodety is a means fw personal, 

çodal, and spirihial identity. 



Fieldwork conduded in Montreal proved that there was a spedal interest in what is called 

the primitive not only among the extreme body modifies, but among many tattmist and piercers 

as well. This interest was observeci through the m n y  images displayed in the fattoo and pierdng 

h p s ,  the images people put on their bodies, the reasons they gave, and in conversations with 

body rnodifiers. The primitive was the term used to d-be al1 non-literate, non-industrial 

groups of people, al1 of wtiom were ôelieved to practiœ some form of body modification. The 

primitive was describecl in terms of admiration, but also with a sense of superiority. Admiration 

was mostiy centered on artistic quality and the functionalii of the medium they use to decorate 

their bodies. The sense of superiority was expressed in terms of technology and moclern daily 

life. The primitive was spoken of extenshrely by those whom ritual was important. The tM, 

fdlowing sections will explore this notion of the primitive in terms of ritual, spirituality, and 

cultural appropriation. 

Ritual Rites of Passage, Pain, and Spirituality 

" We anmtkrmw who ne are mWwtsonne~/n'RM/andm~/d/stn#ture b W  
OUI &&am andtuiM5 4u/rdrar' i"- Robert Bellah (Hewitt 1997: 36). 

Throughout history hurnans have performed rituals to aeate order and predictability in a 

wotfd that is very unpredictable. The rite of passage is a ritualized œlebration of life changes. It 

ensures the passage frcm one condition or social state to the next by publidy debrating the 

transition and marking its significance. Ritual is most frequentiy assodateci with magic and 

religion, but it can refer to any culturafly pattemed activity that is taken seriously by those 

involved. A rite of passage separates the individual from the group and publidy decfares the 

individual's entry into the new group and status. There are many adornment rituals related to 

rites of passage, and they tend to have developed into soda1 œlebrations (Schlick and Rowold 

1991). The Nuer scarification desaibed in Chapter 2 is a case in point. 

Rites of passage have aire stages: separation, liminality, and reintegration. To be 

liminal is to be in a state of nothingness, awaiting identity. Marking the body signifies the end of 
134 



the Iiminal stage when the initiate accepts the identity in which the markings confimi 

(Hewitt 1997, V. Turner 1967). 

An important theme that has recuned many times during research is the search for 

meaning in life. Body modifien beliwe that "primitive people" have more rneaning in their lives 

than those in Western culture. Through ritual, meaning is acquired in the primitive's life and a 

body rnarking is usually a permanent result of the ritual. I n  reference to the ritual of Garr among 

the Nuer, sodetal d e s  are dearly defined through that event. Identity has been tinked with 

spirituality and ritwl rites of passage, which is symbolized through the acquisition of permanent 

body rnarking. Many body modifiers believe that Western culture la& shared meaningful rihials 

and cohesive values, and there is no dear passage from childhood to adulthffid They believe 

that we cannot know where we bdong unles we have these rituals that define our role and 

identity in sodety. They rarely recognize a driver's liceme, or high school graduation ceremony 

as a rite of passage. Due to these beliefs, the body has taken on a greater significance. 

Montrealers are using body marking in a search for meaning and as a symbol of their identity. 

The ritual, though, is centereâ on the body rnarking itself. While some may chose to become 

tattooed or p i e d  as a fishion statement, many see it as an identifying mark that not only hdps 

to show others who they are but also helps them to realize their own sense of self. Because they 

feel that there is no support structure, these self-cfeated initiations, and the end result - body 

art, often becornes the goal of the ritual (Shilling 1993, Hewitt 1997, Vale and Juno 1989, 

Mercury 2000). For many young people, body art is a newly disavered rite of passage. 

Not only is the ritual act of body marking important for ils ability to permanently 

transforrn the initiate, it is especially significant because it is embedded in cultural beliefs. 

Community affirmation is very important. Rituals accompanying body marks physically socialize 

the initiate who then receives a new status. The syrnbols also stimulate emotion and a special 

attachment to others who have undergone the same ritual. Affiliation is one of the most 

important functions of the rites of passage. The unknown individual is introduced to the known 



-al group (V. Turner 1967). For the purposes of aniliatim with a desired soda1 gmup, people 

are often willing to surrender their body. When viewed in this way, modification of the body is 

seen as more than a visual badge of admission, but a link to one's social gmup and psyche 

(Myers 1992, Shilling 1993, todc 1993, T. Turner 1993, Newman 1993). field research showed 

this social aspect in body madification as each went was rnarked by social activity. Many people 

were aîways present simply to experience the ment and support the modifies. 

These rite of passages are not instituo'onalized. This diers greatly h m  the examples 

given in the uoss-cultural section of this thesis of the Nuer and the Australian Aborigines, whose 

rites of passages are perfomed on every male in the sodety. As stated in Chapter 2, those who 

refect the ritual suffer great soda1 consequences. They are generally ostracized from society at  

large and not seen as aduk members of the gmup. The rituals perforrned by body modifies in 

Montreal are more or l e s  individual. Meaning is taken from that srnail group's or individual's 

idedogy. The meaning of the ritual and the marklngs do not have wider social meaning, at least 

not the same meaning, yet these rituals are indeed social. 

Markings witmssed in the field were spoken in terms of ritual, and usually spoken of 

after the act of beaming marked, rarely More. The tatboing and piercing events that 1 

witnessed were not specifically ritualistic, but the participants gave their own ritual meaning to 

the went daiming they were marking life events, emotions, or group affiliation. The piercer or 

tattooist usually had no idea that the person was undergoing a ritual: he or she was simply doing 

their job. The ritual is basically the same for each person, but aie meaning that each client takes 

from the experience is different. The sense of ritual experienced by the pattïcipants is intemal, 

experienced in their rninds and the rnarking ack as a syrnbol of that ritual. The participant 

usually had an audience present during their marking in the tattoo and piercïng studios. This was 

also bue for extreme modifications perforrned at home; they were never executed in private. The 

audience is critical to the ritual for their part in acknowledging and validating the event. 



Legitirnacy in the marking is wually important, because of the deviance that is oflm attached to 

tattooing and piercing. 

The parb'dpants of this research presented body modification as a rite of passage. Rie 

importance of pain in the process is evident as pain has long been assodatecl with these rites. 

The Nuer males undergoing the ritual of Garr, while undergoing tremendous trauma, they do not 

show that they are experiencing pain. During field observations in Montreal, many who became 

modified denied that pain was felt. This oceurred during many tattooing sessions, pierangs and 

the brandings. There were a few incidents where pain was expressed. Mike expressed minor pain 

during the tongue cutang and the Dremel scarification and a few people remarked that their 

tattoo or piercing huR. While pain is often denied, it is al- o b n  used during the ritual to mark 

its significance. Pain is commonly referred to as neœssary to accomplish the desired end. By 

using pain to change the body, an aüempt is berng made to recreate and heal the self. The story 

of the person's identity is written on their body. This can be seen as people with multiple tattioos 

use their body art as markers for life events. Body modification can be an attempt to connect and 

heal the mind along with the body (Hewitt 1997, Mercury 2000). 

Pain o n  be used to take control of one's lifk and to control one's emotions. For example, 

Paul's finger amputation used pain to control the mental anguish assodated with his traumatic 

childhood. kcording to Paul, the ritual he performed helped hirn to feel better about himself. 

During ritual rites of passage, pain is used to make the event memorable to ensure that the 

valuable lessons learned thmughout the ritual will be remembered. me pain assoàated with 

body rnarking a& as a constant reminder of the ritual and of the lessons learned. '1 wanted to 

feel the pain and 1 wanted to have the scars on me as tesümony tn that pain" (Mercury 2000: 

100). Mike remarked h t  had his tongue forking hurt more, it probably would have meant more 

to him. He used an anesthetic to dull the pain, with the result that his forked tongue had little 

meaning beyond its aesthetic quality. By contrast, Paul's stubbed finger remains a constant 

reminder of his self-control, physical and mental strength to overcome a traumatic experience 



and take control of his life. There was no one present during the amputahion, but he ritualizeâ 

the event by himself induàng a bance and attaching great personal meaning to the operation. 

One tattooist, Dave, commented that the present chire for painless ta#ooing and pierdng will 

likely produce a W a s h .  The la& of pain felt reduces the amount of rneaning aüributed to the 

modification, deaeasing its value. Dave believed that as more people find ways tc becorne 

t a M  and pierced painlesiy, in the next decade, there will lfkely be an increase in removal 

and r e c ~ n ~ v e  surgery. He believed that if researched, the results would show that those 

who r k i v e d  theh modification without pain will k the ones removing them because tky will 

regret tkir modification more than those who experienœd pain. Pain is therefwe an essential 

feature in meaningful modification. 

When experieirdng pain, a person may expen'ence a feeling of hamny ktween mind, 

body, and spirit because it establishes and re-establishes pesonal boundaries. Self-inflicted pain 

can give a sense of self and provoke a feeling of connedion with something beyond the bodily 

boundaries (Hewitt 1997, Vale and 3un0 1989). & Hewitt (1997:31) phrases it: "To be able to 

withçtand pain is to transcend ones physical limits and becorne closer to a spiritual realm of 

king." 1 is worth noting that pain and suffering have been a part of many major religions 

throughout the world, for example Christianity and Hinduism, because of the belief that suffering 

cleanses the soul. 

Peter Trachtenberg (1997) describes the body as remarkable in its use of pain. He used 

pain in his life to feel something, anything, because pleasure was beyond his reach. Pain can be 

used to activate feeling in a body that is numb, helping to remove oneself from a Iife stage or 

situation that is perceived as stagnant. This is corroborated by Mercury (2000:98): "Whenever 

you inflict pain on yourself it forces you to heal ywrself, and pulls you âeeper inside yourself 

than you could norrnally be. Pain is very therapeutic and very necessary to feel anything at ail. It 

is ver/ humbling." Pain may also be used to relieve ernotional distress and the mark that is left 

behind is used as a bophy to represent the aaomplishment of conquering something that 



seemed unamquerable. Often people are not shy to show the symbol, the tattoo or pierdng, but 

keep the personal accornplishment ln themsdves. 

As rny data shows, the painful modification may be used as an act that resolves a crisis. 

This often is show through self-cutting, but as the person ages, he or she msves to other 

modifications such as body pierdng and tattoos. Body modification is an atternpt ta estaMi& 

oneself within a cultural -ng, using symbolism to accompany the rite. Body modification has 

becorne a healing proces. Favana (1996) States that modification a n  be used to promote 

recovery from illness, to relieve depression, as an altemate to suicide and generally as an 

attempt tci reduce feelings of distress. Paul is again a prime example of mis. As a child he was a 

self-cutter. He slastied his anns with anything he could find and burned his skin with agarettes. 

When he became older he began to use the pain in a more rihialized way. He had implants 

inserted into his foream when he stopped cutting it, amputaheb his fi- in a rnost painhl way 

to prove he could overcome obstacks and pmve his inner strength, and has branded marks into 

his body in m c  patterns. The pain aspect is afways important as it rnakes the went and the 

marking mernorable. 

Even though body modification can be used to mate identity and emotional healing, due 

to the negative symhlic value placed on thern by Society, the wearing of a tattoo can be a 

liability as well as a pleasure. The taüm is a label, wtiich marks a person as unconventional and 

possibly dangerous and unpredictable, Western culture however, contains ambivalent messages 

a b u t  unconventionality. Unconventionality is both M I U ~  as individualistic as well as condemned 

as deviant. This c m  be seen through the popularity of tattooing in recent years. Small tattoos are 

tolerated in hidden places, but large visible images are different. Visible body modification 

identifies the wearer as unique and unconcernecl with approval or disapproval. Body modification 

o n  also lead to discrimination or fear of those who practice it because of stemtypes and la& of 

knowledge conceming the medium. 



Som extreme body modifiers believe that the p~ocess of body modification as a rite of 

passage is in our inner nature, a bodily need for healing. People are leaming to see the 

spirituality reflecteâ in life around them (Memry 2000). Fakir Muafar, a prominent figure in the 

modern primitive movement in California, explains that if a person has enough training, 

experience, and practice, they o n  transcend, transmute, or change a sensation to rnean 

anything. He believes it is impossible for humans to progress spiritually without experiendng a 

rite of passage. It must be physical, bloody, painful, and it must leave a mark (Vale and Juno 

1989). 

" You aegiwirgyaurhksh Co &@ - Fakir Musafar (Myers 1992: 281). 

The most popular tattao dimurse centers around notions of personal gmwth, healing, 

and spiribality. This is because most of the people who are parüdpating in body modifications 

daim deep spiritual fulfillment and empowerrnent as a result of the experience. New Age 

philosophies and dimurse are often used by body modifiers to describe their body art and the 

rneaning it has for them. This fdlows with the new age and self-help trend in Western as 

people leam about yoga and other types of meditation, feng shui, numerology, palmistry, tarot, 

paganism, and other forms of spirituality and superstition (DeMello 2000). New age philosophies 

are used, but often symbols of the philosophies are used as well, such as Asian characters, 

Native symbols, and asbological signs to reflect beliefs in Asian or Native spirituality, and 

astrological philosophies. The philosophies used tend to center on person growth, healing, and 

spirituality and are natdssistic in nature. The nara'ssism cornes from these philosoptiies which 

focus on the self, producing body art that centers on self and a discourse of identity. 

The dedine of religious frameworks, which constructed and sustaineâ existential 

certainties, gives people a tendency to place more importance on the body as an essential 

ingredient of their identity. Those who have lost faith in religious authornes and grand political 

narratives are no longer provided wiai a dear world-view or self-identity by aiese structures of 

meaning. Individualism and narcissism take precedence over other influences on identity like 



family and religion. The body provides a foundation on which to construct a reliable sense of self 

in the modern world. The body is concrete, it cannot be taken away and it can be moulded into 

an acceptable fonn, creating an identity and a sense of spirituality. Body rituals are used to make 

a spiritual mnnectÏon without the mediation or guidance of dergy, aeating new structure and 

imagery to dixover personal spirits that have more relevance for them (Hewitt 1997, Shilling 

1993, Mercury 2000). By dixovering a personal sense of spirituality that is guiding and defined 

by the self, body modification becomes a joumey for some. The joumey becomes an 

accomplishment, which can be read like a text on the body. 

Body matking has k e n  used in the oldest known religions as a systematic expression of 

a belief in powers that affect the course of natural and human events. It has remained in many 

cultures, such as the Ga'anda of Nigeria (Berns 1988), the Newar of Napal (Teilhet 1988), and 

the Gujarat of India (Rubin 1988b), as a fundamental medium fot expressing spiritual beliek 

integral to religious practice. The magical world-view of many body modifies validates alternative 

states of consdousness, which are dismissed by many modern fonnal religions, as well as by 

some in the medical profession, as pathology. "The medical literature on the topic presents a 

picture of deeply disturbed individuals engaging in self-mutilation for various psychopathologi~al 

reasons ... This view is suppo- by the general non-partïcipaüng public." (Myers 1992: 2%) 

The people who take part in these modifications reaâiiy admit that their pmces are outside the 

norm of society, but none think it is a defidency in mental health. Those who participateci in mis 

research were sane individuals who had motivations and rationale for body modification. There 

was an awareness of ceremony and ritual and links to cultures deemed primitive. 

While most psychiatrists look a t  M y  modification under the veil of body mutilation, 

Favazza (1996), uses cultural psychiatry because the understanding of behavior demands an 

examination of the cultural beliefs, attitudes, and pracb'ces of the individuals. He cites examples 

from historie Christian practices as well as historic and present cross-cultural practices that use 

body mutilation to attnbute meaning to the spiritual realm through pain. With the addition of 



anthropology to psychiatry, his research has found that body mutilation (or modification) has 

been used throughoc the world for œnturies with social sanctions to legitimize the different 

practices. Most in the psychiatn'c profession, however, simply label al1 Western modification as 

mental illness despite the religious or spiritual reasons given. No distinction is made between 

depresseci selfaMers attempting suicide and those aeating patterns in their skin with spiritual 

or social intentions. Favazza's theory states that there are many different reasons why people 

self-mutilate or seek to modify their body and mental illness cannot be used to explain it al1 

away. 

This realization of the difference between depressive body mutilation and modification for 

psychic healing has k e n  echoed in Paul's story, learned through field research. His psychiatrist is 

an exception. She advised him that if he must go to the hospital after completing a modification 

and is placed in the mental ward bo contact her, and she will have him released. His psychiatrist 

has realized that he is not modifying his body because he is insane, but because it helps him to 

heal. Through speaking in depth with Paul, she has realûed that his methods of healing are not 

understood by the instituüon and she is wilfing to ensure that Paul can heal his mind in his own 

way. 

There are many modifiers who echo this need for a rite of passage to create an identity 

and a sense of spirituality. Young people who are searching for meaning find themselves creating 

rituals, which mark the body to find the meaning they need. This could be seen in the many 

tattoo and piercing studios, as well as with the extreme body modifiers. 

Modem Primitivism 

Christian Klesse defines modern primitives as 'a subcultural movement in the intersection 

of the tattoo, pierang, and sado-masochism xenes (Klesse 1999: lS)." Tattoo magazines in the 

late 1980's helped to veate and promote the idea of "The New Tribafism" devoting space to 

tattooing practices in tribal cultures with photographs of white middle dass people imitating their 

styles naming it "neo tribalisrn". This philosophy represents a desire to "return" to a primitive 



past, which is romanticized as egalitarian, honest, and full of ritual and meaning (De Mello 1995, 

Vale and JUM) 1989, Klesse 1999). 

A "Primitivist" is 
a pemn who prefers a way of life which, when judged by one or more of the 

standards prevailing in his own -ety, would be considered less "advanœd" or less 
"dvilized". The primitivlst fin& the mode( for his preferred way of life is a culture that 
existed or is reputed bo have existed at some time in the past; in the culture of the less 
sophisticated dasses within his sodety, or of primitive peoples that exbt elsewhere in 
the world ... PrimitMsb have differed widely on the nature of the evils and weaknesses 
of civil'ieâ life, aie causes of these evils, the positive values of the primitive life, and 
the degree to which a regre&on to the primitive is possible. (Vale and Juno 1989: 4) 

The ideology of primiüvism has a fiamework of cultural evolution and is strong in people 

who are modifjring their bodies. Modem primitivists speak of a need to W m t o  a "tribal pst", 

to sornething considered better than modern life, yet label it a regression. Many modifies are 

disillusioned with the West and what they perceive as a la& of community, ritual and spirituality. 

They also feel that advanœments of Western dvilization have left a hole in the important paR of 

our livs, ritual, spirituôlity, and meaning. Adomrnent practiœs are appropriated from multiple 

cultures, which have k e n  labeled as primitive and tribal in an attempt ?O find a meaning that will 

fiIl the hole. These so-called primitive cultures are used as an exemplar of a world that is 

untouchecl by Western materialisrn and are süll "enchanted", Wp ia  (Klesse 1999)m -Primitiven is 

used in a romanticized and homogenized sense. By contrast, modem sodety is deemed to be 

massive and uncontrollable, by altering something they have the power to control, their bodies, 

modem primitives are attempting to provoke change in sodety at large. Primitivism is a reaction 

to or a rebellion against modem life (Taylor 1995, Rubin 1988, Vale and 3uno 1989). 

The popularization of body modification, primarily tattooing, has reached the middle 

dass. Middle class appropriation of tattooing has denounced the lower class forms through 

ignoring, ridiculing, and exduding it frorn the ta- dimurse. Middle class tatlming is defined 

as popular flash and fine art tattoos, lower dass tattooing is seen as biker, jailhouse and sailor 

type tatbos. Popularized forms of modification have been separated ftom a tradition that is seen 

as negative, but have retained the same symbols (DeMello 1995, 2000). Because middle class 



tatboing denounces lower dass tattooing in this way, the history of tattooing in North America 

has been denied and a new history has been created. This history is based on a mythical 

primitive past, not the history of prostitutes, sailors, aiminals and bikers. The mrnantic notion of 

primitive has a long history within the repertoire of donial fantasy. As DeMello (199Sa:SS) has 

argued: "This fictionalized past gives Iegitimacy to a cultural tradition which is seen as low class, 

and furthemiore, naturalizes it". Because it is believed that people have practSœd these forrns of 

modification in most "prirnitke" societies around the world, because they are consideml to be 

our evolutionary past, boûy modifies believe they have p m f  that it is naturaLu 

This is not a shodo'ng prospect because of the eumcentric and colonial ideology that 

gives foundation to Our daify Me. Colonialism is desaibed in older texts as "aie meeting of 

dvilized races with the savage and uncukured tribes naüve to the soil" (Fuller 1900:l). In  the 

nineteenth century it was thought necessary and heroic to conquer new lands and people, show 

the primitive how to lhre a "civilized" life and stop their "barbaric" practices. Today, this type of 

mlonialism is itself mnsidered savage and undvilized. Colonialism, though, has not ended; it has 

simply changed form to a discourse of developrnent and globalization. Body modifies are 

atbempting to recreate some of those extinguished "barbaric" pracüces wiai a belief ttiat their 

elimination has causecl an emotional cancer in humanity, yet they are not quesüoning the overall 

evolutionary sbucture. For the modern primitives, to create meaning in life is to "retumW b our 

pre-colonial concepts of body and ritual. While some have tried to eliminate the evolutionary 

scale, the concept of world development is still a standard often elevated to the status of natural 

law and an evolutionary necessity. This self-grandizing framework is regarded as natural and 

accepted without quesüon, therefore it legitimizes itself (Turner 1999). Modem primitives use this 

ideology when they speak of body modifiation. While other cultures are believed to be lower on 

the evolutionary scale, they are steeped in meaning and tradition. Since they beliwe that 

Western socïety and its body ethic are hollow and shallow, "primitivea belief systems and body 

ethio are more desirable. 



1 know we are Mn to those secret souk of so many cultures before. 1 know that this 
urge to pierce, to feel, to tattoo, to express wiai our very bodies in such primitive 
ways, is deep in the generic mernories, constant and strong as the tides. The chord it 
strikes resonates sbongly for some of us, afFecting our psyches, our spirits, our libidos 
(Myes 1992:295). 

While modifiers view the "primitive people" and their practices as lower on an 

evolutionary scale, they tend to view Western culture as lacking a vital sense of self and spirit. 

We are believecl b be technologically advanced, but emotionally inferior. This belief denotes that 

out more technologically developed way of life has gone t.00 fir and we need to retum to a time 

when Iife was filled with rneaning. Extensive use of technology and spedalization is thought 

unneœssary, however, the intemet is widely used as it has made ~oss-cultural information more 

amilable to body modifiers. Primitive notions of the body, ideoIogy, and spiritwlity are used, but 

end there. The internet and o t h r  modem technology are said to be unnecessary, but 

convenient Many modern primitives have their own webpages and explore the intemet regularly. 

(See list of websites - Appendix C) 

Fakir Mwafar, consiûered to be the father of the modem primitives, daims to have had 

several out-of-body experiences and to have met his god through bo6/ modification (Vale and 

Juno 1989). He re-created rituals from vanous cultures, for example the Sun Dance of the Plains 

Indians and the Kavadi of the Hindu Tamils, and daims to have had religious experiences similar 

to those of thousands of years ago, even though he perfomied these rituals in a Western 

context. He has acted as a shaman and has held these rituals for others (Musafar 1996), which 

are believed to be the same in that culture today as they were then. Cultural experience is 

ôelieved to be reaeatable by people who are nota part of the lived culture. An authentic 

experieme is not only thought possible but access is simply through the participation in the ritual. 

The symbols and meaning, however, can only be interpreted from the person's own repertoire of 

symbols and meanings which cornes from their own culture. The rneaning taken from the ritual 

by the Western participants has no basis in that culture because they have no lived experience 

from that culture. This question of authenticity in ritual is never broached within the modem 
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primitives because it is the experience of the ritual and the personal spiritual fourney they seek. 

Using mals  from other cultures gives the ideology legitimacy because it is perceived as natural. 

If they daimed to be aeating ritual and meaning their legitimacy would be lost; therefore it must 

be disamred, not created. 

In Montreal, the modern primitivist ideology is still important among some gmups of 

people, primarily those who are partidpating in the most extreme forms of modification. People 

interested in modem primitives were those forking their tongues, receiving large tribal tattioos, 

ôranding, and having implants inserted beneath the su- of their Mn. Body modification has 

become a way of life and primiavism is taken very seriously. Many of the Montreal tattooists and 

piercers, however, were unaware of the modem primiüves, only one of my informants h m  this 

category thought it a valid philosophy. Those aware of its existence were unsure what to thhk, 

at times giving it credibility and at  other times denoundng it with the view: "for primitive 

sodeües it's a way of life, but it's not for North Americans." (Ciaude, intenriewed on Juiy 7, 2000) 

Marcel believes that tattooing moved into respectability due to the modem primitives but most 

thought the heavy search for meaning was contrived. 

Those who gave aedibility to modem primitives have createâ their own modem 

primitives-type group, tentatively named PUBA: Prehistoric Urban Body Art The ideology was 

similar to the modem primitives refiecting their reading of MadGPJrr M m i i ( V a l e  and Juno 

1989) and ~ ~ ~ i ? ( G r o n i n g  1997). The name of this grwp was still under discussion 

upon completion of fieldwork; the word "primitive" had negative connotations, and the word 

"prehistoric" was also under question. 

An article in US News a d  Wor/dRepo/t(ieo 1995) describes "prirnitivism" as "the new 

toy to be purchased at the local rnall"; claiming modem primitives are dissatisfied with the 

Western world. Because there is a feeling of k ing powerless to change the world, individuals are 

altering their bodies in hopes Mat it will provoke change. This is king done in a similar vein as 

the Punks in Britain in the 1970's as noted in Chapter 2. Modern primitives are decorating 



themselves to reflect their wotid-view. They believe aie worid should be more "natural" and 

"primitive", filled with honesty and meaning . 
Cultural Appropriation 

Culhiral Appropriation is the use of ideas, goods, practices, and imagery from another 

culture, usualiy for uses other than their original interit. Meaning is aianged from its original one 

and altered to fit new uses. Sometimes appropriatiori has been so radically altered from the 

original fom that it is hard to recognize it in the new form. The origins are frequently realized 

but the new manifestations are usually believed to be authentic and unchanged. 

"Tribal" tattooing uses ta- designs bonowed from the many ûibes in the Qalynesian 

Uands. It began in the 1970's and is still popular Way. The contradiction of white Canadians 

with no link to Polynesia applying Island designs to their bodies is frequently not recognized, 

rather it is seen as an appreciation and a token of admiration for a culture that no longer exists. 

But what of the socionilhiral meaning of wean'ng a tattoo in Samoa or Borneo? ûther than the 

fact that the images are from Samoa or Borneo, little of the original Samoan or Bonieo meaning 

is rmlled. Often information from Nab'o/nd/@qaph+&r an old ethnography are used to create 

meaning in a taüm. The tattooist's goal is to tell a good story and entertain the client. A recent 

acknowledgment by a tattooist in Hawaii, Mike Malone, exemplifies this aeation of tradition and 

history. tle dedgned a styie of tatbo consisüng of a tribal lotking band that wraps around the 

am. He told concocteci stories about the meaning in the syrnbols while he was applying armband 

tattoos, usually to tourists. Now, native Hawaiians Wear this type of tattoo labeled as a traditional 

form of Hawaiian tattooing, even appearing in Nd6)SKM/Gkglitphicas a representation of 

tradition. It was, however, created by a white American in the 1970's (DeMello 2000). 

ûver the years the designs have changed: to typical Samoan or Paafic designs, Western 

people have added their own original thick blaekwork designs and have labeled them as "tribal". 

Blackwork designs from other areas around the world, like Native American art and the 

Northwest Coast Native art of Canada are also used and label4 tribal. The designs have been 



bîeached of tkir cultural background and meaning, and are now u'mply repackaged as "tribal." 

Through using designs labeled tribal, a link is made with "primitive" cultures, which are perceived 

as k ing  pure, noble and spiritual. People desire meaning and through appropriating a symbol or 

a similar syrnbol from that ideal, the ta- becomes more meaningful. It is connecteci with a 

spiritual world and an ideology, which is considered to be more natural and better than Western 

ideologies. Body modification is believed to be instinctive in these indigenous cultures and has 

becorne a very powerful notion for those who follow the modem primitivist mavement. 

Due to the popularity of tribal designs, short quasi-academic artides ocasionally appear 

in tattoo magazines that give a brief look at cultural appropriation. They attempt to give a short 

introduction of the history of taüooing in Polynesia, but also tade  the issue of meaning in cross- 

cultural art and provide examples of offending indigenous people by wearing an inappropriate 

tam. The following excerpt from the magazine Sir a/rdln&(Nunes 2000:20) is an example of 

this: 

Some designs are viewed by the culture as too saaed to be given to people who have no 
idea of the cultural meaning and resporisibility that the ta- carries. Most non-indigenous 
people have onîy a surface understanding of the culture when they dedde on a 
design ... People mainly get traditional tat&ms for the beauty of the design or to honor the 
culture of origin. Unfortunately, without a thorough understanding of the culture where the 
design originates, these goal intentions often generate an opposite effect. 

Most tattooists and tattooees do not see a difficulty in a white person with no aes to or 

any real concept of Bomeo life wearing a traditional Borneo design. However, there is a small 

effort within the body modification milieu to leam as much as possible about a design before 

applying it to the body. 

A Model: The Body as a Curio Cabinet 

Museum are institutions devoted to collection, preservation, exhibition, study and 

interpretation of these objects and are an important part of the creation of Western history. 

Collections are made vhich contain curiosities to be giggled at, art to be admired, or evidence to 

be understood scientifically. A curio cabinet is a display case filled with strange or obscure objecti 



for display, usually in a private home and is the commonly accepteci prototype of the modern 

museum (Cîifford 1998, Pearce 1992, Stodong 1985). 

Museum create an illusion of adequate representation of a world by first taking objects 

out of -fit contex& displayed as though they stand for abstract wholes, removed from their 

original context of culture, tirne and space and recontextualized in another (Pearce 1992, aifford 

1998, Stocking 1985). Similady, gathered artifacts are placed in a curio cabinet in a private living 

m m  or a museum display, their rarity and strangeness is prized and jumbled together, each 

object standing for a whole region or population. Value and meaning is meam. The artjfacts' 

commercial and sdentific worth are linked with the interest and beauty in objects from the past 

and value is guaranteeâ by the vanishing cultural status ( a i i r d  1998). 

This above example of how ~ 0 5 ~ 1 ~ ~ l t u r a l  goods have been used historically is reflecüve 

of what is occuring within the body modification mmmunity. In the 197O8s, tribalism was just 

beginning to emerge and fw western people were familiar with Polynesian art (DeMello 2000). 

Images were, and still are, collectecl from foreign and exotlc lands, tattooed on the body with 

Mie sense of cultural context, and used as a representaüve of a group of people. 

Before tribalism was introdud, Western tatboed bodies consisted of designs placed 

sporadically on aie body. (See Plate \/Ut Photo 2-El Plate X i ,  Photos 2-U, 2 4 ,  2-W, and 2-X) In  

the eariier style, images were fairly consistent in style and design and were colorfut, religious, 

patriotic, and sexual, usually of crosses, portraits of the aucifixion, flags, anchors, pin-up girls, 

swords and skulls as well as angry looîüng animals daiming "Death before Dishonofl, often 

"Mothef. Many images, but one similarity: they were al1 Western creations and their meaning 

was shared by those who wore and viewed them. M o r e  tribal art was introduced, all tattoo 

designs were generally unconnected colorful and pictorial images. 

Following the introduction of abstract tribal art, with 'Rs use of aiick solid black shapes 

and its adherence with body shape, a new trend began which involved meanings that coufd be 

canstnied beyond the picture on the skin. A crucifixion scene refers to a speafic event, but 



abtract patterned bJad<worl< can mean anythirig the wearer wants R to mean. The image may 

come h m  Samoa with specific meaning and function in Samoan sodety, but in a Western 

context on a white body the meaning becornes more fluid. This is due to the multiple meanings 

created through mixed ~oss-cultural messages. Ttirough its use of cultural material, the body 

becornes a ariosity cabinet, a museum of sorts, filled with representations of various people 

unknown to the wearer. 

This conœpt of the body as a curio cabinet has becorne apparent through fieldwork, 

although it does not apply to al1 body modifies. S m  people have a consistent style of art on 

their body, rnany using local creaüons, while others show combinations of cultural influences. 

Mixtures of Western, tribal and Japanese styles of art are muent, some rnay also have one 

style on one body part, and another style on amther. For example, Plate MI, Photographs 2-C, 

2-0, and Plak Vm, Photopraph 2-F are on the same body: Photograph 2-0 shows a recreation of 

the old 1950's style (Western influence), while 2-C and 2-F show combinations of neo-tribal, 

using the thick bladc markings, the old style, and Hebrew lettering. Plate D(, Ptiotographs 2-Kt 2- 

L, 2-MI 2-N, and 2-0 reveal the influence of Japanese style artwork, some are true ID the 

tradiional images while others use the style and images, but in a non-traditional way. Yet none 

pictured hem are found on Japanese bodies. The body becornes a display case of Japanese-like 

artwork used to represent a style and a culture. A mixture of Japanese images along with images 

from other cultures, usually Western imagery, is frequently used as can be seen in Plate IX, 

Photograph 2-0. I n  this picture, Japanese imagery is useâ in a Norai Amencan adaptation along 

with graffiti art to create a sleeve. The result is a mixture of cultural symbols together in a new 

way, aeating new symbols and messages that tend to play on the old meaning. 

Another good example of the body as a curio cabinet is best represented by the following 

nanative: 



The Tattoo Party (See Plates XN, XV, XVI, and XVII) 

Through an experience of fieldwork in Montreal in the summer of 2000, Mike dedded to 

get a full body tattoo, but waiteâ until his body was in peak condition so the tatboo could be 

styîed to fit his musculature. He would then be t a M  in a traditional Polynesian style. He fater 

revealed that he was going to do the ta- himself, in traditional Polynesian style and technique, 

with the help of fnends to complete the areas on his body that he could not reach. 

Mike began by drawing the design in marker on his skin and then burning a 

piece of wood, collecting the soot then experimenting with combinations of water and oil 

to make pigment using a sharpened beur rib as a tattooing tool. Although he wanted to 

do i t  traditionally, his skin would not absorb the pigment and the sharpened beur r ib  

was too painful. He continued t o  experiment on an area that would subsequently be 

covered up. Once he mastered the technique, he reasoned that anthropologists 

recording the procedure had been wrong. 1 had assumed until this tirne that Mike had 

done extensive reading on the topic before commencing the procedure, but after reading 

Alfred CeIl's book ( 1  993) and ofter watching the procedure, 1 quickly realized he had no 

idea of the complexity of the project. Hi's ideos concerning the procedure had come from 

the comrnon knowledge and oral history of tribal tattooing that is recanted frequently, 

describing the use of sharpened bones and soot as pigment. 

After trying piercing needles and sewing needles to tattoo himself, he settled on 

Chinese calligraphy ink as the pigment, acupuncture needles of varying numbers 

attached to a sawed off wooden spoon with electrical tape and Five Minute Epoxy glue. 

These tools worked best. Mike believed there was no need for the specialization of a 

tottooist. He and his friends could do i t  themselves if they experimented long enough, 

despite the foct that traditional Polynesian tattooing is performed by a specialist. 

When questioned later on the authenticity of his instruments and their use in 

Polynesian tattooing, his response was that he was still tattooing traditionally because 

he had used tools that he could find in his environment, as Polynesians do. Anything he 
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could find and make into a tattooing tool was considered traditional usage, so long as it 

was done through tapping the in& into the skia His main concern was that he avoid 

mechanization and specialriation. Later, when a new tool was made that somewhat 

resernbled the japanese "Irizumi" tattooing tool, it was interpreted as tattooing in the 

japanese style due to the shape of the tool and the way the ink was pushed into the skin 

ut a slant. This tool was made with a paint stir stick acquired u t  a hardware store, 

Chinese acupuncture needles, electrical tape and more Five-Minute Epoxy. 1 was 

informed that The Dollar Store, any hardware store and China Town were important 

"foraging sites " for body modification tools. 

Once the technique was chosen, the tattooing procezs evolved into a tattooing 

party with several people Sitting around to watch, each eventually taking a turn u t  

tattooing. None had ever tattooed before, so they were given a quick lesson. While the 

tattooee sut up and explained, watching to make sure the technique was learned 

adequately, the new tattooer was shown on the top of his leg, inside the to-be-tattooed 

area, how tu push the in& into the skin through pressure, speed, and amount of ink 

needed. 

The tattoo party continued over a series of days and evenings, which involved the 

tattooee lying naked in the middle of the floor with someone bent over him tapping u t  

his skin with the home-made instruments and Chinese calligraphy in&, each for about 

two hours. 1 had taken some books about body modification for everyone to look ut. In 

one, a picture of a traditional Samoan tattooing session was remarkably similar to what 

was going on in front of me, a fact noticed by several in attendance. The caption 

underneath the photograph read: 



&tirnaAdmb3ieWadorieyt.Filonm*Elb/p~~&iu/lo/radmpuea~ 
~ n w ~ o m r k & a n  MroCAéiab, ~ ~ ~ W & S C K I  bJe/idnerissndkirou,. (Gkm/@ I W  
.=A?) 

On hearing the ta- discussing Polynesian tattooing, it was confirmed to me that he 

had done very littîe research or reading concerning the process. Within the Montreal community, 

the historie voyage of Captain Cook has W m e  the mythical point of origin of Western tattooing. 

This is an oral history that is recited in the ta- community, although few have ventured into 

reading the recordeci hisbry for themselves. My informant indicated that he did not remember 

exady what he read on the subject, but that it was a few years ago when his memory was much 

bette? than it is Way. A strange, but predictable answer. 

Due to the similarity in shape of the tool used and an inuedible visual similarity in the 

way the person being tatbmed was laid out with the tattDoist bent over him, he daimed the 

proce# was "like" the Polynesian experienœ, espedally because of the tapping method used. In 

referenœ to Maori tatiming desaibed in Chapter 2, Potynesian tatboing experts tap the 

instrument, which has been dipped in ink, with a mallet although in the process 1 witnessed there 

was no mallet or expert. The instrument was used in a tapping motion by the tattooer through 

hiWng the skin. The design was in large animal stripes, nothing resembting traditional designs, 

although placement was simiiar as it ran from his knees to his waist. The similaria'es and 

difkrences in cultural meaning were never discussed. Mike strongiy believed that there was a 

very real traditional element present and became rather irritated when questioned about the 

authenticity of what he was doing. He stated only that the differences were minor details and it 

was technically the Polynesian style. 

The tattoo parties revealed a very important part of body modification that centered on 

aoss-cultural information. The ritual was discussed in a very general manner by those taking 

part, for instance "Primitive people do this", "Tribal people do this", or "The Polynesians do it 

this way". While Polynesian tattooing was almost wiped out by colonization, missionaries and 

Western assimilation, there has been a rwival in recent years. Tattoo machines are often used 
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because it is faster, easier, and Iess painful but, there are seIl people who continue to pracüce 

the traditional methods of tatboing. Western taUm enthusiasts often travel to the islands to 

teceive a traditional tattoo, but it must be stated that tattooing in the Potynesian Islands is by no 

means hornogenous. 

A few months after this self-tattooing project began, the same individual performed a 

scarification on himself. A Japanese carp design was cut into his flesh, the same body with a 

large "Polynesian taüoo". (See Plate m8 Photo 6-6) W i i  this addiion, the body moves from 

attempting to represent and display Polynesian culture, to representing both Polynesian and 

Japanese cultures and designS. The Japanese carp was not done with the intent to be traditional 

but because it was pretty. The body becarne a curio-cabinet nonetheless, displaying symbols 

from different cultures in a foreign context where rneaning is subject to numerous 

intetpretations. 

The mode1 of the curio caôinet and ethnographie narrative illustrates how extrerne 

modifiers search m-cuiturally to find a connection with people who share their body ethic, and 

t k n  ma te  their own meaning surrounding it, using notions of "the primitive". Cultural 

appropriation has been happening around the world since people first began to discover others 

unlike themselves. Body modifiers use this ~oss-cultural material with a colonial and museum 

orienoed mentality to intentionally go against popular beliefs and to shock people. It is also used 

to dismer a body ethic and aesthetic that they find pleaùng and ko d i r e  and understand their 

own identities. 

In general, there seems to be litüe interest in the traditional meaning of the art form or 

the social context in the culture it has been taken from. The actual symbol is used in a very 

permanent form and what is focuseâ on for meaning are the sensational aspects of ritual, battle, 

and cannibalism. Meaning is attributed to the symûols based on folklore, notions of the primitive 

and popular cuitural ideas on body modification and marginality. The original rneaning of the 

modification or design is ivelevant because modifiers have created their own system of meaning. 



To try to understand the meaning inherent in the design's culture of origin and how it is used 

would not rnake sense because mat is not the point of getting the design. While there may be a 

consdous effort to incorporate a certain cross-cultural element into their body art, many realize 

that they can never fully understand what it means to have a Polynesian ta- in its original 

context. There is a signifiant number, however, who stmngly believe that after going through 

the actions of a ritual t k y  know what it means and how it feels for those who practice it 

regularly as a part of their culture. 

Body art has become popular in Western s-ety, and with popularity brings 

cornmodification. Many new ta- shops and piercing studios have opened in the last few years. 

Mainstream jewelry stores like AmbSand GWe3sell body jewelry and fake tattoos. Images of 

tattooing and body piercing are used to seIl other products as wdl. There are multiple television 

program that peripherally deal with tattoos and pierdngs and more information shows and 

artides are appearing covering the pros and cons of aquiring body art. Body modification has 

many different social aspeck because it does not exist only in one segment of It is 

practiœd by a wide range of individuals, not just people who live on the margins. Even Alexa 

McDonough, leader of the Canadian New Democratic Party, has make-up tattooed on her eyelids 

(Hunter 2000). Tattooing and piercing have becorne a part of the middle dass and it is no longer 

a statement against Society simply to have one. 

This section of the thesis will explore theories on consumption and popular culture to 

show how some forrns of body modification have become more than marginal and anti-fashion, 

but common place, popular and marketable. 

Consumerism 

Acmrding to Mary Douglas and Baron Isherwood (1979), consumption is an integral part 

of the social system, a process whose function is to make sense of events. Goods present sets of 

meaning, as they are a part of an information system, which help to link the community. Goods, 



or the items to be consumeci, are body modifications in this case. The modifications comrnunicate 

messages about the wearer, however the symbols must first be understood. Communication 

exists only in a structured system of meaning. Body modification has multiple meanings in society 

depending on the prson doing the interpretation. They are used as messages, which are 

interpreted based on past experiences, knowledge about the medium, as well as ideas about 

those who have them. Knowledge such as the history of tattooing, Polynesian mythology or 

arb'stic ideology can be used to create a certain impression about the wearer of the tattoo. The 

use of consumption theory in theorizing body modification helps us to understand the messages 

they convey and how the modifications are used (üouglas and Ishe~wood 1979). 

Many people throughout my fieldwork have said there is a tattoo community, but it is not 

the same for al1 types of modifications. A taUweâ p e m  will be approached on the Street or in a 

bar and conversation will be initiated conceming tattoos, usualîy by a ta- individual. There 

is a link felt behwen tatboed people because of the messages they convey. The visibility of the 

art initiates communication. This link is not usually felt among pierters. The intemet has helped 

to link body modifies together as well as to expose non-modifies to the medium. Because more 

people have ken  exposed to body modification, they therefore have a better understanding of 

the messages it conveys. 

Due to envious and cornpetitive feelings, a person can begin to modify their body after 

seeing others they deem "coola or admirable who they wish to emulate. Envy and competition 

can launch the individual into either an increasing amount of or a certain type of body 

modification. Some seek out specific well-known artists or wen travel to Polynesia to acquire a 

traditional ta- in order to be the envy of their fnends. Consumption patterns are also used to 

exdude people from membership. Style and artistic merit can be used to include and exdude 

which can be seen through the difkrent types of tattoo studios. For example, those who create 

their own art are able to exclude aiose from the tattoo community who d e r  to flash through 



ridicule and gossip. The loyalty surrounding the shops helps to perpetuate the distinctions 

(Douglas and Wierwood 1979). 

Value is placed on a modification based not mly on its aesthetic quality, but airough its 

uniqueness and through the name of the artist who created the design. Envy can be based on an 

attractive design that cannot be copied. Among mainsbeam modifiers, copying a design is not a 

problem and it is done frequentiy, but among those who define themselves ttirough their 

modifications and derive great meaning ftom their work, originality in the design is key. 

Anyone can connect to the websites devoted to body modification, and many submit 

photos of their own modifications, however for a pemn to be taken seriousiy by the body 

modification community, he or she must prove him or herself. Proving oneself means showing a 

cornmitment to modification through permanence and through king extreme. As more people 

begin to participate in body modification, being original is becoming more difficult, and multiple 

enûies of the same modification are present on the websites. Peculiarity, though, is prized, and it 

is prestigious to be the first one to do a strange and new modification. If a person's modifications 

are not considered extreme, original, visible and permanent, the person may be perceiveci as 

m n g  another and a voyeur. Visibility, or k i n g  unable to hi& a modification as well as it k i n g  

unique are important aspects of aquiring status. Popular foms of modifications are often not 

taken seriously. For example a p i e d  nose, eyebrow, or small easily hidden t a W  do not show 

commitrnent to an alternative lifestyle. They show an adhereme to safe acceptable foms of 

modification, but those modifications, in combination with several other visible ones, show 

commitrnent. Also with extreme modification, it is important to keep your extreme and unique 

status. This can be seen in the tongue cutting m o n ,  when Mike decided to stop associating 

himself with a website after discovering it contained 16 pages of photographic tongue cutting 

documentation. The website was not deemed problematic when he thought he would be the only 

one displaying his tongue in that manner. 



*Keeping up with the Jones's" is often giveri negative connotations. Despite this, 

consurnption activities do continue to be synchronized with Men& (Douglas and Isherwood 

1979). The visibility and number of modifications a peson has shows cornmitment to modifying, 

however, as more people become involved in exberne modification, les value is p l a d  on 

certain things that were once considered extreme. Once it becornes cornmon to be tatbooed, the 

appeal is lost and they must get more tattoos or corn up with something else to keep their 

marginal and "cool" status. Guy, mentioned in the section on branding, decided to get a brand 

because "everyone has a tattooa. However, people tend to rnodify at the same b e l  as their 

group of friends. Once the modifications are praCtiûed widely outside the drde of fn'ends, it is 

time to discover something new. 

The reasons people beoome rnodified are dear, but how are they used after they are 

completed and are healed? Most people say that their modifications are for themseh  on an 

individual basis, however the social aspect is certainly tkre. Few are shy to show their art or to 

have it photographed. The modifications are done with inaedible social intent, that of others 

seeing the art. The art rnust be seen because it communicates messages about the wearer to 

modified and non-modified indhriduals. It labels, identifies, indudes, and exdudes based on the 

type and style of art, the sire, and the number of images that are present 

Body modification has becorne a popular cornmodity. It has becorne an object of popular 

culture as can be seen airough the masses of people wearing them during the summer months. 

Its use as a commadity is alsa apparent as it has been used to sel1 pmducts such as Trident gum, 

Guess jeans, Nice and Easy hair dye, and even religion (Trinity Church), each Company bying to 

connect through the messages it conveys with a growing group of people. There have been more 

people going to the tattoo parlor to become t a M  or pierced and more shops opening up, 

each one filled with young adults waiting their tum at the needle. 



Popular Culture 

An intereshing aspect of tattooing and boûy pierdng is the fact that it has become 

popular in mainstream sodety because it was once considered a deviant practiœ. As previowly 

mentioned, tattooed people were at one time al1 believed ta be criminals and savages. "Popular 

culture" &ers to aspects that belong to the entire culture or to large masses. Objects are the 

media through which cultural ideas flow and help to order the worfd into comprehensive 

categories such as dass, status, gender and age, and express principles such as values, beliefs, 

and ideas (Douglas and Isherwood 1979). Everyday cultural objects arise out of local conditions, 

but as soeieties have become larger and concentrateci, ma# culture and behavior have resulted, 

producing large groups of people who produœ and consume large amounts of goods. Mass 

media produces a homogenizing influence aeating a large popular culture; fashion becornes 

mass fashion, which -tes8 stabilizes, and reinvents nom. Meaning is gieaned h m  the ways 

in which people decorate their bodies based on the noms of society, either through dothing or 

through other forrns of decorabion, but it is constandy shifting and changing (Cunningham and 

Lab 1991, Miller and McHoul1998). 

From the onset of this research, an increase has been notiœd in advertising that makes 

use of tattooing and piercing, television programs peripherally referring to the art as well as 

special information programs and local news reports amœrning heaith and social issues. It is 

safe ta assume that ideas appearing on television are mainstream, as the goal is to make money, 

which is optimized in appealing to larger numbers. News reports try to give objective information 

about health risks and television shows give evidence to its multiple meanings. Tatbos are often 

shown on criminals, helping to identify them, but also shown on men and women, in different 

conte%&, ta be sexy. There has also k e n  a few specialty programs about tattooing and piercing 

which show heavily tattooed people, usually appearing on The Learning Channel (Bernanke 1999, 

Peny 2000). However, they seem to be voyeuristic as the shows depict the most extreme forms 

of modification and little conceming the forms commonly seen among mainstream culture. Either 



these people are portrayed as exotia, or the point of the program is b highlight body art as 

problematic. One program entitled Y)(- d% Z?lYapA&t(Sky 1999) condudeci that those who 

becorne hewily tattooed did not have a strong male presence while growing up. Programs like 

these generalize a large group of people and show the medium to be a syrnptom of pemived 

Wetal  pmblems. 

Stemtypes are used to help search for rneaning and to understand the symbols that are 

on display. These simplified conventions are based on groups of people, which -me 

standardizeâ. The stereotypes are used to describe the group and to communicate information 

about them. The stereotypicat image immediately tells who a person is and which group he or 

she belongs to, but these images becorne generalired, and do not recagnize diversity 

(Cunningham and Lab 1991). Tattooed people are mmonly plagued by the stereotypical image 

of sailors and criminals, but the stereotypes are often used on television b communicate aspects 

of the story, which will be highlighted in the following examples: 

During rny research, 1 noticed several television shows that used tattoos in direct 

ways, a11 using stereotypical imugery to comrnunicate messages. One pogular cartoon, 

The Simpsons, (Collier 1996) used tattoos in one episode to identim people. Monty Burns 

and Abe Simpson were 60th in the same platoon during World War Il. After flushing the 

enemy out of a house they stde the valuable pointings frorn inside. Their agreement was 

that the lost surviving member of the platoon was entitled to keep the stolen art. They 

al1 had the same tattoo on their a rm to identim themselves, the emblem of their platoon. 

The cartoon showed Abe baring his upper arm to show the tattoo, but because he was 

very old, i t  was depicted as wrinkled and the skin was stretched so that the viewer could 

moke out the symbol of the tattoo. 

71reSMpsvnsis a satincal cartoon, which focuses on social issues in the United States. 

Their use of the tattoo dialogues its history in the rnilitary as gmup membership, but is also used 

to mock the aging body with tatbos. 



Another show 1 watched called Mysterious Island (2000) showed many 

cornmercials beforehand depicting a Polynesian man with multiple tattoos. The 

Polynesiun's name was Peter, who was covered in patchy tribal tattoos. The characters 

made a fairly big deal about the tanoos calling them primitive. The show's premise was 

about some Europeons who had becorne stranded on an island controlled by a mad 

scientist. Peter was sent by the scientist to make friends and then sabotage the island's 

captives. The wornan on the island was interested in his tattoos and wanted one. She 

asked him al1 about them and touched them in a rather sexual manner. Peter gave her a 

tattoo on her leg in a traditional Polynesian Island method. She made a face of pain, but 

told the men that it did not hurt. Then the teenager wanted one, but he was forced to do 

certain difficult tasks to prove he was a man before he was entitled to Wear a tattoo. 

This show's use of the ta- reflects popular notions that the Western ta- originated 

from Pofynesia. The ta- body is stereotypically portrayeci as exotic, eroüc, and primitive 

while linking with notions of ritual rites of passage. The two Wevidon shows dialogue with the 

two views of tatboing's history, one of the exotic and the other of a military hem. The use of 

these stereotypical images conveys messages about the wearer, the story line, and tatboeâ 

people in gened. They can be used to judge those in the ta- community. The two different 

stemtypes are also used by different groups of people in Montreal. The military history, as wdl 

as that of sailors, aSminals, and bikers is used by the groops of tattioued people who are in the 

military, are sailors, uiminals, or bikers, but also the general un-modified public. Those who 

follow the modem primitive ideology as well as those who participate in extrerne and middle class 

popular forms of tattooing and piercing use the stemtype of the noble savage. Distinctions may 

be made bebveen the stereotypes based on the style of the art. 

Objects of popular culture carry considerabte cultural meaning, which is in a constant 

state of change. Through advertising, efforts are made to link goods to the wodd. People held in 

high esteem, like celebrities, act as opinion leaders to shape and define the cultural meaning. 

Their admirers tend to emulate their behavior. Popular culture provides a belief in the legitimacy 
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of fashion or ideology because of mass acceptane (Cunningham and Lab 1991, Miller and 

McHoul 1998). This holds true in that movies and television stars as well as popular models are 

cornrnonly shown weanng tattoos or piercings. Tattoo artists said they often have people ask for 

the sarne tattoo as a famous person, a common one k i n g  Pamela Anderson's barbed wire 

arrnband. 

One intriguing advertisement on television showed young people k i n g  pierced, then 

many people showing off their piercings: tongues, eyebrow, lips and various combinations. One 

of the pierced people said, "why do 1 do it? Because ifs ml." Another said, "because it hurts." 

Then a dose up picture of a hand with a nail through it was stiown, then a foot, and then a 

picture of Jesus Christ on the aoss. The commercial dedared: "he was p i e d  and he did it 

because he loves you". Then the Trinity Churcti logo was shown, an interesthg usage of popular 

culture and a prominent religious figure to attempt to increase churth attendance arnong youth. 

There is also a fashion system that is generated by the subculhrres on the fringes of 

sodety called anti-fashion. Anti-fashion is any style of dress and admment that goes against 

what is currently in fashion. People sometimes deviate from the nom willingly because they f e l  

exduded in other cultural arenas, making a political statement. The dress funcbions as a sign of 

the rejection of the nom and as an adherence to the ideas and thoughts of the fringe group. 

Pnmarily the new subcuitures are disaiminateci against, but the ideas wenhially enter the 

cultural mainstream and are adopted for mass fashion (Cunningham and Lab 1991, WoJcik 1995). 

As people become used to seeing things that are considered strange, they become desensitizeâ, 

and it no longer seems bizarre. For example, ten years ago a nose stud was considered very 

peculiar, but today it is almost unnoticeable. 

The example of the "Punks" is a perfect instanœ of anti-fashion becorning a part of 

popular culture and fashionable. The early punk movernent in Britain was composed of working 

dass youth who were frustratecl by their inability to advance beyond their dass. They dressed 

confrontationally, using items that were thought to be inappropriate to decorate their bodies. 



Safety pins were used to pierce Mn, bl#k leather and tom black dothes were wom, and hair 

was often shaved leavïng a Mohawk, dyed unnaturally kight dors, standing high in the air. 

Other aspects of traditional culture were used as well, like music and dancing, al1 reflected the 

chaotic rnood their generation was experienw'ng. The style was embraced to reflect their 

alienation, feelings of separation and invisibiiity in British society. The style was first shown to the 

public through punk band personas on stage and then became popular among Arnerican middle 

dass youth, who had the opposite problem of too much attention plaœd on them. Arnerican 

punks used the style to express their rebelliousness and to reftect their independence. Cîothing 

designers began to appropriate punk styles in their latest mations. The self-made style was 

qui* appropriated by the fashion industry through selling studded leather and zippered attire in 

hlgh fashion shops. Runway modek ware stylizeâ garbage bags and punk styîe make-up. Punk 

turned from poliücs to M i o n  as the style of the working dass Bnosh youth was appropriated by 

middle dws American youth and entrepreneurs were able to tum the fad into profit (Nordquist 

1991, Cunningham and Lab 1991, Wojcik 1995). 

My final example of the uses of body art in popular culture provides a very intriguing 

example that confinns body pierdng has been instituüonalized within our culture. It was a 

Hallmark card wishing the receiver "Congratulations on your newly pierced part!" It was a simple 

design on the front of the card, pastel geometrk designs with the words: nose, ear, lip, belly 

button, eyebrow, and other listeâ and boxes to check off the appropriate body part. When 

something appears on a Hallmark card, it has becorne popular enough to be marketable well 

beyond the ta- and piercing studio. Unfortunately 1 am unable to indude this card as an 

illustration as permission b reproduce it was refused. 

The large nurnbers of young people that can be found in the tattoo and piercing studios 

and those who can be seen walkhg down the street on a warm summer's day wearing body art 

pmve that some forms of body modification have made its way from marginal to mainstream 



socMy. Its multiple appearanœs on television and in Hallmark car& deady show that its 

popularity in Montreal is not an anomaiy. 

An example: When the Mnge rtyle becornes popular 

The concep& of fastiion, popular aiiture and anti fashion in body modification becorne 

dear in an example that came from an interview with a young wman in a tattoo parlor. 

Diane was seated u t  a specialized stool so that she could lean forward and 

expose her back. On this day she was having a large piece completed in a six-hour 

session. The outline had been tattooed at an earlier date and she was there to have the 

design filled in with color. Diane's first tattoo was an armband, a series of black sku//s 

that wrapped around her upper arm. In the summer she worked on the Street painting 

people's bodies with henna tattoos. She found that in the last few years, many people 

have been asking her to do armbands stating Y want one just like yours." This made 

Diane reevaluate the tattoo and contemplate having i t  covered up, but the real push 

came when an older woman complemented her on her skull armband. She decided that 

when an elderly person thought i t  looked nice, it had become too mainstream and it was 

rime to do something else. 

Diane had a large japanese design put over the armband, which extended across 

her back. She wears a lot of halter-tops in the summer and wanted her tattoo to be 

visible. The piece was very pretty, full of bright cokrs and dramatic designs consisting 

of dragons and samurais connected with whorls of blue water. Pretty, but by no rneans 

popular or common. Diane had her armband covered with a much iarger piece because 

i t  had become mainstream and she did not feel that she was a part of popular culture, 

nor did she wunt to be a part of it. In order to separate herself she had the common 

approved symbol covered up with a larger one considered deviant because of size, 

visibility, and gender. 

The large image on Diane's amis, at this point in tirne, is still considered risqué. Due to 

the increase of males and fernates having large designs inscribed into their skin, they will have to 
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find new anti fashion syrnbls in the near future if they want to maintain their outsider and 

deviant status. At  present it is popular to receive a small ta- in an easily hidden area, however 

as the Mnge society moves towards visiMe modification, it can be surmised that popular culture 

will as well. Cutting, scarification, irnplanting, and amputation are much more fringe than visible 

t a W  and extensive piercings. Using the theory presented in this -on as a framework, as 

heavily rnodified people become exposed in the media, some forrns of extreme modification could 

potentially become fashionable and popular. However, many of those who participatecl in more 

acceptable forms of body modification stated that they were not interestecl in the more exberne 

forms. They usually thought it was too peculiar and too painful for them. A few though, thought 

that some of it, like scarification, was more likely to find its way on their list of things to have 

done some cfay than others, like implanting or amputation. The pmœss is slow and it cannot be 

known what will happen in the future. The chances of same of the extrerne foms of body 

modification, like homed head implants, becoming mairisbeam are siim. Uements of the most 

extrerne f m s ,  however, are ofteri "tamed dom" when they are brought into the mainstream. In 

ten years we may not see homed head implants and filed teeth k i n g  a popular fashion 

accessory, but, for example, we rnay see unall-scale diese and arrn implants becoming much 

more cornmon. 

The problem with body modification k i ng  defined as fashbnable is that it is permanent. 

Fashiori, by nature, is constantly changing. Permanent body modification becoming fashionable 

threaténs this notion. Those with the fashionable trends of today perrnanendy etched into their 

body becorne very unfashionable later in life. However, because meaning is flexible and 

constantly changing, those who acquire a tattoo or pierung Way  for aesthetics will have 

developed other meanings for their body art as they change (Sweetman 2000). They may alsa 

change their body art by adding to or taking away from the image, as removal technology 

advances. The pmbability of permanent visible modifications beaming popular is unlikely simply 



because they are permanent What is likely to becotne a part of rnainstream sodety in the future 

are semi-permanent or easily hidden versions of extreme modification. 

The cunent popularity of body modification is more than just a fashionable trend as 

noted in the previow sections concerning identity and meaning. Due to its popularity at this tim, 

body modification has becorne a commodity to be marketed, however, this does not mean than it 

is simply a superficial practice. It has rnany dynamics and fashion is just one aspect as these 

dynamics are constantly shifong. 



VI. m i o ~  

This thes began with an historical look at tattooing and body modification in the West, 

and then crossaltural references were used to highlight examples of similar practices. These 

h o  sections show the significant influences on present day body modifi,ation. It is inherent to 

the understanding of presflnt day cultural practice to have a dear understanding of the history 

and of other important influences (Wolf 1999). History has aeated the present; therefore its 

influences m u t  be taken seriously. Many in the b ~ d y  modification amrnunity deny much of the 

history of body modification, thinking it irrelevant Sailor and biker tattoos are ignored or 

ridiculed, but cross-cultural tattoos are revered and images of them are pasted on the walls of 

tatbo shops. Both aspects are an intrinsic part of the history. Many uedit the Polynesians with 

introdua'ng m i n 9  to the West, however it had been practiced in Europe for centuries before 

Captain Cook's voyage and was practiced long after in ways never rnentioned by rniddle class and 

modem primiwe tattoo wearers. This one historic incident is exemplifiecl and ftozen in tirne. The 

voyage has a mythic and romantic appeal, which is used to give body modification aedibility 

when the other aspect of its history destabifizes this aedibility and attaches a sügrna to those 

with visible modifications. The historic wearers of the art are thought to be unsavory and the 

artistry of the tattoos is not considered appealing to the majority of today's tattooees. Those who 

still acquire biker type or jailhouse tattoos are not considered a part of the tattoo community 

because they view tattwing differentiy and have contradictory artisb'c styles. Those who are 

induded in the tattoo mmunity follow the middle dass mode1 of tattming, wearing original, 

eustom-made, or fine art tattoos. Images of these have been included among the photographs of 

this thesis. 

This use of cross-cultural material and the denial of certain aspects of its histov reflect in 

the data from Montreal. None of the people interviewed spoke of sailors, bikers or the tattooed 

lady displayed in the carnivals of aie past. They spoke of Japan and Polynesia, African 

scarification and ritual rites of passage. They spoke of individuality, beauty in design, identity and 
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a sense of spirituality that came from their body art, rarely of tebellion or group mernbership. 

While many rnodifiers spoke of body modification simply as k i n g  art insaibed into aieir skin, 

most had reasons beyond the beauty for modifLing their bodies. The cmss-cultural examples 

given in the second drapter of this thesis were examples of the information that body modifiers 

are reading. This academic information gives a sense of legitimacy to their body art and lifestyle. 

This is because people considered nobler than Westerners have practiced body modification for 

centuries. It has been deemed acœptable in the anthropological literature. This acceptability in 

the literature validates and legitirnizes the pracb'ces among Montrealers as well, despite the la& 

of greater social acceptance. 

The ethnographic section, along with the photographs induded in this thesis, illustrate 

the reality and the hurnanity of this segment of Montreal rnodifiers more dearly. The process is 

shown in both the photographs as well as in the ethnographic section. Reality is often denied 

when dealing with aestheücs and the body, because the process is rarely shown. The completed 

image is displayed proudly, but the blood and sweat that had to happen to create the final 

product are ignored. The sculpteci body, the new nose, the pewer breasts, the tattoo, and the 

forked tongue were al1 aeated by a process, which is not usualiy pretty. The sculpted body is 

rarely shown during an intense workout, nor is the painful healing process of plastic surgery, with 

the exception of performance artist Orlan. Through displaying the processes involved in body 

modification, the methods people use are explored, but also how important the process is to the 

final product. While the final product is the most important part of body modificaüon, how the 

person became modified is essential to its social perception. People always ask where a tattoo 

was received or who the aitist was. It is the same with body piedng. Meaning in body 

modification tends to be associated with the experience of and reasons for receiving it One man 

stated that he would not cover up an old and fading ta- because of the experience he had in 

acquiring it: His famer, also a tattooist, gave him the ta- when he was thirteen years old. (See 

Plate Vïï, Photo 2-E) 



With externe modification the importanœ is placed on seif-modification or modification 

in a group setting at home with no professional help. fhings are rarely ampletecl in private, and 

when they are, it is usualiy a very personal healing, for example the amputation. The process of 

the specific modification is discussed at length beforehand with Mer& who offer advice and help 

ta achieve the best possible final product and the best or appropriate management of pain. The 

modification priocess is not simpiy about body modification; it becomes an event, practiceâ in a 

&al environment. The outcorne of the process marks the modification event as well as the 

underfylng reasons for becoming rnodified. The marlcing becomes a constant reminder of the 

event, making the proces inbinsic to how the final product is viewed. 

Identity is a ammon dimurse within body modification kause rnodifiers state that 

they use it to help mate and realize their personal and social identities, Body modifiers use 

~oss-cultural material, taking ideas from sources omde of their own prachlce and giving them 

new meaning ta help create identities. Ideas of ritual, pain, and spirituality al1 corne together 

within the modem primitive ideology, whiçh uses ~ossa l t u ra l  ideas and practices, often 

daiming authenticity in ritual and spirituality. Authentidty is frequendy daimed by alose who 

practiœ body modification using cross-cultural images and ideology. Rarely is extensive research 

done about the culture they are emulating and appredating. The images are taken and a 

supetficial understanding of the culture is used as a basis for the rneanlng behind the speciRc 

modification. bespite the lack of mprehemive kiowlédge about the culture in which the image 

was appropriated from, a sense of identity and a sense of belonging to a group is created, while 

at the same time making the person feel like a unique individual. White the modem primitive 

ideology is not often labeled as such within the Montreal sample, what it represents is still a large 

part of the social processes, construction of identity, and aesthetics of bOdy modification. Cross- 

cultural information and ideology is used as a foundation ta the accumulation of body 

modification. 



Identity is not fixed. People are constantly negotiating their identities with thernseks 

and others. Identiües change over time and from situation to Situation. mite identities k i n g  

permanendy etched onto the M n  by body modifies through sculpting and imagev, their 

ideritities remain fluid. Meaning is not fixed and inberpretation of the irnagery is also mnstantly 

changing. While a tattw may have a certain meaning at the time it is received, whieti is direcüy 

related to the reason fPr and experience of acquiring the body modification, as the person 

changes, the meaning will change with them. Personal experience and soa'etal views concerning 

body modification and body rnodifiers wiii change the way the madification is viewed by the 

wearer. The people who took part in this study were between the ages of 18-30; few were older 

than this. As identities change owr tirne, throuqh one's natural life cyde, it will be interesting to 

see how these body rnodifiers negotiate their identities when they reach middle age. How 

important will body modification be to them? Will their body art continue to be a part of their 

identity, or will we see an inaease in tattoo removal, implant and pierdng removal, and skin 

gram to cover scarifications? 

Bodily aesthetics is rnuch more than mere visual appearance. Sefdom is a tattm or 

piercing simply for show. There is usually a behind it and a signiiicant rneaning to the 

wearer. The complexity of acquiring body art, negotiaang identity, and the politics surrounding it 

culminates in the artisby of the design. This thesis has describeci many dif fhnt types of body 

alterations, which are interpreted as body art by the wearers. me body modifications are used to 

improve and decorate the body whife expressing personal identity. It has a social aspect that 

goes beyond the image insuibed in the skin. The social aspects have been shown, through 

ethnographie fieldwork, to exist in the process of aquiring the modification either through a self- 

aeated ritual, or aIrough elabrate techniques concoctecl thmugh collaboration with friends and 

~oss-cultural material, as well as through the display of the completed product. The self-created 

ritual and techniques both use cross-cultural material appropriating symbds, tools, and 

techniques. The social aspect of display involves the communication of personal and social 



identity because the rnoâiit ion makes a statement about the wearer. Wewers judge body 

modification depending on societal views and personal experienœ with the medium. Presendy, 

the disb'nction between posiüvely and negatively viewed body modifications rest on size, 

permanence, and visibility. More specifically, a srnall easily hidden tattoo or piera'ng is 

acceptable. While a tattoo is permanent, if it is easily hidden then it will not present problems 

with interacüng sodally arnong non-modifiers and with employment opportunities. When 

modifications becorne large and more difficult to hide, there is less toleranœ. A penon with 

visible ta#oos or pierdngs rnay experienœ disaimination because of their obvious markings. 

They will have a more difficult time finding employrnent than a person without visible 

inodifcations. This distinction between the acceptability of certain forms of body modification and 

unacceptability of others remains, and will likely remain because of the constant state of change 

that is the nature of popular culture. If a permanent modification is visible, it mocks popular 

culture and those who adhere to it. It becomes hard to change and hard to confon to the next 

new trend. 

Consumerism and popular culture are an inseparable part of body modification due to the 

nature of Western 50a'ety as a consumer sodety. The theory of popular culture states tbat what 

begins as marginal evenlually becornes mainstream as the ideas spread through mass 

communication. This is exactfy what is occumng within body modification. While the reœnt 

history began as a hegemonic dialogue by a group of characters labeled as marginal by Society, 

then became a search for meaning by ind-viduals who felt disamnectecl by a pereived lack of 

meaning in their lives, it is becoming increasingly popufar among m a s  soa'ety. Models are shown 

wearing tattoos and pierangs and mainsb-eam jewelry stores have begun to cany body jewelry. 

Temporary tattoos are amilable at nie Ad&!-. Advertising and telwision uses body art to 

seIl producb, and card companies cash in on its developing popularity by producing car& which 

state "congratulations on your new body art". M i l e  many still follow the Judaic body ethic that 

the body is saued, belongs to God and should not be permanently marked, most young adults 



do not as the move Tri popular culture is to sculpt the body ta fit and ideal image. People are 

beginning to believe that their body is th& own. They are aeating a body that they can be 

pmud of, a body h t  they can feel cornfortable in, a body that they chose. 

These canœpts of consumerîsm and popular culture ako tie into the previous ideas on 

identily. While popular culture and eonsumpüon tend to have superficial meaning, it can also be 

a large part of a person's identiv. Body modifiers rarely discuss aie importance of being 

accepteci by sodety as they are usually trying to separabe themselves and stand out, but they are 

still trying to assodate themselws with a marginal group. Those who pride themseives on being 

up-to-date in the fashion indu- are follwng popular culture using it to fom an identity8 an 

identity based on being "hip", fashionable, or admirable because of how they look. I n  ment  

years, being fashionable has not only rneant wearing the latest dothing trend, but also a taüm 

or having a body piercing. 

Due to the need for meaning that rnany bdieve Western sodety has kt, there is a 

sbong move of young people to try to find the meaning they need through body modification. 

The marking means something to them and in wr individualisüc -ety that is al1 they need. 

They can go to the tattoo parlor or piercing studio and buy meaning that they can Wear on h i r  

person permanendy; the image cannot be taken away from them. The meaning however, will 

change over tirne. Presenüy tattoos and piercings are "cool", but it cannot be predicted how they 

will be viewed in the future. 

The present popularity of body modification al- produces an interesthg dynamic. The 

many images in this thas may shock and disturb people and they may wonder how extreme 

body modification could possibly becorne popular. It is painful, and some may think grotesque, 

yet the many images present in this thesis and those available over the intemet of people 

modifying their bodies speak for themselves. R is easy to dismiss them as exhibitionists, 

narcissists, or psychotics but the method in which most from this group present themselves 

strongly suggests otherwise. The most prominent body modifiers tend to be very articulate and 



knowledgeable about their medium. They are wdl versed in cross-cultural examples of similar 

pmüces. Their actions are organized and tend to be linked to their sen* of self. While popular 

culture incorporates some of these bodily practices into its repertoire some of this aspect of 

organization and knowledge about the medium will likely be W. Meaning and identity becornes 

cenbered on aesthehks. 

As tatboing and body piercing becornes more popular, those who wish to remain 

marginal rnembers of -ety because of their body modifications must push the medium further 

to remain marginal. Once a modification becornes popular, the ability to shodc outsiders is lost. 

To retain that "shock value" the body modifiers must become more heaviiy modified and try new 

types of modification. How far the alterations can go is uncertain. S o m  believe it has already 

been pushed to its maximum, but time will tell. As images of extreme modification and men 

consensual W r e  becorne more ammon on aie internet and more people becorne involved in 

extreme fonns of body altering, the influence on young people to alter their bodies is great. 

However, fashion fades and body modificafion could potentially become the bellbottorns of the 

1970's, only to becorne popular again when the h d  resurfaœs thirty years later. Howwer, body 

modification is king linked to identity and is being given meaning beyond its appearanœ, 

something that bellbottorns did not The modifications cannot be discardeci as easily when they 

become unfashionable. People rnay begin to undergo surgeries to remove them, hide them, or 

they rnay alter their perspective, changing the meaning they hold surrounding them tn fit their 

perspective at that time. It is dinicul? to anticipate how body modification will change, how it will 

be viewed, and what it will mean to people in the future. The only ce-inty is mat it will change. 



' Al1 names have been changed. 
* These three districts are within the downtown Montreal area: Peter-McGill #26, Jeanne Mance 
#25, and Saint-Jacques #38. 
Twenty-seven tattw and piero'ng studios are adverb'sed in tfw 2001 phone book for the entire 

island of Montreal. 
' Number calculated by dividing one million people by nineteen tattoo and piercing studios. 

Breast implants have different -etal concems because they tend to be acceptable in sodety, 
although not when young girls meive them. Their acceptability ames fmm the motivations and 
the end product, which are more or les  normalizing. The implants dealt with in this thesis are 
those which do not follow the mainstream body aesthetic. 
Novocain is a local anesthetic. Mike purchased the dnig in prefilled syringes, but would not tell 

me where, or who sold them to him. 
' 1 have often been arked how 1 was able to watch the tongw forking p d u r e .  1 believe the 
camera allowed me to observe this operation by pravIding me with a barrier between the surgery 
and myself, ofbring a safe and cornfortable distance. It also provided me with another focus, to 
compose photagraphs, besides u'mply the physical act of the cutting happening before my eyes. 
' 1 have been unsurrPccriil in finding this reference. 
Those woiUng in flash shops, though, were not as interestecl in originality, but mplimented 

custom designs and appreciated their arb'stry. 
'O A bail dance is a performance in which the dancer has srnall weighteâ M s  sewn into his or her 
skin. The balls hang from the body and white the dancer dances, the balls b o u e  and move with 
the dancer, 
" While the research participants are past the age of being deRned as youth, the concept of 
Canadian youth culture applies b the body modification subculture. hgally, they are adults 
however they are taking part in a subculture that research shows to correspond with the theories 
on youth culture. 
l2 This is a misconstnied understanding of "primitive" soa'ety that is widely spread but has been 
challenged by anthropologists. So-calleci primitive sodeties are the product of their own sacial 
transformations and in no way represent our own pre-histon'c p s t .  
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8 - Govemwnt ReguIations/Guide~ines 

During fieldwark, my main resource on the subject of government regulations was 

through the practitioners. Several tattooists mentioned the book that the govemment published, 

hut 1 was unable to obtain It because of govemment b e a u r o m  and language politics until 

fieldwork was complete. 1 fwnd a small pamphlet in a doctor's office produced by the 

govemment of Quebec, which consists of scant guidelines for clients and practitioners They are 

highly inadequate. (See Plate X>O(V and Plate XXXVï). Through research, 1 dixovered that there 

are no government regulations, only guidelines, which rnost of the pmtitioners considered to not 

go far enough. There are no sanctions the government can carry out if someone does not follow 

them properly. 

1 was eventually able to obtain the Health Canada publication conceming infection and 

disease control surrounding pierdng and tatboing. A brief summary of the official guidelines 

proposecl by Health Canada follows: 

This publication entiüed "Infection Control Guidelines: I n f a o n  Prevention and Control 

Prachices from Personal Services: Tattooing, Ear/bdy Piercing, and Electrolysis" is published in 

both offidal languages, 72 pages in English and 82 pages in French and is intended for 

practitioners. It gives very specific actions designeci to prevent the spread of infection. The 

guidelines may be said to not go far enough because they are merely guidelines, with no legal 

sanctioning behind them. The methods of sterilization and prevention of cross-contamination are 

describecl in extensive detail and are certainly adequate. The guidelines are very specific and 

state that one should follow them precisely. 

The purpose of the report is to d u c e  and prevent the spread of bloodbome pathogens 

such as the Hepaatis B virus, Hepatitis C virus, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and 

acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIOS). M e r  infections such as warls, toxic shock 

syndrome, cutaneous tuberculosis, inoculation Ieprosy, and deep tissue infection have also been 

reportedly spread by ta-ing and piercing. I n  effect, through breaking the skin barrier, any 





Infecaon could potentially be transmitted. There is reportedly litüe evidenœ that tattwing and 

pierdng were genuinely the causes of the reported cases of infection. This is because there are 

multiple factors that could have caused the infection, not simply the acquisition of the tattw or 

body pferdng. The risk of acquiring diseases through body modification varies and can be 

prevented by using sterile equipment and proper afkr care procedures. The report focuses on 

infection risks, but mentions the non-infaous risks in passing. The risk of becoming infected 

ocairs when the skin or mucous membrane is p i e d  as pathogens have an entrance to ttie 

body* 

The most effective type of sterilization of all reusable equipment is outlined. Pracb'tioners 

are instructed to dean each item first to remwe any visible soiling. Step by step instructions are 

provided on how to remove visible matter. After the first deaning stage, a disinfection process 

must m r .  There are spedfic categories of Items labeled nonuitical, which are items that corn 

into contact with intact &in, semi critical items, which are items that come into contact with 

m w s  membranes, non-intact skin, or items that tout31 a sterile item. Finally there is a aitical 

category, which are items that enter deep into the &in. Each of these categories has spedfic 

disinfection proûedures designecl to kill bacteria, microorganisms, and vinises. Autoclave 

sterilization fdlows disinfdori. Spedfic sterilization procedures are outlined such as preparation 

of each item, loading, and unloading the autodave. The temperatures and timing required are 

also listed. Sterilization equipment (steam and dry heat autoclaves) must be testecl monthly for 

effectiveness. Past rnettrods that are now considered inadequate are also rnentioned as suai. 

Disposal of contaminated objects is described in depth, as is me proper layout for a 

studio. Zones of degree of contamination to prevent cross-contamination are required in the 

studio. Step by step deaning procedures are provided conceming equipment, dient skin deaning 

before and after the procedure, blood and body fluid spills, practitioner hygiene and protection of 

objects that cannot be properly deaned and sterilized. Keeping dient records is recommended. 



Nam, address, phone number, date of birth, date of procedure, pracb'tioner's name and the site 

of the procedure should be recordeci because they could be needed if an infection m r s .  

The publication breaks down each body modification rneaiod into procedural elements 

and guidelines for safe and sanitary practice is systernatically given. For tattooing the needles are 

labeled as the rmst criticat item for infection risk because they actually enter the skin. Everything 

that touches the needles must be carefully deaned and rnonitored for potential cross- 

contamination. ûetailed guidelines are given concerning the set up of the workstation. It is 

recommnded that sterile rieedles be removed from their packages and disposed of properiy in 

front of the client. 

Body pierdng is considered the most invasive of the procedures because the needle 

entes the body at one point and exits through another. tocal infections of the piercing site are 

cornmon because the jewelry inserted slows the healing pmcess, keeping the tissue open and 

therefore more susceptible to pathogens. &th proceses of needle pierdng and gun pierdng are 

describeci and proper sterilization procedures outlined, which are sirnilar to that describeci for 

tattooing. The same format us& for tattooing is used for piercing as step by step instructions are 

given. 

This govemmental publication is thorough. If these procedures are followed acturately 

and prea'sely, spread of disease through body modification would be lirnited. The problem would 

rest with the dients and tkir  aftercare hygiene. The reality, however, Is that is it often easier not 

to follow the guidelines as they are tirne consuming and cornplex procedures. Practiüoners often 

feel that the many particulars are unnecesary and since they are not sanctioned by law, they do 

not have to follow them. 

The spread of disease is not rampant due to body modification. Still, the Canadian 

Govemrnent would be wise to ensure some sort of safety standards. It is ironic that restaurants 

have certain laws goveming them and the Health Board inspects and ensures cornpliance, yet 

tattoo and piercing studios are completely unregulated. This is despite the fact that they break 



the skin barrier. Several shop owners complaineô that when they opened their store, no one in 

the govemment would inspect their premises or give them any momrnendations. They were ako 

unaware of this publication gnd no one in the govemment inforrned them of its existence. There 

is no professional association of tattooists and pieizers either. New tattooists and piercers Ieam 

through apprentiœship without any set standard of -ce or sanitation. The apprentice is 

guided by an estabfished tattooist who agrees to teach them the trade. This Health Canada 

report can be ignored if the practitioner does not wish to take it seriousiy. Most practitioners 

practice some f m  of sterilization procedures but these are not regulated or inspectecl by 

anyone. However, there are a large number of tattooists who pride themselves of theit 

reputation as arbists, and to keep that good reputation they must not only be creative and 

comptent as an amst, but also fdlow safe and sanitary practice. 

The context surrounding this document was obtained through interviewhg one of the 

tatkmists who was involved in its production. Dave discovered that a document was k i n g  

created conceming the sanitary practices surrounding bttooing with no tattooist's input and 

approached the governrnent. He has given many lectures around the world, written books about 

hygiene and body modification, and has been a tattooist for 28 years, al1 that qualify him to 

speak on the procedures necessary for sanitary practice. Before this 1999 document was 

published, the niles created in 1955 were still in effect. These niles did not reflect the health 

concerns and issues of Way. The main reason these guidelines were aeated was because of 

Hepatitk C scares. According to Dave, the guidelines are not pol id ,  but they allow the 

government to act if necessary. Dave has done lectures and teaching seminars in the United 

States and commented that the American government is stricter than in Canada. The American 

government will inspect the premises and will dose down a shop for not compiying with 

regulations. The problem in Canada is that the government has not enforced these guidelines. 

The document was sent only to tattoo shops that were advertised in the yellow pages of the 



phone book. Mihile available to the public, it is not generally known to exist, as 1 dismvered, even 

by m n y  of the employees of Health Canada. 

When asked if this document is too detailed, Dave coinmenteci that some of the 

procedures were simplified and could be more detailed. Some tattooists may believe that this 

document goes tao far and is tcm detailed, but Dave does not think it is. When the concem is 

public health, tattooists anâ piarcers should be putting 110 per cent effort into sanitation. It is 

important for public safety, but also to protect the industry and to prevent lawsuits. 

This document is federally produœd, meaning that locally guidelines and regulations can 

be made that go even furlher. The dty of Toronto, Winnipeg, and Vamuver each have local 

regulations conceming body modification. Monbeal has none. 



n k 5 . W  - Links to web pages for body modification 
lin- - Links to web pages for body piercirig 

www.- - Very large Canadian-based body modification web site. This is aie main 
%me" website 
www.bmewarid.~ - U n k  to body modifier home pages, or pemnal webpages, part of the 
bme groups - Canadian based, part of the bme group 

ywnv.blarksuntudio.ac.ca - A Montreal piercing studio 
m-Ewopean website 

kckIdm e$gnl#infection - Heakh Canada's guidelines for professional - 
pierchg 
m.oierdmr.oro - The (American) Assodation of Professional Pie- - New York City tatlming 
-=bodvrnadiftcation-mq - Canadian based, part of bme group 
yvww,byMair.caai - Toronto body modifier - Tattoo, Pierdng, Branding, and Searring studio in Toronto -.- - Fakir Musafar's web page (American) 
w w v . d > u c h o t ~  - The Church of Body Modification's website. A spirituai organizaüon. 
w w w . m . c a m  - North American webdbe with many links 
ywuwdaa6az.oet - Information and advdsing SI@ 
w w w . t r i a n m  - Triangle Tattoo and Museum (California) 

ix.acabeth/WHw-hûnl- Web based art gallery and shop site (California) 
i i ~ l v w - ~ c o m  - listing of tattao studios 

i- - Steve Hayworth's website, Three dimensional art 
(implants) 

re.oraf-msxl- - A persona1 webpage 
1M.W - The Engima's Weâding web page 

- A personal webpage - United Kingdom 
ng studio web page (also information on tatboing, 

scarification, branding) 
rkSbQdv~ierdn@welry.mq - a body jewelry supplier 

la~mr.abodvDIg- - a body jewelry supplier 
rn.shelina.com - a body jewelry supplier - - - - -  

I ~ c o m l ~ 8 v C o u n a V 9 s p  - a directory of pierdng stuâios, worldwide 
interloc/com/-- - A Tomnto b a d  studio, piercing,-tattooing, branding, and 

scarification 
iiiii~ww,MnishiacitaB~~~com - a tattoo journal 

IserviCes~ofu~.h~ - A Montreal North Studio, tatboing and pierdng 
fiedrnind.com - information site, current events, web reviews, discussions 
admm - modification/torture website (very gra phic) 

//ww.bodvmodification.com - exberne body modification site, information and photographs 
rnalzine.com - art website with a section featunng body modification artists and their 

work. 




